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DESIGN

SUMMARY

man as well
"Because they do not take sufficient account of the limitations posedofbyintegration of
degree
high
as other factors of real life, many complex systems requiring a conditions
of a real dynamic
exacting
the
under
down
break
simply
many functions ... will
battle .

P. Naslin, Head, NATO Defence Research Section, 1983

0.1

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
i.

in design or
Human engineering (known in some countries as human factors are taken into
discipline by which data on human capabilities and limitations

ergonomics) is a
NATO AC1243 Panelaccount during the engineering design and development process.
engineering. The RSG
8/RSG.14 completed a study of analysis techniques used for human
analysis techniques, compiled
collected information on the of use of known human engineering
identify the need for new and
to
them
descriptions of thirty-one existing techniques, reviewed
of such techniques, and
improved techniques, reviewed the current state of standardizationsystems.
Volume 1 of this
compiled examples of functional decompositions of typical manned
and its relationship to systems
report reviews the state-of-the-art of human engineering analysis
human engineering analyses
thirty-one
of
reviews
engineering. Volume 2 of this report contains
of human engineering in
application
the
assist
and functional decompositions prepared to
advanced development projects.

0.1.1

Background

engineering effort
ii. Human engineering is an essential speciality within the systems
software sub-systems through
directed at the integration of the human with hardware andsame
general pattern as those of
the
follow
analysis, simulation, test and design. The analyses
function allocation, task
systems engineering. They include: mission analysis, function analysis,
analysis, and performance analysis.
to reduce military
iii. As weapon systems become more sophisticated and pressure of
humans may not
abilities
and
skills
manpower increases, there is a severe risk that the unique
of a
performance
potential
the
be exploited as effectively as they could be, thus degrading
systems
human
at
directed
are
system. Therefore, programmes in several NATO nationsin those programmes. For example,
integration (HSI). Human engineering is an essential activity estimated to be 50% of the lifein the USA, total manpower, personnel and training costs are are interested in HSI from the
cycle costs of a weapon system. Thus life-cycle managers costs as well as obtaining a high
viewpoint of reducing manpower requirements and personnel human engineering applications
level of system effectiveness. To assist in obtaining those goals,
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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should start at the outset of a project and be updated throughout the development cycle, as with
other engineering elements.
systems
iv. In 1984, a NATO DRG Panel 8 workshop reviewed "Applications of
improve
to
ergonomics to weapon system development" and made thirty-six recommendations
were concerned
the application of ergonomics (or human factors) technology, many of whichGroup,
convened
with human engineering (Merriman et al., 1984>. Subsequently an Exploratory
Research
a
of
to review the recommendations of the workshop, recommended the formation
Study Group to:
* review the state of knowledge of analytical techniques
use
* evaluate such analytical methods for their effectiveness, reliability and ease of
new
where
* stimulate co-operative efforts for improving existing methods, determining
techniques are needed, and for developing new techniques
* recommend courses of action for improving the standardization of techniques
Research Study Group (RSG) 14 was formed in October 1987 to work towards these
objectives.

mi
SC(
an

0.1.2 Survey of human engineering analysis techniques
v. RSG.14 compiled a list of twenty-four human engineering analysis techniques used
of these
for the analysis of Missions, Functions, Tasks, and Operator Performance. Many
and
activities,
engineering
systems
other
techniques are similar to analytical techniques used in
in
techniques
these
of
use
the
surveyed
might be expected to be in widespread use. The RSG
thirty-three projects in seven countries (Chapter 2).
vi. It was found that the rate of application of the techniques was low and inconsistent,
level
although increasing. The application to NATO projects was extremely limited. The overall
courses
training
and
also,
low
very
of knowledge of human engineering analysis techniques was
a guide to
in human engineering did not cover them. Therefore, the RSG decided to compileengineers
in
and
managers
project
by
thirty-one human engineering analysis techniques for use
work.
that
of
outcome
the
the NATO nations. Volume 2 Part 1 of this report represents
0.1.3

Review of human engineering analysis techniques

have
of stn
existi.
integi
(ChaT
I factor
appro
devel
devel

vii. Analysis is a widely used approach in systems engineering and system design/
development. This review covers analytical techniques used for human engineering (Chapter 3).
The review does not deal with other human engineering techniques such as experimentation,
modelling, man-in-the-loop simulation, rapid or virtual prototyping, test and evaluation, or field
The
trials, although the relationship of those techniques to analysis is discussed in the report.
analysis,
of
types
major
six
for
techniques
used
review contains descriptions of the most widely
which, typically, are used in sequence (Fig. 0.1).
viii. Modem approaches to design emphasize the functional aspects of systems. It has
To support
been found difficult to do this without the benefit of reference to earlier applications.
2 Part
Volume
in
reported
are
and
compiled
also
were
this, examples of system decompositions
2. The material covers aircraft, ships, and army systems, and provide examples of seven
different approaches to functional decomposition.

integr

alloca
studie

reviev
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0.1: The sequence of human engineering analyses
reviewed in the report

Need for new techniques

ix. Another aim of the RSG's work was to identify those
analytical techniques which
have a strong link to current developments in systems engincering,
particularly
the increasing use
of structured analysis and design for software development.
In
addition
to
compiling
the guide to
existing human engineering analysis techniques, the RSG reviewed
how
the
techniques
might be
integrated with other engineering activities, particularly those
of
software
systems
engineering
(Chapter 4).
x. Technological changes will affect: the human
factors problems which may arise in operating or maintainingmachine interface; the kind of human
new systems or equipment: and the
approach to system design and development taken by designers
developments in technology and in systems engineering and engineers. Several current
will require corresponding
developments in human engineering techniques. These developments
include:
* the increasing importance of cognitive tasks in systems operation
and maintenance
* increasing use of computer based decision aids and knowledge-based
systems
* increasing use of computer simulation, rapid prototvping.
and
computer
aided design
as human engineering tools
* increasing use of software engineering techniques
and computer-aided software
engineering
xi. As reviewed in Volume 1 Chapter 5, all of these developments
argue for a more
integrated approach to systems development based on
the analysis of system functions, the
allocation of functions to sub-systems, the analysis of sub-system
interactions, and feasibility
Studies within the context of systems engineering.

0.1.5

Need for standardization of techniques

xii. National and NATO standards governing the practice
of human engineering were
reviewed as part of the study. Within individual countries,
the level of standardization of human
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engineering analysis techniques is low. Within NATO it is extremely low, and inconsistent This
situation is reviewed and recommendations for standardization are developed in Volume 1,
Chapter 5.

0.2

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

xiii. Based on the work outlined above, RSG.14 makes the following
recommendations:
* Panel-8 should support research and development of function allocation and task
analysis techniques to deal with cognitive behaviour, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
* The DRG should collaborate with the NATO agencies responsible for standardization
to ensure the application of human engineering in NATO projects through the
development of standards, specifications, and guidelines which identify andcdescribe
human engineering analysis techniques, the latter based on Volume 2 of this report, as
discussed in Chapter 5.
* The DRG should collaborate with the NAGs to explore how current technological
developments can be used to integrate the human, software, and hardware aspects of
project development in such a way that human engineering becomes an inseparable part
of the design/development process based on the use of computer software, as
discussed in Chapter 3.

0.3

MILITARY IMPLICATIONS
xiv. The following are the military implications of the work of the RSG:
* The effectiveness of a total system depends on the performance of the human
components for planning, decision making, supervision, control, and maintenance.
* Manpower is an increasingly limited and expensive resource, and must be utilized to
the most effective extent possible.
* The human components have a large influence on the life cycle costs, effectiveness,
reliability, and readiness of weapon systems.
* Effective human sub-system utilization is obtained through the application of human
engineering throughout the entire weapon system development process, including
upgrading and updating.
* The human engineering analysis techniques described in this report are essential to that
process and should be used in future development projects. Standardization of the
approach to human engineering within NATO will facilitate the use of those
techniques.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMS DESIGN AND
HUMAN ENGINEERING ANALYSES

of our personnel
"We have to design equipment to take full advantage of the capabilities
personnel
degrade
or
and we have to design equipment that will not overload,to confuse
human
design-induced
reduce

performance in achieving mission objectives ... We have
failures. We have to plan
error which is so costly a component of accidents and operational
available to us bv

for the wise and judicious use of the limited personnel and skill levels
use of automation and
optimizing manpower requirement, and through more effective
inDrder to
productivity
expert systems. We have to design with greater efficiency and
reduce costs to our services and to our nations."
Rear Admiral R. Horne. USN, 1990

1.1

INTRODUCTION

and systems which
1. For a long time, humans have manufactured devices. equipment.
increasingly
satisfv
to
combat,
or
work
permit the accomplishment of activities, whether
to the end of
Up
reliability.
and
demanding and complex objectives with increasing effectiveness
by craftsmen who tailored
the 19th century, almost all manufactured items were made to measure
production of objects
mass
the
and
the product to the user. The development of industrialization
a large number of
bv
use
effective
for
has forced manufacturers to make identical items
efforts of several
the
requires
often
individuals. Today, the achievement of a specific objective
organization.
formal
a
in
automatic,
groups of individuals using several complex machines, some as weapons without considering
Today, it is not possible to manufacture complex objects such
a goal or a mission
of achieving
them as systems, defined as "the ensemble of.elements capable

with autonomy" (Dictionaire Robert).

(

re

s

o

u

uresorc

nd social envrn

Figure 1.1:

en

Three interacting sets of system resources
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2. The effectiveness of mission accomplishment depends upon the exploitation of the
various system resources, i.e., people, material, software, and orgation in a physical and
social environmenL (Fig. 1.1). These resources provide the system elements. or sub-systems.
skills,
The human resource is defined by the personnel who are available, their knowiedge and or
the
exploitation
Successful
and their characteristics (manpower, personnel, and training).
the
on
but
performance)
(sub-system
system resources depends not only on their capability
sub-system
and
qualitv of the interactions between them (sub-system compatibility,
communication). That is why designers must research the best interactions between the elements
The
and combine them into an effective system, i e., they must design an integrated system.
of
training
and
selection
interactions which the designer must consider include those between the
design
software
the system operators and maintainers and the complexity of the hardware and
(Fig. 1.2).
<

ar
S(
P.
n
d
C
ha
S

l

Operating

l

i

personnel

Maintenance
personnel

Software
Figure 1.2:

The human-machine system

3. While taking the human system components into account, the designer must
remember that there are important variations from one human to another. whether
with
anthrotometric, physiological. psychological. or cultural. These human variations interact
one another, and, for any one individual, some characteristics change over time. In addition.
human system elements may require protection from their working environment. The human
sub-system factors which must be considered in the development of weapon systems comprise:
* Human factors and cognitive psychological information which defines the capability of
operators and maintainers to do mental work, the nature and content of information for
presentation, and the needs for training and practice.
* Physiological and biodynamic information which defines the capability of operators and
maintainers to do physical work, their body positions and postures, the forces exerted
on controls, the location of the components of the human-machine interface, the form
and size of those components, for example, and requirements for physical protection.
*Anthropometry information which defines human physical dimensions. the dimensions

of the work space and the location of controls and displays.
Information from the foregoing disciplines which determines manpower requirements,
the length of work period, and needs for and means of protection against environmental
conditons and safety and health hazards.
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the variance which it represents,
4. This information must be considered in terms of
must accomplish. In this context,
and viewed in terms of the functions and tasks the operators
manufactured hardware and
that
ensure
the design problem can be expressed as follows:
the maximum number of individualsfrom a
software can be used by, and provide protectionfor,
is
the more complex products become, the more itand
populationwhich is quite varied. That is why, human
design
the
in
account
into
factors
necessary to use special methods to take
of human engineering (known in some
task
main
the
is
This
development of those products.
involves consideration of the relevant
countries as human factors in design or ergonomics) which
as those described herein, and the means
human factors issues, the methods for analysis such
and development of hardware and
and the scheduling of effort to integrate the results in design
software.
for solutions which permit the
5. Human engineering should be involved in the search (the human resource) while
by potential users
optimal use of products (satisfaction of the need)psychological
and moral terms. The benefits of
physical,
in
respecting the entirety of the latter
them are reduced errors and reduction of
human engineering can be very significant. Among
system costs (both acquisition and lifeuncertainty about how the system will operate, reduced
compared to existing systems. For
cycle), reduced training costs, and manpower reduction
estimated that the proper application of
example, a US Navy Research Advisory Committee
manpower in Navy surface ships. Efforts in
human engineering can result in a 20% reduction in the
gains which can be achieved by effective
progress in other navies provide further evidence of Norwegian and Netherlands navies all have
integration of humans and machines. The German,
attention to human-machine interfaces.
active programmes to produce new ships with extensive
size of 50, reduced from 70 persons in a
The Netherlands Walrus II submarine has a crew
decrease in capabilities. but some increase in
previous, similar Zwaardvis class. It will have no pursued
in the new "M-Frigate" which has a
training requirements. Similar results are being ST class. Considerable use is being made of
complement of 156 compared to 190 in the older
displays, extensive man-machine
automated monitoring and control systems. computerized
design and testing, and on-board training and cross-training.

(

)
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Figure 1.3: Factors Influencing a design concept
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the concept of the system and the
6. The human engineering perspective is based on specialists is to give engineers the
human engineering
integration of the human in it. The role of
for the production of equipment and systems.
necessary
means of choosing technical solutions
a system will be the result of a compromise between
The technical solutions chosen to implement conflict.
This compromise includes consideration of
different requirements, some of which may
(Fig. 1.3), and can be determined only from
technical and financial possibilities and schedules
the identification of the necessary functions,
knowledge of the system mission, which permits
and by the same means, the operator's task demands.
involves many human factors
7. The integration of the human subsystem
for decision
that although adaptability and capacity
considerations. It must be remembered system
link in the
weak
a
be
component. the human can
making make the human an irreplaceable
the wide
of
Because of this. and because
system due to variability in performance over time.
the risks
all
address
human engineering cannot
range of factors which affect human performance,For example, Figure 1.4 presents an Ishikawa
of poor performance, incidents or accidents. as influencing their flight safety and operational
(cause factor) diagram of factors rated by aircrew
training, personnel and organization. as
effectiveness. These factors include aircraft operations.
well as human engineering issues.

Human Engineering
aircraft reliability

Training Factors
Aircraft Operations
training
\ multiple operational roles \ spatal disorientation

* centrduge/G-stress training
aircraft capability compared \ available flying time.
* aeromedical training
air displays and
to pilot capability
* aircraft skill requirements
flying
non-operational
spatial disorientation
standards of graduating pilots
\the HUD
airmanship
\
aircraft systems
* supervision of flying and
chemical defence equipment
experience of supervisors
G-protection system
* training of supervisors

oxygen system

\other life support equipment

\

\Flight

\

Safety

Xand

\
/ pilt experience
/plot attrition
\

/Operational
/[Effectiveness
/lyng related woIrkoad
/career policies
and
* impact of non-flying duties
financial situation of pilots
non-flying related workload
*family pressures on pilots & famiiy
levels in squadrons
manning
.
and social effects of postings
* time available to shoot the breeze
officer development
an Hying
requirements
study time
available
A
address
to
thea programme
fatigue
long-term
/
pilot attrition
Workload in Squadrons

Personnel and
TI

Organization

,

I

S

safety and operational
Figure 1.4: Factors found to Influence flight
effectiveness (after Davidson et al., 1991)
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THE OVERALL CONCEPT: THE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS

8. In the development of military systems and equipment, human factors (human
engineering, manpower, personnel training, system safety and health hazards) must be included
in the larger concept of the life cycle of the product. Several project management programmes
have been developed for the integration of human factors with other systems design factors.
Typical programmes include MANPRINT, developed by the US Army, IMPACT, developed by
the US Air Force, and the human-systems integration programme being developed by the US
Department of Defense. Other nations within NATO, including France, FRG, and UK, are
adopting simila approaches which are being studied by NATO AC/243 Panel 8 RSG 21. These
management programmes address manpower, personnel, training, safety and health hazards, and
human engineering, to improve system performance, reduce human error, and minimize related
costs (Booher, 1989).
9. Recently the systems development process has also expanded to include disciplines
such as Concurrent Engineering and Total Quality Management. Concurrent Engineering focuses
on the iterative character of the design process. The aim is to have designers consider the system
throughout its life cycle, from project initiation to system disposal. taking into account all
systems elements with regard to operation, maintenance. production and logistic support, as well
as quality, costs schedules and user requirements (Winner et al., 1988). Human engineering can
support this approach because the study of system operation and maintenance issues is central to
human engineering activities. Total Quality Management (TQM) is an approach which seeks to
minimize the variance in the quality of products through gearing the attitudes of personnel
involved in the design and production process towards quality consciousness. Improved design
techniques are conceived as results of these attitude changes (Demming, 1982). Human
engineering can support the TQM approach by helping to identify the characteristics of the users
and their requirements for systems and equipment. Human engineering can also contribute to
TQM by identifying those features of human operator performance which contribute to variance
in the system product or output, for example, reaction times, the correctness of procedures,
correctness of operator decisions, or magnitude of operator errors.
10. The starting point of the systems development process for both equipment and
personnel is the identification of operational needs of the system to be designed. Svstem
engineering transforms the operational need into a system description by following a series of
steps involving analysis, synthesis, trade-off studies. and simulation and test. Although systems
engineering texts do not agree on terminology, the essential steps (from Chambers. 1986) are:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

mission requirements analysis
functional analysis
function allocation
synthesis of a system concept
logistic engineering
life cycle cost analysis

optimization (including trade-off studies. cost effectiveness studies. and effectiveness
modelling)
* generation of specifications

11. The systems development process seldom starts from an operational requirement to
develop a system description by analysis alone. Usually, some concept of the system exists, for
example, as the idea of an attack aircraft, or a sea-based surveillance svstem. or an existing
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As the systems engineers decompose
improved.
or
upgraded
be
can
which
,stem concept
they repeatedly check the results of
specification,
system
the
synthesize
and
(or
'stem requirements
modify the latter where necessary. A system
and
concept,
original
their
against
and
eir analyses
stages of development (need. virtual, real
product) exists in different forms at differentfrom one stage to another is a function of the
perational - Papin, 1992). The transition different activities (analysis. specification, design,
evelopment process. That process involves
The goal of this report is to review the techniques
ianufacture, evaluation, and use) (Fig. 1.5).
mission requirements analysis through to
from
systems.
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.e generation of specifications.
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Figure 1.5: The system development

in
specialists have had a growing interesthave
12. Engineers and human engineeringeffectiveness.
Both groups of specialists
accounting for human performance in system performance. Engineers supply disciplines such
specific
developed tools for predicting human-machine
while human engineering specialists use
study,
work
and
theory
control
as cybernetics,
research and, in particular, test and evaluation
design methods, information theory, operational
The key to the involvement of
variance.
human
and
factors
human
for
methods, to account
process is the description of human performancescha
human engineering in the systems development
engineering activities.
in ways which are compatible with the other
include real world observations field
l3. Approaches to describing human performance
laboratory experiment. and pure computer-simulation
studies.
which
man-in-the-loop-simulator
studies,
human behaviour. The first two approaches,
studies including simple representations of
fail to consider
have the common drawback that they Obviously,
the
are relevant to both new and old systems,
behaviour.
affect
which
factors
variable
of
number
unknown
an
control
and
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experi
practic
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made are very close to actual
conditions in which real world observations and field studies are(see
Fig.1.6). Generally, these
operations. This is true to a lesser extent for simulator studiesto description and analysis of the
approaches (real world observations and field trials) are suited
Simulator and laboratory
mission, incidents and accidents and the operator's activities.
conditions under
emergency
and
experiments are aimed at prediction of performance for routine
from the
generalization
doubtful
of
controlled environmental conditions. but have the drawback
ardficial test conditions to reality.
Low

Fidelity with the real world

High

Observations and

Games -*o-

-

m
measurements in

the real world

X.~..........-

simulations

an-in-the-ioop
simulations

3
.

a:

Monte-Carlo

Field studies

Raoid

-,a*-.. Mathematical

models

-- ,
Ra-

prototyping
-o*-

Laboratory experiments -N
-.

Low

<3

l

Psychological tests -O

Control off factors affecting performance

4>

High

to measure humanFigure 1.6: Hypothetical relationship between conditions performance.
machine performance and control of factors affecting Chapanis & Van Cott. 1972)
(after

in simulator
14. From a methodological viewpoint there would be an tooptimum
results for
generalize
world
real
experiments, -which have sufficient representation of the interpretation of results. This type
practical conditions and are sufficiently controlled to allow the in performance relative to the
of experiment offers the opportunity to judge human variance
procedures, etc. Rapid prototyping
variance due to the use of alternative pieces of equipment,
scenarios. At
involves the use of representations of human-machine interfaces in quasi-realistic
world, are
real
the
from
the right hand side of Figure 1.6, representing the extreme of abstraction
or
deterministic
a
in
the pure computer-simulation studies which model human behaviour human characteristics,
stochastic way. Simulations using mathematical models may incorporate
however, models remain
including a certain randomness in performance. In essence,
of behaviour with equipment to
deterministic/stochastic and can reveal "unpredicted" interactions reviewed
bv another Research
onlv a limited extent. Human performance models have been 1991).
Study Group of NATO DRG Panel 8 (see McMillan et al., 1989;
activities in systems
15. From the svstems engineering viewpoint, however, most Therefore,
this report
solution.
design
a
of
design/development involve analvsis and synthesis
the human
identify
can
analyses
Those
concentrates on human engineering analysis techniques.
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trials, simulation, experiments or
tasks which may require close examination by field
(Fig. 1.7), the estimates of a system's
mathematical modelling. As reported by Lovesey
field trials and initial introduction
through
effectiveness are degraded successively from concept
use of human engineering in the
into service to routine and wartime operations. Appropriate
that are more compatible with the
overall design of a system will help to produce designs
the inevitable degradation in
capabilities and limitations of personnel, thereby reducing
performance from system concept to the combat environment.
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Figure 1.7: Some factors causing operational degradation

1.3

HUMAN

ENGINEER{ING

(after Lovesey, 1987)

TECHNIQUES

design steps in the
16. Table 1.1 gives an overview of the main human engineering
These parallel the essentiai steps in
systems development process (U.S. NAVSEA, 1990).
being modified, without this being
systems engineering. When a system or equipment is
are not carried out fully, or may be
classified as a mid-life improvement, some of the early steps
follows the same general pattern as
omitted. The sequence of human engineering analyses
analysis, function allocation, task
systems engineering, including: mission analysis, function
process was recommended for
analysis, and performance prediction. This human engineering
1981). The sequence of analyses
adoption in the NATO Land Operations Study (NATO DRG, human engineering to advanced
of
has been formalize d in NATO STANAG 3994 Al (Application
with human engineering
associated
steps
the
of
Some
aircraft systems) (NATO MAS, 1991).
Group Information Exchange
analyses have been documented by NATO Naval Armaments
Group 6, Sub-Group (IEG-6, 199 1).
have been established prior to
17. As noted in para. 1 1, a concept of the system may well and engineers have difficulty
any analysis being undertaken. Because of this, many designers viewpoint. The importance of
understanding the need for analysing systems from a functional
to look at the system concept in new
such an approachis that it permits engineers and designers
rather than by identifying the
ways, by identifying the functions which must be performed,
NATO RNCS
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Table 1.1: Human tactorsiergonomics steps during manned systems design
(after Pearce, 1990)

* Evaluation of lessons learned" data
* Identification of prerequisites
* Determination of operational requirements
* Mission analysis
* Function analysis
* Analysis of available operator/maintainer capabilities

Techniques

reviewed in

* Function allocation

this report

* Task analysis
* Man-machine interface requirements analysis
* Workload analysis
* Identification of manpower requirements
* Verification of concordance with prerequisites
* Identification of training requirements
* Workspace/workplace requirements analysis and determination
of workspacetworkplace design parameters
* Environmental requirements analysis and determination of
environmental design parameters
* Design of man-machine interfaces and job aids
* Implementation of habitability requirements
* Design of training programme
* Evaluation of operability/maintainability/supportability
* Preparation of "lessons learned"

N!/

I
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is particularly
change of viewpoint (see Fig.a 1.8)
This
required.
be
may
with reduced
which
sub-systems
to be developed, for example, viewtank
are
designs
system
taken. then
not
novel
is
if
important
If a function-oriented
maintenance.
improved
than
with
rather
system
a
or
manning,
system to the next will be evolutionary,
of
generation
one
improved
is
from
design
development
are not required. the quality of
revolutionary. Even if revolutionary changes
by taking a functional viewpoint
tfuture mission
requirements and
requirement
stem con

requirement
&constraint
view

system functions

oriented

improed/nare

fuctonlcocet

view

system
oriented
view

identity existing
subsystems &
comoonents

Figure 1.8:

eveiop concepts of
uture subsystems

on development
System and function viewpoints
(after Haberfellner, 1978)

Meister, 1985).
be iterative (Dbring, 1983;determination
should
process
of
18. The design/development
of functions. and
allocation
analysis,
function
or
and
IThis means that mission
in the course of synthesis, analysis
times
several
repeated
are
tasks and interface requirements1.9). By analyzing the mission. system functions are determined.
which are the basis for
design of the system (see Fig.
requirements
functional
to
leads
The analysis of system functions and machines. The detailed function analysis identifies the
allocating the functions to humans
machine processes. Finally the
required
the
and
operator
the
task performance required of the machine processes gives the data for work station design.
analvsis of the operator tasks and evaluation, and personnel selection and training.
work environment design, workload
are not
human engineering analyses
procedure,
and
aims
the
in
practice.
19. Despite the similarity
engineering activities. In current
systems
other
with
concurrently
human
before
alwavs conducted
well beyond the point of function allocation
analyses of
allocation
system concept is often developedmakes
function
engineering
human
the
considered-This
factors issues are
systems make it more important that
current
in
automation
of
levels
this
increasing
little value. Yet the
analyzed in detail. One of the aims of
been
operators
human
the
of
a
the roles and functions
and analytical techniques which have
activities
engineering
human
of
those
use
increasing
report is to highlight
systems engineering, particularly the
strong link to current developments in for software development.
structured analysis and design techniques
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

20. Despite a growing interest in the application of human engineering, there are few
guides for either project managers or practitioners. In his report on "A Survey into the Response
to a Proposal for the Distribution of Human Engineering Data to NATO Countries." H~ardy
(1975) recommended that "action be instigated to produce suitable (human engineering)
handbooks" to help engineers and designers become familiar with human engineering principles
and data. In a more thorough review of "Applications of Systems Ergonomics to Weapon
System Development" a NATO DRO Panel 8 workshop concluded that existing human
engineering techniques were not easy to use, and were not being used widely (Merriman et al.,
1984).
21. Subsequently Research Study Group 14 was formed with the following terms of
reference:
(a) To review the state of knowledge of analytical techniques for Mission Analysis.
Function Analysis, Function Allocation, Task Analysis and Performance Prediction
that are appropriate to the design of new weapon systems.
(b) To evaluate such analytical methods for their effectiveness, reliability and ease of
use.
(c) To stimulate co-operative efforts for improving existing methods, for determining
areas where new techniques are needed, and for developing new techniques where
necessary.
1

TERMST

OF E D
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the standardization of techniques for
improving
for
action
of
courses
(d) To recommend
human-machine system design.
major contractors and human factors specialists
22. The RSG conducted a survey among
engineering
"standard" human
the rate of use of this
confirmed
RSG
the
in each of the member nations, to sample
survey,
Following
with them.
experience
user
and
techniques
analysis
the following plan of work:
and the use made of them, and their compatibility
* Review existing analysis techniques,
with engineering processes.
improved
techniques. and the need for new or
* Review the limitations of existing
techniques.
compiling system functions.
* Prepare examples to aid analysts in
analysts who can act as resource persons.
experienced
of
directory
a
* Compile
of human engineerinuIergonomics
* Prepare recommendations for the standardization
analysis techniques.
work.
* Produce a report based on the above
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CHAPTER 2
SURVEY AND REVIEW OF ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

2.1

OF
SURVEY
TECHNIQUES

USE

HUMAN

OF

ANALYSIS

ENGINEERING

23. To conduct the survey, human engineering analyses techniques identified in
available human engineering guides and regulatory documents were categorized into one of five
sequential stages of analysis. These stages were: Mission Analysis, Function Analysis, Function
Allocation, Task Analysis, and Performance Prediction (Fig. 2.1). Twenty-four techniques
described in human engineering guides were identified and assigned to one of these stages of
analysis. The project phases used by the RSG member nations were identified itd used to
develop a common, five-phase, project development cycle. The phases were: Analysis of
Existing Systems, Planning New Systems, Preliminary Design, Design, and Test & Evaluation.
The five categories (stages) of human engineering analvsis technique and the five project phases
were used to create an applications matrix (Table 2.1). A questionnaire was issued to companies
and organizations known to employ human factors specialists in the seven participating nations,
asking them to identify those human engineering analysis techniques used in specific weapons
system development projects, and to comment on their effectiveness, ease of use, and so on.

&
mission 8
\~

scenario

>

:ranalysisF
e
-function .,analysis
function
allocationn
analysis

-performance
prediction

Figure 2.11:

Stages of human engineering analysis

24. Responses were obtained for a total of 33 acquisition or development projects in the
RSG member nations in which at least one of the 24 human engineering analysis techniques had
been used. The projects included a wide variety of military systems: an infantry air defence
system, tanks, aircraft, ships, submarines, and command and control systems. (No data were
included from projects which did not use any human engineering techniques, as adding such data
would reduce the sampled rate of application of each technique.) The rate and pattern of use of
the human engineering techniques was found to differ widely between nations and between
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is shown in
of the different classes of analysis technique
use
of
rate
mean
The
be used in
users.
would
individual
project, at least one analysis technique Allocation, Task
Table 2.1. It was assumed that, for each
Function
Analysis, Function Analysis,
in each
each of the five stages (Mission
theory, the mean rate (i.e., the number
in
Thus,
Prediction).
total
Analysis, and Performance
totals would be 5 or greater. (The
column
the
and
1
least
at
be
x 5).)
cell of Table 2.1) would
stage would, therefore, be 165 (33
entries for all projects in any project
technique,
of different categories of analysis
by 33)
Table 2.1: Mean rate of use
divided
projects (total for each category
in five project phases, In 33
Project Development Phase
Planning
Category of Analysi A nalysis
now
existing
of
Technique Used
systems
systems

Preliminary Design
design

Test and
evaluation

Mean
overall
usage

.54

.54

.48

.39

49

.51

.97

.97

.9

.80

.7

.48

Function Analysis

.9

.82

.76

.68

.52

.42

Function Allocation

1.7

1.97

1.94

1.9

1.89

Task Analysis

1.96
.9

1

1.18

.88

1.12

1.02

Performance
Prediction

1.02

1.1

.99

.86

.98

Mean across all stages

.92

Mission Analysis

entries out of 165
is 98% of the expected value (162
25. The overall usage rate reported total of 5.0). This rate is the best estimate, because it
mean
expected, or 4.89 out of an expectedwhich did not use any human engineering analysis technique.
does not include data from projectsfor all techniques is significantly less than the expected value
the USA which show a
In most countries the level of use
of use is increased by data from phase.
level
overall
the
but
78%)
This apparently
to
(from 54%
depending on the project
146%,
to
121%
from
respondents
varying
U.S.
use
level of
in reporting style. Several of the
differences
to
due
be
may
between
use
of
higher level
than use on specific projects. Differencesare highly
rather
capabilities,
company
technique
reported general
of the different categories of analysis
the expected and actual rates of useare reported almost four times more frequently than mission
than
significant (X2 test). Task analyses
analyses: these differences are larger
function
than
frequently
more
reported
times
rate
usage
analyses and three
survey (Beevis, 1987). The overall
reported previously, from a more limited(test and evaluation) and 102% (preliminary design). It
87%
per project phase varied between rates would vary widely across the five project phases, with
usage
the
that
preliminary
had been expected
for planning new systems and for
techniques
analytical
the
are
of
made
most use being
usage from one project phase to another
of
rates
reported
in
differences
design. In fact, the
2
not significant (X test).
techniques
pose the question of whether the
rates
usage
expected
De
than
lower
Analysis.
26. The
for Mission Analysis and Function
those
particularly
that
useful,
and
really
factors analysis
surveyed are
and managers tend to resist human
Greene (1970) noted that designers
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taskin some cases that resistance is justified, citing the existence of "warehouses ofofuseless
different
the
contribution
and
effectiveness
the
analysis information." Users' comments about
The
analysis techniques varied widely, from "excellent" to "worthless, inaccurate nonsense."
contribution"
high
"very
from
example,
comments on any one technique also ranged widely, for
to "poor." This suggests large differences between applications or between the experience of the
users. Only a few users commented on each technique, however, so that no specific conclusionsis
can be drawn. Overall it appears that the potential contribution of some categories of technique
under-appreciated, and that some techniques require improvement
27. The overall pattern of use of the techniques, illustrated in Figure 2.2, may be
large
changing as users adopt techniques developed more recently than others. There were
some
In
another.
to
country
one
from
differences between the rankings of the techniques
countries the
countries there was a multi-project history of use of some techniques. In other indicated
that
respondents
Several
projects.
recent
techniques had been used only in the most
most
by
favoured
techniques
the
Overall,
their use of some techniques was "exploratory."
respondents were Function Flow Diagrams, Narrative Mission Descriptions, Operational
least used
Sequence Diagrams, and Information Flow and Processing Analysis. The techniques
task-performance).
operator
(of
Simulation
Siegel-Wolf
and
were State Transition Diagrams,
also little
Structured requirements analysis techniques such as SADT, CORE, and RDD, weretechniques
other
Four
nations.
user
between
differences
used, but there were large rank order
Task
had large rank order differences between nations. These were: Graphic Mission Profiles,
analysis),
task
(for
Tabulations
Feedback
Output:
Taxonomy (for task analysis), Input: Decision:
and Operational Sequence Diagrams (a task analysis technique).
Function Flow Diagrams
Narrative Mission Descriptions
Operational Sequence Diagrams
Information Flow & Processing Analysis
Task Taxonomy
Operator Capacity to Perform Task

'

Timelines

Flow Process Charts
Input:Decision:Output:Feedback Tabulations
Review of Potential Operator Capability
Information:Action Tabulations
Human Error Analysis
to Workload
Approach
Time Budget
Subjective Workload Prediction
Ad-Hoc Function Allocation
Critical Task Analysis
Graphic Mission Profiles
Fitts' Ust
Attentional Demand Workload
Network Models (e.g., SAINT)
,Weighted Comparison of H:M Capability
Seigel-Wolf Simulation
SADT/SAT/CORE/RDD
State Transition Diagrams

1

-

EE

Figure 2.2:
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Overall number of applications of 24 human engineering analysis
techniques In five phases In 33 projects
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described
28. The application of these techniques in individual nations has been
al., 1984;
et
Merriman
1989;
al.,
et
Kloster
elsewhere (Beevis, 1984; Behr, 1984; Ddring, 1983;
techniques
the
of
use
of
extent
the
on
obtained
Papin, 1988, and Schuffel, 1984). Few data were
certainly at the
in NATO projects. Use of available techniques appears to have been minimal, NATO Frigate
concept development stage when such analyses can have the most impact. Theengineering plan
Requirement project (NFR-90) invited input for the development of a human
System (NAAWS)
only when in its final stages. The early stages of the NATO Anti-Air Weapon
had been
assumptions
although
analyses,
engineering
project were completed without human
made about the functions to be allocated to human operators.
projects
29. The low rate of use of human engineering analysis techniques in NATO
on such techniques in
should be qualified with the observation that there has been little emphasis do
not mention them.
NATO publications. The NATO Ergonomic Design Guidelines (1982)
covered specific
Individual papers in AGARD symposia proceedings and reports have
(AMP) study
techniques (see for example Stringer, 1978). An AGARD Aerospace Medical Panelconcluded that
on the impact of future developments in electronic technology (Hunt et al., 1987)the inclusion of
developments are needed in the area of crew station design methods to facilitate
set of
human factors issues. No single NATO publication has documented a complete
techniques (see
techniques. This finding confirmed the intent of the RSG to document available
Volume 2 of this report).
different
30. The survey also obtained comments from users on the utility of the
to
common
were
comments
users'
the
of
Several
techniques, and any limitations in their use.
different techniques. These included:
* the need to provide a high level of detail early in system development
* the need to reiterate and update analyses as designs evolve
* the lack of a good data base
* the lack of standardization
Three other comments were common to several of the techniques reviewed:
with the
* they are labour-intensive and can take so long that they become out of step
design/ development process
* there is need to develop computer programs supporting these different techniques,
which make it easier to develop and modify the different analyses
* there is a high degree of subjectivity and/or experience involved in their use
of
31. The comments suggested that a more thorough understanding of the capabilitiesnot
did
techniques
the
of
knowledge
of
the different techniques would be useful. The state
that some
appear to be very high in any nation (NATO RSG.14, 1988) although it is possible
do not
universities
general,
In
names.
respondents were using some techniques under different
factors
human
improve
to
need
the
teach these techniques (Sanders & Smith, 1988), and
of engineering
education has been recognized (Hennesy, 1981). As is typical for other aspects sciences.
Little
underlying
the
and applied science, universities concentrate their teaching on
(National
engineering
human
information is available on how to practise human factors or
must train
Research Council, 1983). Those in industry who wish to use the techniques
be a
should
there
that
themselves. Possibly as a reflection of this situation, some users suggested
developing
than
rather
greater effort to foster the use of techniques which are already available,
new techniques.
RSG,
32. Another suggestion, which reflected the experience of several members of the
engineering
was that human engineering analyses should be integrated with other systems
activities. For example, the question "How was (the analysis) related to system performance
of
requirements?" received a generally low response. Only 46%, 27% and 27%, respectively,
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the applications of the three most frequently used techniques reported how they related the results
to system performance. Again this may reflect a deficiency of existing guides to human
such as
engineering, which do not make clear the connection with other engineering specialities training
systems engineering, reliability, logistics support, spares allocation, maintenance,
systems design, and test and evaluation. For those reasons, the RSG decided to concentrate its
work on a review of existing human engineering analysis techniques and their compatibility with
other engineering processes. See Volume 2 of this report for details of the individual techniques.

2.2

REVIEW OF HUMAN ENGINEERING

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

33. As with many engineering specialities, human engineering is most effective if it is
1985).
applied in the early stages of project development (Van Cott & Altman, 1956; Meister,analysis
the
through
stages
early
those
to
applicable
are
techniques
Human engineering analysis
of the system concept. The techniques mentioned here, which are reviewed in Volume 2, are
of
used for the analysis of system missions, functions and function allocation, the analysis
additional
operator and maintainer tasks, and the requirements for human-machine interfaces. An
category of technique, Interface and Workspace Design, has been included because of the
importance of translating the task analysis information into a design (Fig. 2.3). It should be
noted that not all possible analysis techniques are included in this report. The selection was
dictated by the results of the preliminary survey, and by the experience of the RSG members and
their colleagues.
,.mission &
scenario
analysis 2ehinvp 2. function
analysis
p6.
3.i ofu - stem
3.funcionworkspace
s a task a
allocation

5.~~~ pefrac
interface &
design

analysis
5. performance
predictionl

Figure 2.3:

The sequence of human engineering analyses reviewed in the report

34. In this review the prediction of system performance and operator workload is
approached only by analytical techniques. Those techniques, and task analysis in particular, can
provide the basis for other human engineering or human factors activities such as mathematical
modelling, experimentation, man-in-the-loop simulation or rapid prototyping, or field trials by
defining performance requirements and identifying critical operator tasks. Those other human
engineering activities (see Fig. 1.6) are not covered by this review. Mathematical models of
human behaviour have been reviewed by another Research Study Group (McMillan et al.,
1991). Man-in-the-loop simulator experiments, laboratory experiments, and techniques to
simulate the environmental setting are beyond the scope of this review. It must be remembered,
however, that the analytical approach assumes normative behaviour of operator and system.
NATO
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IVolume

r

behaviour (capabilities and restrictions)
Unpredictable effects due to the interaction of human are not identified by these techniques. In
with the system in an uncertain operating environment
the manager and the human engineering
planning the human engineering activities for a project,
will be complemented by modelling,
practitioner must consider how any analyses
experimentation, simulation, or trials.
2.3 represents a steady development of
35. The sequence of analyses shown in Figure
from the operational requirement and ending
detail about operator and maintainer tasks, starting and interface and workspace design. This
with the task analysis, performance prediction,
parallels that of systems engineering in
sequence of analyses feeding into design activities
has been defined as "a process that
general (Fig. 2.4). The systems engineering approach
and technical knowledge:
involves the application of appropriate scientific
into a system configuration with defined
need
(1) to transform an operational
design, test, and evaluation;
parameters, through an iterative process of analysis,
including reliability, maintainability,
(2) to integrate all performance requirements,
and
supportability, etc. into the total engineering effort;
and optimum system
interoperability
insure
(3) to integrate related components to
performance." (Diamond, 1989).
hardware

sq<-

*software
* personnel/human factors
* reliability
* maintainability
survivability
* security
* safety
* standardization
. integrated logistic support
-producibility
transportability

.
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mission objectives
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Figure 2.4:

equipment
computer software
personnel
facilities
technical data

description of
system elements

The systems engineering process
Colleae, 1990)
(after Defense Systems Manaaement
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36. The human engineering activities shown in Figure 2.3 are associated with the
systems engineering activities shown in Figure 2.4. As shown in Figure 2.5, the sequence
follows the iterative systems engineering process of analysis, synthesis, testing if the alternatives
to
will work, and changing the allocation of functions, or the operator or maintainer tasks,
human
the
although
Thus,
ensure that the operational requirements for the system are met.
engineering techniques are analytical, in the sense that they break down information about
operator and maintainer activities and identify their components, the techniques are used in the
of
context of synthesizing a system design solution. Each of the major classes, or stages, are
class
each
in
analysis is reviewed in the next section, and reviews of specific techniques
contained in Volume 2 of this report.
Systems engineering activity
humngneion actvitie
i11l|
|(r'ets|
|analysis |

Associoate

Irequirements

no'

.

.

.

ta

3

;
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>

;
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Associated humaniengineering activitiesay
mission and
scnro

-

function
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-
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E
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I
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I

;

.

.
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.. design
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s
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Figure 2.5: Human engineering activities associated with systems engineering
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2.3

OVERVIEW OF HUMAN ENGINEERING

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

techniques, including most of the techniques
37. Thirty-one human engineering analysisa standard format in Volume 2 of this report.
to
reported by survey respondents, are reviewed of technique reviewed.
classes
six
The following is an overview of the

2.3.1

Mission and Scenario Analysis

of the system under development, in
to
38. These analyses define the overall requirements
human engineering analyses. They are usedand
terms which provide information for subsequent
circumstances
the
requirements) and
define what the system must do (the operational
were reviewed:
techniques
environment in which it must be done. Two
* Narrative mission descriptions
* Graphic mission profiles

2.3.2

Functional Analysis

step in the systems engineering process.
of
39. Functional analysis is an essential
which must be performed. rather than interms of
Analyzing the system in terms of the functions
component
increasingly important as the software on in-place
a set of specific sub-systems, has become
are high on functionality but low
can make
systems has grown. Complex modem systems
a menu-driven human-computer interface
or
joystick
(or
objects (Tooze, 1989). For example, to
the user though two controls: a rollball
hundreds of control functions available analvsis has demonstrated value for coordinating the
mouse) and a selection key. Functional
specialists. Seven techniques were reviewed:
activities of system engineering and engineering
* Function flow diagrams
* Sequence and timing (SAT) diagrams
(SADT)
* Structured analysis and design technique
analysis
* Information flow and processing
* State transition diagrams
* Petri nets
* Behaviour graphs

2.3.3

Function Allocation Analysis

performed by system operators and
functions
the
about
decisions
Typically,
and
40.
process, or through the selection of equipment
design
the
in
implicitly
made
are
on the roles,
maintainers
systematic consideration of their impact of functions
software. Such decisions are made without
allocation
of the system. A rational
functions, and tasks of the human componentsis necessary for optimal system design. Function
task
to people (liveware), hardware, or software
subsequent efforts relating to crew or operator
design
or
allocation analyses provide the basis for
selection
control
analysis, display and
analysis and description, operator workload and crew station design, development, and
(including communication systems design),
effect on crew
allocation of functions have a significant
Five
evaluation. In particular, decisions on the
requirements.
manning, selection, and training
or operator workload, system performance,
techniques were reviewed:
* Ad-hoc function analysis
* Fitts' list
* Review of potential operator capabilities
* Function allocation evaluation matrix
* Requirements Allocation Sheets (RAS)
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Task Analysis

41. Task analysis is one of the most common activities of the human engineering
specialist. A completed task analysis specifies the activities of the operator, in the same way that
other analyses specify what it is that the system hardware and software do. As illustrated in
Figure 2.6, task analysis is central to the design of the system. For example, task analyses are
used to implement performance prediction efforts which confirm or modify assumptions made
about operator performance and the distribution of workload, whether between man and machine
through automation, or between personnel in a multi-operator system. Task analysis also
provides the basis for the requirements for the operator and maintainer displays and controls (the
human-machine interfaces and workspaces), as well as information for training system
development and procedures manuals.

l

|task

concept
demonstratiorv
validation

concept
definition/
formulation

experiments

* performance
prediction
* interface&
workspace design
* rapid prototyping

*smanin

l
field trials

*

*

system design
&
development

integrated
logistic support
development

interface &
workspace design

-job description
development

prototyping

*

training system
development

*

operator job aids
and manual
development

* man-in-the-loop
simulation
* systems
integration tests

Figure 2.6: The contribution of task analysis to system development
Six task analysis techniques were reviewed:
* Time lines
* Flow process charts
* Operational sequence diagrams (OSDs)
* Information/action or Action/information tabulations
* Critical task analysis
* Decision tables
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Performance Prediction

the operator(s) will perform their
42. These techniques are used to predict how well
techniques reviewed in the previous section.
assigned tasks once they have been defined by the the means by which analysts can verify that
As shown in Figure 2.5, performance prediction is
some system concept must have been
the proposed system will work. To predict performance,of operator task times, probabilities of
developed, as shown in Figure 2.5, because estimates
the human-machine interface. Performance
completion, or error are dependent on the features of design are closely interelated, (Fig. 2.7)
prediction, task analysis, and interface and workspace function, and task analyses directly to
Performance prediction links the results of mission,such as time (Time line analysis, SAINT,
system performance criteria by providing measures a task (SAINT, SIMWAM, Error analysis)
SIMWAM), probability of successfully completing
NASA TLX). Eight techniques were
or operator workload (SAINT, SIMWAM, SWAT, Workload Ratings and Error analysis):
reviewed, including two generic descriptions (Subjective
* Time line analysis of workload
(SAINT)
* Systems Analysis by Integrated Networks of Tasks (SIMWAM)
Modelling
* Simulation for Workload Assessment and
* Subjective workload ratings
* Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT)
* NASA Task Load indeX (TLX)
* Error analysis
accidents
* Analysis of human errors as causal factors in
human tasks and task sequences,
pacing times &events, and performance requirements
4

5

task associated wrth high/low times or
t
analsisworkload or with crhtical errors

task

T
sequences
of tasks,
task: inputs &
outputs, times,

>

action
dictated b
te
interface

performance
peito

~operator
dictate
by the
itraeoeao
\finterface

features
dirtatedby
opme

frequencies\.

performanc
requirements

intertace 8
workspace
desi n

analysis, performance
Figure 2.7: Relationship between task
design
prediction and Interface and workspace
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Interface and Workspace Design

2.3.6

43. The final goal of the human engineering analyses outlined above is to produce
Task analyses
design drawings and specifications for an effective human-machine system. they
have to be
specify what the system or equipment operators and maintainers will have to do:
transformed into specifications for the displays and controls that the operators and maintainers
will use and for the workspace in which they will do it, taking into account relevant human
both
factors knowledge (see Fig. 2.8). Because the design process is a creative one, involving
requirements
design
into
analyses
task
of
translation
the
top-down and bottom-up reasoning,
cannot be defined as a simple paradigm. Three techniques which can assist the translation were
reviewed:
* Design option decision trees
* Cxitical design requirements
* L!ink analysis
14
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Summary

44. Each of the six classes of human engineering analysis techniques introduced above
and reviewed in Volume 2 is a stage in the development and verification of the system design.
Each stage provides information for the subsequent stage, which. in turn. provides confirmation
of some of the assumptions made in earlier stages of analysis. The flow of information from one
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stage to the next is shown in Figure 2.9.
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IN SYSTEM

APPLICABILITY OF TECHNIQUES
PHASES

LIFE-CYCLE

To relate human engineering analyses to the systems engineering process, the
45.
terms employed for the development phases used in each participating country were tabulated
(Table 2.2). The phases were compared with the phases of the NATO Phased Armaments
Programming System (PAPS) (NATO, 1989). A common set of terms was then developed to
describe the project development phases (bottom line of Table 2.2). Note that the table does not
cover system up-grading, down-grading or retirement.
Table 2.2:

Development life-cycle phases used in different nations

Systems Engineering Texts (Chambers,
Definition
Conceptual
Needs
analysis/
identification

1986)
Detailed design

Production

Introduction

Human Engineering Texts (Meister, 1985)
Full-scale engineering
Competitive
Concept
Mission
development
systems
development
analysis
demonstration
:
(planning)

Production & deployment

RSG Member Nations
CanadaI
Requirements Concept
development
analysis

Production

Operations

Definition

|Full-scale
development/
FTest&Evalua'n
Development

Production

Use

Definition

Development

Production

Use

Definition

Development

Production

Use

France
Evaluation
of need

Feasibility

FRG
Preliminary
Norway
Preliminary
U. K.

Concept
formulation

Concept
Preliminary
feasibility
studies

USA
Concept
Mission
feasibility & exploration
concept
formulation
NATO PAPS
PreMission
feasibility
need
evaluation

RSG.1 4

Preliminary
system
studies

Concept
formulation

Design
definition

Contract
definition

Detailed
design

Full-scale
development
and trials

Production and deployment

Contract
Concept
demonstration design
& validation

Full-scale
development

PostFull-scale
production & production
support
deployment

Project
definition

Feasibility

Project
definition

&
Design
development

Production

In-service

System
definition

Concept
validation

System
&
design
development

Production

Operational
use
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NATO PAPS Project Phases

I

4
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Figure 2.10:
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As discussed in Chapter 1, the systems and equipment development process
46.
moves through a series of phases or stages. The major phases in system or equipment
development and their associated products are shown in Figure 2.10. The various human
are used in the different project phases as the system concept
engineering analysis techniques
more fully defined. A major concern of the study was to identify effective techniques
auid to avoid applications which provide a low return on the effort invested in them. Therefore,
* ASG representatives assessed the applicability of different human engineering techniques to four
different types of system. These were:

*1

* simple (e.g., a rifle or hand-held radio)
* medium-complexity (e.g., a one-person radar console)
* high-complexity single-operator (e.g., a single-seat attack aircraft)
centre)
* high-complexity multi-operator (e.g., a ship's combat information

Using a consensus buliding technique, the responses were categorized as:
$.0

* "Not Recommended" (N/R)
* Low"
"Medium" or

* "High"

4
i'X

is a
The pattern of responses shown in Table 2.3 is not unexpected. For simple systems, there and
description
mission
recommendation to use only a few techniques. such as a narrative
information-action tables or operational sequence diagrams. With growing complexity a larger
number of more complicated techniques is recommended. Available techniques for function
allocation are not highly recommended, because of their limitations.
overall
47. Not all analysis techniques are relevant to all phases. Table 2.3 shows the
the
rating
technique,
opinion of the group, obtained through the same consensus building
ones:
principle
four
to
techniques for various project phases. The phases used were reduced
* preliminary system studies
* concept formulation and validation
*

design and development

* system use
a
The effectiveness of an application depends on the system complexity and the characteristics of
two
or
one
only
to
limited
is
technique. As shown in the table, in most cases the effective use
phases.
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Applicability of available human engineering
SYSTEM

COMPLEXITY

SIMPLE

HUMAN ENGINEERING
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

SYSTEM

System
phase

development

MIssion analysis
Narrative mission descriptions
Graphic mission profiles
Functional analysis
Function flow diagrams
Sequence And Timing (SAT) diagrams
Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT)
Information flow and processing analysis
State transition diagrams
Petri nets
Behaviour graphs
Function allocation
Ad hoc function allocation
Fitts list
Review of potential operator capabilities
Function allocation evaluation matrix
Requirements allocation sheets
Task analysis
Time lines
Flow process charts
Operational Sequence Diagrams (OSDs)
Informationtaction or Action/information tabulations
Critical task analysis
Decision tables
Performance prediction
Time line analysis of workload
Systems Analysis by Integrated Networks of Tasks (SAINT)
SIMWAM
Subjective workload prediction
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT)
NASA Task Load indeX (TLX)
Error analysis
Analvsis of human errors as causal factors in accidents
Interface and workspace design
Design option decision trees
Critical design requirements
Link analysis
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A = averaged over all project phases
P = preliminary system studies phase
C = concept formulation and validation phase
D = design and development phase
U = use

=high recommendation
= medium recommendation
= low recommcndation
= not recommended
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analySIs techniques per phase of the design process
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L = low recommendation
N = not recommended

A = averaged over all project phases
P = preliminary system swdies phase
C = concept formulation and validation phase
D = design and development phase
U = use
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CHAPTER 3
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

INTRODUCTION

48. The classes of analysis reviewed in section 2.3 are described in Volume 2 of this
report Each analysis was reviewed to a standard format, including:
. what the techniques do
* inputs/outputs of the techniques
. when to use
* related techniques
* resources required
* advantages/disadvantages
* relative contribution
* applications
* quality assurance considerations
* relationship to system performance requirements
These issues are summarized in the following sections.

3.2

CHARACTERISTICS
3.2.1

OF THE TECHNIQUES

What the techniques do

49. The purposes of these techniques have been discussed in chapters 1 and 2. The
analysis techniques permit designers and developers to define:
* system missions
* system functions
* system operator and maintainer activities and tasks
* required capabilities and workload of the system personnel
* requirements for displays, controls, workspace and inter-personnel communication
50. For the most part, the techniques are ways of structuring and decomposing this
information: they are not algorithms which transform input data. Thus they require some learning
or experience. Historically, many human engineering techniques described a system as a
network of functions or a sequence of operator tasks. More recent developments permit the
description of systems obtained through function and task analysis to be checked for logical
consistency, or treated as a model for computer simulation (Brathen et al., 1992).
3.2.2

Inputs/outputs of the techniques

51. The basic inputs
As shown in Figure 3.1, the
general, inputs and outputs
performance requirements,

to the analyses is the information on the operational requirement.
outputs of one class of analysis provides the inputs to others. In
involve events, sequences. times, functions, conditions, tasks,
and display and control information. For example, a SAINT
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and conditions required to activate or
simulation requires information on precedence relationships
release a task.

3.2.3

When to use

engineering analyses should be
52. As noted in Section 2.2, the sequence of human As shown in Table 2.3, some
cycle as possible.
initiated as early in the project development
phases than to others and some techniques are
techniques are more appropriate to some project
than to others. Normally, the individual analysis
more appropriate to certain types of systems
in Figure 3.1, because they are developed in
techniques should be used in the sequence shown
are to be major changes in a system concept
sequence. This is particularly important when there
of new technologies often leads to
(revolutionary development). For example, the application hour operations) and system and
twenty-four
major changes in mission requirements (e.g., The
behaviour required by the operators in such
operator functions (e.g., increased automation).
systems.
systems cannot be predicated on the basis of previous
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Figure 3.1: Information generated by
human engineering analyses
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53. The amount of analysis performed at each stage may differ widely from project to
project. With current technology, the development of a design solution involves definition of
or
both the functional, or behavioural, characteristics of a system and the implementation,
development,
of
amount
The
1985).
component, characteristics of the system (Harel & Pnueli,
or searching, along either of those dimensions can differ widely, depending on the project
the
constraints (Fig. 3.2). Extreme examples are the L shaped pattern of development, when
together,
function
them
making
into
put
is
effort
and
outset
the
at
system components are defined
are
and its complement, the -, shaped pattern, where the functional characteristics of the systemthese
of
Neither
them.
perform
will
which
sub-systems
for
looking
developed completely before
extremes is recommended (Harel & Pnueli, ibid). Experience suggests that the development of
the functional characteristics and the component characteristics be linked, so that the search path
lies close to the diagonal. This reflects the discussion of Chapter 1, section 1.2, and Chapter 2,
section 2.2.
Definition of functional characteristics of the system

<3search path for system A

Definition of
implementation
or component characteristics
of the system

Figure 3.2:

earch path for system 8 .>,

Different patterns of design development
(after Harel & Pnueli, 1985)

54. In some projects, the sequence-of human engineering analyses may have to be
modified. For example, the evolutionary development of the driver's compartment of a
conventional new fighting vehicle is unlikely to involve major changes in the assignment of
system functions to the driver, but is very likely to involve problems of workspace design,
because the crew compartments of fighting vehicles are space-limited. In such a case, the human
engineering specialist is likely to start with the workspace design problem. and move from that to
task analysis by way of a very simple function analysis (see also, Table 2.3). Whatever the
approach used, the analyses should be reiterated. In selecting the techniques to use, analysts are
advised to work backwards through the chain of analyses. For example, if one of the prime

/
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a description of the task
goals is to run a SAINT simulation, then the analysis should generate
technique.
or a similar
network from Operational Sequence Diagrams (OSDs)

3.2.4

Related techniques

related to one another.
55. As indicated in Figure 3.1, the classes of analysis are
two techniques for
example
For,
Similarly, within each class, techniques tend to be related.
Diagrams (FFDs),
Flow
Function
and
function analysis, Sequence and Timing Diagrams (SATs)
of Flow
developments
are
(OSDs)
are related; in task analysis, Operational Sequence Diagrams
Process Charts with symbols for operator actions added.
one objective was to
56. In reviewing the various human engineering techniques,
Several of the techniques reviewed
examine their compatibility with other engineering processes. might be expected, most of those
are related to, or used for, systems engineering analyses. As
techniques include Mission
techniques are used in the early stages of analysis. Such common
Design Technique (SADT), State
and Scenario Analysis, FFDs, SATs, Structured Analysis and The latter is an integral part of a
Transition Diagrams (STDs), Petri Nets, and Behaviour Graphs.
Development tAlford. 1989).
systems engineering approach called Requirements Driven
function allocation stage of
57. None of the human engineering techniques used for the
although the basic technique of
analvsis is used for mainstream systems engineering studies,
is by no means unique to human
comparing the capabilities of different design solutions
specialists are the only ones
engineering. It is tempting to conclude that human engineering and that other engineering
humans,
concerned with the systematic allocation of functions to
and software (Chapanis, 1970;
hardware
of
selection
the
specialities do it by default, through
described in some systems
Meister, 1985). However, the Requirements Allocation Sheet,
1990) is one technique which
engineering texts (Defense Systems Management College,and personnel by identifying subcombines the functional allocations for hardware, software
system and personnel performance requirements.
other engineering analyses.
58. Several techniques for task analysis are common to
Systems Analysis by
Tables,
These include Time Lines, Flow Process Charts, Decision In the area of interface and
Integrated Networks of Tasks (SAINT), and Error Analysis.
Design Requirements, can
workspace design, only one of the three techniques reviewed, Critical
be said to be used for other engineering analyses.
of commonality between
59. Overall, it can be concluded that there is a fairly high level
out of the thirty-one techniques
human engineering and systems engineering analyses. Fifteen two most frequently used human
the
reviewed are used for other engineering analyses, including
Mission Descriptions). This
engineering analyses (Function Flow Diagrams and Narrative
specialists and other members of the
should facilitate communication between human engineering
however, different specialities
design/development team. Despite the use of common techniques, systems engineering activities
conduct their analyses from different viewpoints. For example, without including the human
may analyse scenarios, or complete functional decompositions, to revise or modify analyses
operator (Beevis, 1987). Thus the human engineer may have
factors in system or equipment
conducted by other specialities in order to highlight human
design.

3.2.5

Resources required

simple "paper and pencil"
60. Most of the techniques reviewed can be conducted using
mandatory. Petri
computer
a
of
use
resources. For only five of the techniques reviewed was the
(CASE) tools to
Engineering
Nets and Behaviour Graphs require Computer Aided Software

A
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SAINT, SWAT,
keep track of the analyses and ensure that logic requirements are maintained.
(SIMWAM is
facilities
computing
require
which
tools
and SIMWAM are software-based
proprietary, but is included because of its widespread use by some services).
61. Human engineering analysesproduce large amounts of information. For exampie, a
at the uppermost
system functional decomposition typically starts with seven to ten functions
functions at the
1000
level. Decomposing those functions through three levels results some
computer is
lower level. If the analyses are to be reviewed and reiterated (Figure 1.9) then asome
analysts
essential to keep track of the data and facilitate modification. For these reasons,The reviews
of
are now using relational data bases for all the human engineering analyses.
eleven of the analysis techniques suggest that computer-based record keeping is desirable.
62. Other resources which are required include information and experience. Information
is important,
from subject matter experts (i.e., operators or ex-operators of similar systems) Analysis
and
Function
Analysis,
especially for the analyses used in early stages (Mission
the
that
important
also
is
It
Allocation) and for detailed task analyses such as Decision Tables.
andfoperations.
system
air
or
human factors specialist be an expert in the relevant land, sea
used), is also
Information on possible technical solutions, (i.e., the hardware and software to beand
functional
technique,
relevant
important. All analyses benefit from experience in using the
example,
for
few,
A
analyses.
decompositions in particular benefit from experience of previous
of the
understanding
thorough
a
SADT, Petri Nets, Behaviour Graphs, and SAINT. require
theory underlying the technique.
3.2.6

Advantages/disadvantages

63. The reports from users of some of the techniques show that their effectiveness can
and
vary widely between individual applications (see Section 2.1). The more general advantagesTwo
widely.
vary
also
2
Volume
in
disadvantages identified for each technique reviewed
therefore
comments which appear frequently are that the analyses can become labour intensive,
is
comment
latter
This
them.
in
subjectivity
time-consuming, and that there is an element of
the
by
influenced
be
can
which
particularly true of functional decomposition techniques,
viewpoint of the analyst. This can be seen in the examples of functional decompositions included
in Volume 2. In general, the mission and function analysis techniques are good for
communicating with other engineering specialities (as noted in comments on Related Techniques,
are
above), and for traceability of design features. Because these techniques try to represent what
of
view
limited
a
present
they
however,
multi-dimensional concepts in only two dimensions,
systems.
64. In general, the function allocation techniques are simple to perform. This advantage
incurs the corresponding disadvantage that they are simplistic. Also, they can require a great deal
to
of knowledge which is not easily available. Task analysis techniques can be fast and easy or
understand
to
hard
and
intensive
labour
therefore
detailed,
apply, but they can become overly
review. The advantages and disadvantages of performance prediction techniques are not easy to
summarize. In general they are flexible and easy to apply provided that the supporting analyses
have been completed. They suffer from a lack of demonstrated validity for many applications.
The three techniques reviewed for interface and workspace design are effective for presentation
and for accounting for design decisions. They can be labour intensive and subjective.
3.2.7

Relative contribution

65. The relative contributions made bv the different techniques are dependent on the
project phase and the type of application. For example, some types of task analysis are highly
recommended as a basis for a Test and Evaluation Plan. The relative contribution of any one
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which were used for the human engineering
technique also depends on the other techniques
is high if the information is used in
analysis
mission
of
contribution
the
Workload
analyses. For example,
performance prediction using Subjective
for the
not
but
subsequent analyses, but not otherwise:
concepts,
design
competing
of
comparison
the
for
good
is
Ratings or SWAT
development of one design.
little coherent information was received
66. Possibly because of these dependencies, techniques. No information was collected
of the different
about
from users on the relative contributionreviewed
in Volume 2. In general, users' comments
techniques
used.
be
would
for nine of the thirty-one
that only effective techniques
one
although
techniques were positive, reflecting the expectation
to techniques for Function Allocation,
The most negative comments were directedas "the best." Because of these differing reports, the
user reported Ad hoc Function Allocation has been rated by RSG members, to provide user
applicability of the different techniques
guidance (see Table 2.3 and Volume 2).
3.2.8

Applications

techniques are reported in Table 2.Land the
different
the
of
use
of
rates
overall
The
67.
of specific
survey is shown in Figure 2.2. Reports
pattern of use of the techniques in theweapons, aircraft and ships, to command and control
to
applications varied widely, from army
Overall, there were more reports of applications
has
which
systems and training systems and equipment.
importance
This may reflect the greater
aircraft systems than to navy or army systems.
error.
aircrew
been attached historically to aircrew tasks and
of techniques were for the design of
68. Over seventy percent of reported applications
in section 2.4. Only two reports mentioned
complex, multi-operator systems, as defined
as rifles or personal communication systems
The
applications used for simple systems such
Diagrams and Critical Design Requirements).
"high
large
of
(techniques applied were State Transition
may well be biased in favour
information reporting and sampling, however,
about the rate of use of specific techniques.
drawn
be
can
conclusions
No
projects.
profile"

3.2.9

Quality assurance considerations

project
of obvious concern to practitionersof aand
or
product
69. The quality of the product istotality
of features and characteristics
two
has
managers. Quality can be defined as "the
given needs" (NATO CNAD). Quality with the
service that bear upon its ability to satisfy
of task recognition and problem solving is "the
process
"the
reflects
design
of
quality
aspects:
to fulfill given needs"; quality of conformance
objective of creating a product or service
requirements." Thus, the quality of human
specified
of
service
or
product
a
by
of an
fulfillment
of how well they contribute to the design usable
function
a
be
would
analyses
engineering
how well they provide accurate, timely, from
effective system (quality of design), and
team (quality of conformance). Most comments
information for the design/developmentquality.
users have addressed the latter aspect of
and
activities and functions concerned with
said
be
70. Quality Assurance (QA) comprises "the
of quality." To some extent, this could
and
necessary for providing confidence in attainment
from experience. Indices such as schedules of
learned
lessons
of
implementation
to be a formal
assurance process. Therefore, quality assurance
deadlines can be used as part of a quality
which includes the following criteria:
human engineering analyses could use evidence
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* schedules which show that the analyses will be timely
* organization charts which indicate that the human engineering effort will be integrated
with other systems engineering and Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) activities
* use of metrics and measures of effectiveness which are compatible with each other and
with other engineering activities
* compliance with a relevant specification (see Chapter 5: there are few specifications
which are relevant to the QA of human engineering analyses)
71. Some of these items are addressed in the volume on Quality Assurance in the British
Human Factors Guidelines for the design of Computer-Based Systems (Ministry of Defence.
1988). However, most of the criteria listed in that publication are subjective (e.g., "Are the
proposed design teams satisfactory? If not, why not?'). Some of the above evidence is covered
in the exhaustive checklists contained in a report on human factors in system acquisition
produced for the U.S. Navy (Malone et al., 1986). The entries under "Quality Assurance
Considerations" in the reviews of individual analysis techniques (see Volume 2) were based on
experience and on comments from users. They show a general pattern ofreference to
"completeness," "consistency" (with either the statement of requirements (SOR), preceding
analyses, or internally), and "accuracy" (e.g., of task time estimates). "Review by experts" is
also referred to but does not represent a criterion because. presumably, the "experts" have their
own criteria for judging the analyses. Figure 3.3 shows the ranking of the QA criteria reported in
Volume 2. The criteria average 1.4 checks for each analysis technique reviewed (36 checks for
26 techniques).
Completeness
Consistency wth preceding analysis
Internal consistency
Review by experts
Accuracy (e.g., of time estimates)
Computer checking
Verification by subsequent analyses
Sensitivity analysis
0

2

4

6

8

Figure 3.3: Number of quality assurance criteria used for
human engineering analyses reviewed In Volume 2

72. None of the entries on the techniques reviewed in Volume 2 refers to checking the
analyses for timeliness, or for compatibility with other systems engineering or ILS activities. No
entry refers to checking the analysis against a specification for such analyses. Such
considerations should be included in the development of the plan for the human engineering
analyses. The project manager and/or the analyst should employ the following QA criteria:
* completeness
* consistency
* timeliness
* compatibility with other engineering analvses
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Relationship to system performance requirements
related to system performance.
73. The results of human engineering efforts must be
performance are not explicit in the
Erickson (1986) argues that system component and operator
an approach to developing a "capability
upper levels of any systems analysis. He describes
the performance requirements
hierarchy" starting with a functional analysis, and decomposing
two levels in the hierarchy before
from that level. He notes that it is necessary to go down at least
3.4). Therefore, there may be no direct
operator performance criteria become apparent (see Fig.
operator task performance unless the
and
relationship between system performance criteria
connection is made explicit by analysis.
3.2.10

a
3

Specify measures
--1- of
effectiveness

a
Define mission
* functional description
* system requirements
-4

escrioe system
* block diagram
* functional analysis
* operating profile

d
e

a
a

* maintenance orofile

I dentify important factors
rSfactors
-* operational
sytm*mitnnce factors
*-environmentalfactors
.- trainino factor-,s
l
L

Acquire data
*weather data

*data from simila

human performc daa
*sea state. terrain. etc.
Construct model
- assumptions/definitions

. msysiotemstates

ytmsae

S

-11

|Exercise model
* parameter variation
. operator performance
- estimate effeactiveness

. sub-models

t

systems effectivenessa
Figure 3.4: Principal activities required to evaluate
(after Erickson, 1986)
human engineering analyses andb
74. Table 3.1 shows the links between the individual
reviewed in Volume 2. 'Me informationa
system performance criteria identified for the techniques
the link from human engineering anaiyses
appears to support Erickson's analysis. In most cases
'Me analyses differ in the scale of
to system performance requirements is not direct.
techniques are restricted to either nominal
measurement used (Siegel, 1956). Functional analysis
of function, or ordinal scales, i.e.,
scales, i.e., the identification of classes or categories
clock times in a mission profile, or the
qualitative measures of performance. Distances and
because they are not related to a zeron
number of tokens in a Petri net, are interval scale measures
ratio scale data such as task completiona
point by ratios. Techniques such as SAINT provide
an analysis of system performancea
times and probabilities. Many of these measures require
on the system.
requirements to identify the influence of operator performance

r

ti
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75. From Table 3.1 it can be seen that the majority of techniques available for functional
analysis and function allocation provide only nominal or ordinal measurements. Those analyses
which do have a direct link to system performance requirements use interval or ratio scale
measures. It can be concluded that the techniques used for function allocation are not yet mature,
and that the complete sequence of analyses must be completed and reiterated if they are to
address system performance.

3.3

CONCLUSIONS FROM REVIEW OF HUMAN ENGINEERING
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

76. The work of the RSG has shown that a wide variety of human engineering analysis
techniques are available. The review covered thirty-one typical examples: it is not an exhaustive
review of all the existing variants of those techniques. More extensive lists of techniques are
available if required (Bogner, 1989).
77. The techniques fall into six categories of analysis: mission analysis function
analysis, function allocation, task analysis, performance prediction, and interface and workspace
design. Normally, the classes of technique should be used in sequence. The actual starting point
in the sequence may depend on project constraints and priorities and the extent to which human
engineering has been accepted into the project. In selecting the techniques to use at each stage of
analysis, users are advised to work backwards through the chain of analyses; e.g., if one of the
prime goals is to run a SAINT simulation then the analysis should develop a description of the
task network from OSDs or a similar technique.
78. Half of the techniques reviewed are similar to, or related to, techniques used for
systems engineering analysis. Obviously, some techniques are used more than others (see
Section 2.1). Applications depend on the size of the project, position in project cycle, and scope
for innovation in the design. There are few reports of the application of these techniques to
simple systems. Applicability of a specific technique also depends on the chain of analyses, as
outlined above.
79. The effective use of the techniques is based on a decomposition of the system design
problem area which results in defined functions, sub-systems, or states. The characteristics of
these functions, sub-systems, or states are then defined and validated. The items are then
combined to predict the system performance and operator/maintainer workload. In general, it is
assumed that the prediction of system performance is valid if it is based on the validated
performance of sub-systems.
80. Most analyses require few resources and can be performed with paper and pencil,
but nearly all benefit from use of a computer for tracking, editing and analysing the data. There is
a need for such programs to be integrated, rather than stand-alone, so that data are not re-entered
many times. Few computer tools have been developed to date, but they are growing in number.
81. The quality assurance aspects of the various techniques are not widely understood.
Managers and practitioners should pay more attention to quality assurance factors.
82. The link from human engineering analyses to system performance requirements is
not explicit, in most cases. The majority of the "classic" human engineering analyses do not have
a direct relationship to system performance requirements and, to be made relevant, they require
additional analysis of system performance. Those analyses which have a direct link to system
performance requirements use interval or ratio scale measures. The least mature techniques, in
terms of their relationship to system performance, are those used for function allocation.

7
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Links between types of analysis and system performance

Technique
Mission Analysis
N4arrative mission descrnptions

Graphic mission profiles
Functional analysis
Function flow diagrams
Sequence and timing (SAT) diagrams

Structured analysis & design technique
(SADI)
Information flow and processing analysis

State transition diagrams
Petri nets
Behaviour graphs

Link to system
fOutput
Iperformance

Fitts' list
Review of potential operator
capabilities
Function allocation evaluation matrix

Requirements allocation sheets

measurement

events, sequences,
times, distances,
probabilities
events, sequences,
times, distances,
speeds etc.

derived directly but not
expressed as measures
of effectiveness (MOE)
derived directly but not
expressed as MOE

nominal, ordinal, interval.
ratio

functions required to
perform mission
functional sequence
and sub-systems

indirect: direct link to
system goals
indirectudirect link to
system goals

nominal or ordinal
(functions & resources)
nominal or ordinal
(functions & S!b-

indirect: direct link to
system goals

systems)
nominal or ordinal
(functions. resources.
controls)
nominal or ordinal

functions, their
sequence. controls &
resources
information flow & key
decisions

indirectly related to
mission description &
profile
indirect link to system
goals
indirect link to system
goals
indirectly related to
mission description &
profile

required systems
states & state logic
logic of system
conditions & states
functions, their
sequence. and times,
sub-systems

Function allocation
Ad hoc function allocation

Scale of

functions allocated
sub-systems
functions allocated
sub-systems
functions allocated
sub-systems
functions allocated
sub-systems

to
to
to
to

functions allocated to
sub-systems

indirect link
functions
indirect link
functions
indirect link
functions
indirect link
functions

via
via
via
via

identifies subsystem
performance
requirements

nominal, ordinal, interval,
ratio

nominal (states): ordinal
(sequences)
nominal (states) interval
or ratio (token counts)
nominal or ordinal
(functions, subsystems.
states): ratio (times)
ordinal (betteriworse
criteria)
ordinal (bcter/worsc
Criteria)
ordinal (better/worse
Criteria), ratio (times)
ordinal (better/worse
criteria) based on ratio
scale ratings
nominal, ordinal,
interval, or ratio scale

l,
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Output

Link to system
performance

Scale of
measurement

sequences & times of
operator tasks
sequences & types of
operator tasks
sequences of operator
tasks; can include
times
sequence & types of
operator tasks
task sequences, times
& tolerances

direct link to mission
times
indirect link to missions
profiles & descriptions
direct link to mission
profiles & descriptions

ratio

ordinal

key decisions & criteria

indirect link to mission
profiles & descriptions
direct link to system
performance by
operator error
indirect link via

for making them

functions

task sequences &
times
task sequences, times

direct link to mission
times
direct link to mission

Subjective workload ratings

& probabilities
task sequence s, times
& operator loading
workload of operators

SWAT

workload of operators

times & probabilities
direct link to mission
times
indirect link to system
performance
indirect link to system
performance

NASA TLX

scores of operator
workload

indirect link to system
performance

ordinal expressed on
a ratio scale

Error analysis

errors which may be
made by operators

indirect to mission
goals

Analysis of errors as causal factors in
accidents

tree of human error and
causal conditions

indirect link to mission
effectiveness

nominal (categories of
errors) or ratio
(probabilities)
nominal (categories of
errors) or ratio
(probabilities)

human factors data
related to design
choices
design criteria
(dimensions,
coordinates etc)
coordinates of a
workspace or interface

direct link to functions;
indirect link via
operator performance
indirect link via
operator performance

nominal to ratio

indirect link via
operator performance

ordinal (link
importance) ratio (link
frequencies)

Technique
Task analysis
Time lis
Flow process charts
Operational sequence diagrams (OSDs)

Information/action or Action/information
tabulations
Critical task analysis

Decision tables

ordinal
ordinal: (ratio it
annotated with time)

ordinaLlo ratio

nominal (conditions)

Performance Prediction
Time line analysis of workload
Systems analysis by integrated networks of
tasks (SAINT)
SIMWAM

ratio
ratio
ratio
interval or ratio
ordinal transformed
into an interval scale

Interface and workspace design
Design option decision trees

Critical design requirements

Link analysis

:'

nominal to ratio
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CHAPTER

4

REVIEW OF NEED FOR NEW OR IMPROVED TECHNIQUES
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INTRODUCTION
83. The objective of this chapter is to review developments in technology which require
modifications to the approaches reviewed in Volume 2, or which will require new techniques to
developed. These developments include changes in human tasks (the increase in cognitive
tasks, increasing use of decision aids), trends in software engineering, and developments in
system integration tools and techniques.

CHANGES IN HUMAN TASKS
4.2.1 Increase in cognitive tasks

4.2

84. Technological advances have interposed new information handling and display
have
between the human operator and the rest of the system. Those developments
,devices
.
the
and
1977)
(Lovesey,
operator
the
to
displayed
information
of
amount
the
both
+increased
xa.
rs
information "density" per area of the human-machine interface (Price et al.. 1980). At the same
time, progress in "automation" has driven the functions performed by humans increasingly
d) i
towards monitoring, supervising, and decision making. These trends are exemplified by the
ith
Room.
steady increase in the proportion of a warship's complement employed in the Operations
by
and
1983),
(NATO
army
the
in
problems
increasing concern with command and control
nI;by
prea
to
weapons
deliver
and
aircraft
the
fly
the development of aircraft systems which can
defined target automatically (Stubben. 1987).
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Figure 4.1: Human capability demands (after Hawley & Risser, 1986)
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4.1, it is generally assumed that new
85. As illustrated in general terms in Figure
cognitive aspects of operator and maintainer
advanced systems place high demands on theincluding perceiving, remembering, imagining,
behaviour, i.e., on all aspects of knowledge,
demands on other human capabilities. The
conceiving, judging, and reasoning, and reduce
however, may be underestimated in that figure.
importance of sensory/psychomotor demands.
was recognized by a US DoD survey of
The trend toward increased cognitive task demands
1981), and by the NATO AC/243 Panel-8
human factors in the late 1970s (Topmiller,
to Weapons Systems Development
Workshop on Applications of Systems Ergonomics
among other things, that the trend required a
(Merriman et aL, 1984). The workshop concluded.
ergonomics research and development community
coordinated response from the human factors/
there was a deficiency in methods for studying
in NATO. The workshop also concluded that
cognitive performance.
(Volume 2, Part 1. Sections 1.3. 1.4)
86. Most function and task analysis techniques not cognitive behaviour. These terms
behaviour,
lend themselves to the description of skilled developed by Rasmussen (1976). A skill based
activities
of
taxonomy
a
refer, for instance, to
related directly to perception of signals in the
behavioural level refers to controlling activities, unconsciously at this level and needs little.
outside world. Generally, behaviour is performed level, refers to sequences of activities which
attention. Rule based behaviour. as an intermediate
familiar work situations. A knowledge based
are controlled by stored rules or procedures ininunfamiliar situations, involving interpretation of
behavioural level refers to planning activities goals. and planning of actions. The processing of
of
the actual environmental status. definition attention
(see Table 4.1). Real world tasks comprise
conscious
information on this level needs
all of these levels of behaviour in differing proportions.
behaviour (see Rasmussen, 1976)
Table 4.1: Skill, rule, & knowledge based
TYPE OF BEHAVIOUR

TYPE OF ACTIVITIES

knowledge based
rule based
skill based

planning and decision making
supervisory and monitoring
controlling

a task analysis technique for decision
87. Although several attempts at developing
1985; Diaper, 1989; Terranova et al.,
al.,
et
making have been reported in the literature (Johnson
studies in that area, no single technique has
1989), and although there are several current
1989; Grant & Mayes, 1991). More work
emerged as the most promising approach (Redding,techniques.
will be required to develop such human engineering

4.2.2

knowledge-based
Increasing use of decision aids and
systems

place a growing emphasis on the human
88. As noted above, state of the art systems
and decision making. At the same time, the
operator functions of monitoring, supervising,era of computer software (Pressman, 1987),
development of what is termed the fourth
aids. neural nets, and natural language
including, for example, expert systems, decision analysis techniques be able to allocate
processing, requires that the human engineering
hardware and software, as well as analysing and
"cognitive" functions between operators and
documenting human interaction with such systems.
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89. Operators of complex systems can be supported by intelligent interfaces. Key
functions within such a support architecture include information management. error monitoring
and adaptive aiding. A central knowledge source underlying this functionality is an operator
model that involves a combination of algorithmic and symbolic models for assessing and
predicting an operator's activities, awareness, intentions, resources and performance (Rouse,
Geddes, & Curry, 1988). An example of what can be achieved today is reported by Banks &
Lizza (1991), who describe lessons learned in building a cooperative, knowledge based system
to help pilots make decisions (Pilot's Associate).
90. When using knowledge-based engineering technology it is important to maintain an
operator-centred automation philosophy that overcomes limitations, enhances abilities, and
fosters acceptance. A purely technology driven development can produce unintended and
unforeseen consequences, e.g., an obscured responsibility distribution between man and
machine (see Kraiss, 1989). It is important to realize that the introduction of a decision aid is not
without cost. Analytical modelling techniques can be used in order to investigate potential
applications of decision aids. Weingaertner and Levis (1989) provide an example of the
application of a computer simulation model to predict operator workload with different levels of
use of a decision aid. They show how operator workload is a function of full or partial reliance
on the decision aid. As the application of decision aids and knowledge-based systems spreads.
so the need for suitable analytical techniques will increase.

4.3

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
4.3.1

Computer-supported structured analysis/design methods

91. Software development is the largest single item in the development budget of many
modem systems. Software development also incurs major problems in quality control,
reliability, and testing. Consequently there is a growing use of design approaches which
structure both the identification of requirements. and the development of system software (see.
for example, Pressman, 1987; AGARD 1987, 1989: Yourdon. 1989). Examples of such
requirements development methods are SADTr-' (Connor. 1980: Bachert. Evers & Rolek. 1983)
and its variant IDEF(® developed by the USAF. and the CORE (Controlled Requirements
Expression) technique developed in the U.K. (Price & Forsyth. 1982: SD-Scicon plc. 1988).
Typically, structured analysis techniques employ top-down decompositions of system functions.
Thus they are similar to the functional decomposition techniques used by human engineering
specialists. Although the potential for integrating human engineering techniques with such
analyses is apparent, the majority of human engineering activities conducted in current projects
appear to take place independently of other systems engineering activities.
92. The growing use of computer aided software/system engineering (CASE) tools is
part of an increased emphasis on taking a fully integrated approach to systems development (see,
for example, Wallace, Stockenberg, & Charette. 1989). As Schimsky has noted (1987), there is
a trend towards an integrating "front end" software specification tools with "back end" test tools
to form an integrated progression from specification tool, to semi-formal specification, to
prototype, to simulation, to test tool. CASE tools support the development and modification of
system requirement specifications. In general. they offer graphical support and can improve the
specification quality by checking its syntax and consistency. Furthermore, they offer functions
for program structuring and system design. Many available tools are based on the Essential
Systems Analysis described in detail by McMenamin and Palmer (1984). This method is a
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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that has been developed over the last two
approach
analysis
systems
the
of
to systems
further development
CASE tools offer several possible benefits
decades (Yourdon, 1989). To summarize,
engineering:
description (e.g., elements, attributes and
(1) A database representation of the system
traced to user requirements and design
relationships) where specifications can be
decisions.
phases which can be modified easily.
(2) A uniform description for all development
changes.
(3) Rapid analysis of the impact of potential
checks according to a selected level.
(4) Automatic consistency and completeness
specifications, but are encouraged
Engineers are not forced to produce "complete"
interface in a systematic way.
to consider all parts of the system and their according to standards or some user's
(5) Automatic production of documentation
individual requirement
to automate to a large extent the generation
(6) A formal description makes it possible
of simulation models and prototypes.
on
of these features. The growing emplhasisdata
93. Available tools do not provide all
project
development, including an integrated
and
taking a truly integrated approach to project
to the definition of system functional
base, argues for finding a common approach
performance.
human factors in system
performance requirements in order to include

4.3.2

Management
Rapid Prototyping and User Interface
Systems (UIMS)

interaction communities there is a
human-computer
and
science
computer
the
In
systems
94.
prototyping and user interface managementinterface
rapid
of
use
the
on
emphasis
growing
and modification of the human-machine
(UIMS). These tools permit the rapid creationapplication software or hardware. The prototype
without the need to realize the underlying
and feedback between designers and users
one
interfaces primarily serve to enhance communications
1988). This overall approach parallels
(see for example, Wilson & Rosenberg, (Pressman, 1987). A report of the US Defense
that rapid
recommended for software code development
Software (1987) recommended strongly
Science Board Task Force on Military to validate the specifications. The more effective
development
prototyping be applied early in projects
software code to be transferred to the system
application
and
prototyping tools permit the prototype prototyping
facilities
support
tools require
the humanof
model (Nordwall, 1991). Most rapid
aspects
dependent
and operation
scenarios
mission
represent
to
software
specific
event generators.
machine interface, such as maps and mission
is that system interactions and user requirements
95. The rationale for rapid prototyping it is more effective to produce the equivalent of a
that
cannot be predicted completely. It is argued users interact with the system. then modify it and
prospective
how
is
dynamic mockup and study
all requirements exhaustively. User evaluation
thus develop it iteratively, than to analyseHuman engineering test and evaluation tends to
essential to evolutionary development. because objective measures require more effort to
emphasize subjective measures, apparently
applications confirms that there is a
prototyping
rapid
of
review
A
1986).
an
implement (Meister,
than judgments of appearance, rather than
more
little
to
reduced
be
may
factors
risk that evaluations
Bouchard, & Bergeron, 1990). Some human
of
evaluation
evaluation of functionality (St. Denis,importance
the
in
opinion
user
placed on
the
about
reservations
the
have
on
specialists
RSG.12, 1990). Their reservations are based
rapid prototypes (see, for example, NATO skills and knowledge, resulting in design which
in
possibility of "negative transfer" of existing
This is because some users find difficulty
features.
obsolescent
or
obsolete
incorporates
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best
understanding or are unaware how new technology can be exploited. These problems are in
flexible
both
dealt with by persuading the customer to choose user representatives who are able to compare
their approach to new technologies, based on their training and education. and
the
new equipment with existing items, when this is possible. This will be achieved only when
accepted.
widely
more
value and importance of sound human factors practice becomes
96. The emphasis of rapid prototyping is on setting to work a basic representation of
of
the system, which can be evaluated, refined, and elaborated, without a time-consuming series
make
not
does
prototyping
rapid
However,
1989).
Yeh.
analyses (see, for example, Tanik &
analytical techniques redundant. Just as in other areas of engineering, the complexity of modem
system will
systems requires that the developer analyse the user's need, and document how the use
of rapid
the
of
be used. This is achieved best through some form of task analysis. A review
form
some
used
had
prototyping in six large-scale projects showed that four system developers
(St.
prototype
the
creating
of task analysis to define the user-machine interface in advance of
the
analyse
to
used
been
had
Denis, Bouchard. & Bergeron, 1990 ). Different techniques
display
diagrams,
sequence
operators' tasks, including function-flow analysis, operational
"frame" analysis (similar to a "story-board" approach), and augmented transition network (ATN)
and
formalisms. The challenge, then. is to find the most effective way to combine tas1 analvsis
previous
than
iterative
more
is
that
process
design
a
within
them
rapid prototyping, and to use
what
ones. Overall, what appears to be required is a task analytical approach which representswhich
analysis
the operator will be doing with a new system. coupled with a "usability"
indicates how the user expects the system to behave, followed by prototyping and rigorous
evaluation.

4.4

NEED FOR INTEGRATION OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITIES
4.4.1

Increased emphasis on trade-off studies

97. Most systems engineering texts emphasize the importance of conducting trade-off
studies to identify the most promising design solution. This is typified by the requirement that
"Engineering Decision Studies" shall consist of "engineering decisions regarding design
alternatives ...(reflecting) ... system cost effectiveness analysis based on the specified figure(s)
of merit, performance parameters, programme schedule. resource constraints, producibility, and
life cycle cost factors" (US MIL-STD-499A). In the past. such studies were often of limited
scope, and were seldom iterated during the development process. The growing cost of modem
systems, coupled with the diversification of technological solutions, increases the emphasis
being placed on system trade-off studies (see. for example AGARD, 1989). Such "parametric
studies" will require a complementary approach to human engineering analysis. This is likely to
emphasize function-allocation studies. as a prelude to trade-offs between simplicity of operation.
selection, training, and operator job-aids.
98. Current approaches to trade-off studies treat system performance requirements
independently. Typically the requirements are decomposed into a tree (see, for example,
Malchow & Croopnick. 1985). Separate branches of the tree deal with "'reliability,"
"maintainability," and "performance." with the latter split into "operations" and "mission
parameters" etc. This independent treatment of performance terms is not appropriate for human
engineering issues because human performance tends to affect many aspects of system
operation. For example, the skill requirements for system operation may determine the skill level
available for first-level maintenance. Thus the approach taken to human engineering in such
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to
study areas. This will require improvementsThe
trade-off
different
across
cut
must
analyses
them compatible with parametric studies.
human engineering analysis techniques2 1toonmake
"Liveware Integration" may contribute to defining
work of NATO AC/243 Panel-8/RSG.
the extent of this problem.

4.4.2

User centred system design

approach which emphasizes iterative
99. McLaughlin (1987) has reported an His "user engineering methodology" has
development through user evaluation of a prototype.
techniques to develop complex man-machine
been combined with traditional system engineeringdata about the potential system users and
systems. The approach is intended to gatheras early as possible. The methodology, which
incorporate those data into the design process
human factors engineering, emphasizes, defines,
parallels the approach recommended for
being developed. Similar approaches have
validates, and maintains the user's view of the system
& Draper, 1986), and "usability engineering"
been called "user centred system design" (Norman
involve the development of specifications which
(Whiteside, 1988). Typically these approaches and iteration of user procedures. evolution of the
include "usability" requirements, development using "usability"' criteria. as it evolves.-A generic
design through iteration. and testing the design
approach includes seven steps:
(1) mission and operational concept definition
(2) user/system data extraction
profile of the user)
(3) user analysis (establishment of a representative
(4) task analysis
(5) human-computer interface analysis
(6) prototype validation
(7) users' design review
for the application of human engineering
100. This approach parallels that recommended
also parallels the systems engineering process,
described earlier in this report. The approach
with systems engineers and developers.
thereby providing the opportunity for collaboration
in military systems engineering studies.
Typically, however, the user analysis is not performed
to derive a model of the user group. This is
This analysis is conducted prior to task analysis
systems are often subjective, vague,
because customer requirements for complex man-machine
Pressman. 1987). A representative profile of the
incomplete, or unknown (McLaughlin. 1987;
from observations, and from cognitive. work
user group is formed from results of interviews,
that user analysis has been placed on the
style and personality measures. It should be noted
and it will be a long time before methods
human-machine systems research agenda only recently
what is important is to be aware that designers
appropriate for design are established. However, systems. and this profile should be formulated
implicitly assume a user profile when designing
more explicitly.
extensive prototyping, with a lot of
101. In the user centred approach to design,
for the preparation of detailed requirements
developer/end-user interaction, is substituted
procurement procedures are needed in order to
documents. McLaughlin (1987) claims that "newFormal documentation deliverables in contracts
insure that these activities are conducted early. and the analysis surrounding their development
must initially yield to the delivery of prototypes,
more traditional (formal. top-down) system
and trial use." Following the user design review
design methods are used.
centred design approaches and user
102. In summary, more widespread use of user
to existing task analysis techniques. The
analysis may require developments or modifications
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documentation of a satisfactory design in the form of a prototype, rather than a system
specification, presents additional challenges.

4.4.3

Integration of system development activities

103. As the work of NATO AC/243 Panel 8/RSG.9 has shown (McMillan et al., 1989),
the use of CAD systems for human factors/ergonomics studies of operator work-space design is
increasing steadily. Typically, such systems represent the size range of potential operators and
their movement abilities, and permit comparisons of those operators with three-dimensional
representations of the work-space (McDaniel & Hoffman, 1990). Advanced versions of such
CAD systems permit the representation of a sequence of operator actions.
104. While they do not integrate human factors into the weapon systems acquisition
process (WSAP), a variety of human engineering CAD tools exist which integrate human
engineering standards or data into the system design. These tools generally assist human
engineering practitioners in:
* analyzing requirements for designs
* generating designs
* evaluating designs in terms of reach. clearances and other types of anthropometric
assessments
Some examples of state-of-the-an CAD tools are (Booher & Hewitt, 1990):
* CADET (Computer Aided Design and Evaluation Techniques)
* EDG (Engineering Design Graphics system)
* SAMMIE (System for Aiding Man-Machine Interaction Evaluation
* MIDAS (Man-machine Integration Design and Analysis System)
105. Related developments in CAD systems may influence the approach taken to the
application of human factors engineering on large systems. Computer-aided Acquisition and
Logistic Support (CALS) is a US DoD and industrial initiative to facilitate and speed up the use
and integration of digital product information from CAD systems in military procurements.
including construction. production, evaluation and maintenance. The long-term goal within
CALS is to establish an integrated database covering all aspects of a military system that are
common to procurement agency and supplier. CALS technology is currently being evaluated in
several projects. e.g., USAF's Advanced Tactical Fighter and the Centurion submarine.
Currently, there is a project to include human factors data in CALS. That project may lead to
standard human factors data elements and formats. This development is being monitored by
NATO AC/243 Panel-8/RSG 21. The US Armyos MANPRINT programme parallels CALS in
many ways, but the focus is on the engineering more than logistics. Although integrated
software tools for human engineering have been developed. the only available set of human
engineering tools which are explicitly tailored to MANPRINT is the US Army's MANPRINT
IDEA (integrated Decision/Engineering Aid) which is also being used on an exploratory basis in
France, The Netherlands. and the U.K.
106. The developments outlined above suggest the possibility for a much more
integrated approach between the human-, system-,'and software-engineering aspects of project
development. Additional important activities include the development of specifications. The
quality of the work done in developing systems specifications is crucial to later success. and
greatly affects the system's operational usefulness and life-cycle costs. Increasingly, the
importance of systems specifications is being recognized among system developers and users.
Given the operational requirements. a general description of the development of specifications
might be as follows:
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Analyse missions to specify operational mission requirements.
requirements.
Identify those system functions that are necessary to fulfill mission
Decompose
requirements.
functional
Analyse system functions to determine
to:
functions to an appropriate level. in order
e.g., sensor. weapon.
(4) Allocate system functions to the various subsystems. human and machine
respective
their
to
and
command and control sub-systems
elements. Consider several altematives.
by the interface
(5) Consider those functions which are additionally introduced human-machine,
between sub-systems and elements (basic types human-human,
and machine-machine).
to costs. reliability,
(6) Perform a feasibility study of alternatives with regard workload etc. (The
development risk, required quantity and quality of personnel,
task analysis
human engineering/ergonomics part of the feasibility study inciudes
and human performance prediction).
(7) Iterate 1-6 until satisfied.
are discussed in
107. These steps paralleled the human engineering analyses which
of function allocation tegiiniques
Chapters 2 and 3, and described in Volume 2. The weaknessCurrent developments in sortvare
identified in Chapter 3 argues tor improvements to them.
are used in structured
engineering may contribute to such improvements. Guidelinescomponents), and which
analysis/design to determine which modules (basic software
This parallels the
interactions between them, will best implement the functional requirements.
as a function
described
be
allocation of functions to operators. The guidelines might therefore
allocation technique.
engineering are the
108. The more important guidelines which are relevant to human
principles of cohesion, coupling, and span of control (Yourdon, 1989).
of a software module
Cohesion reflects the need for activities to he related. The contentof unrelated activities.
(task) should contain a single, well-defined activity, not a combination
Cohesion should be high.
with, or related
Coupling reflects the degree to which modules (tasks) are interconnected
the more
system.
a
in
(tasks)
to one another. The stronger the coupling between modules system).
should be
coupling
The
difficult it is to implement and maintain the system (operate the
low.
(sub-tasks): the number
Span of Control reflects the number of lower level modulesThe span of control should
complexity.
avoid
called by a module should be limited, in order to
be limited.
based on these guidelines.
Computer software is available that can assist function allocation,
(1)
(2)
(3)

4.5

CONCLUSIONS

knowledge-based
109. Available task analysis techniques cannot deal effectively withand cognitive task
allocation
function
behaviour. More work is required to develop effective
analysis techniques.
spreads, so the
110. As the application of decision aids and knowledge-based systems
need for suitable user task-analytical techniques will increase.
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111. The growing emphasis on taking a truly integrated approach to project
development, including an integrated project data base. argues for finding a common approach to
the definition of system functional and performance requirements, in order to include human
factors in system performance.
112. There is a need to find the most effective way to combine task analysis and rapid
prototyping, and to use them within a design process that is more iterative than previous ones.
113. More widespread use of user centred design approaches and user analysis may
require developments or modifications to existing task analysis techniques.
114. The steps recommended for developing systems specifications parallel those for
human engineering. The techniques discussed in Chapter 2 and described in Volume 2 are an
important means of developing a specification for the human system components. Improvement
of existing techniques may benefit from the application of approaches used for structured
analysis/design of software.

4.6

RECOMMENDATIONS

115. Panel-8 should support research and development of improved function allocation
techniques and task analysis techniques to deal with knowledge-based behaviour.
116. The DRG should collaborate
developments such as CASE and CALS
hardware aspects of project development
inseparable part of the design/development

4.7

with the NAGs to explore how current technological
can be used to integrate the human. software. and
ir such a way that human engineering becomes an
process.
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CHAPTER 5
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STANDARDIZATION

5.1

INTRODUCTION

117. The objective of this chapter is to review the current state of standardization of
human engineering analysis techniques and identify any problems regarding the specification of
analytical techniques and the need for standardization within NATO, and to suggest an approach
to such standardization.

5.2

STATE OF STANDARDIZATION OF HUMAN ENGINEERING
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

118. The current extent of NATO standardization of human engineering analysis
techniques was reviewed in three steps. These steps examined:
* the status of human engineering standardization
* the status of human engineering analytical techniques within existing standards
* the description and use of analytical techniques within requirements documents
119. In addition, trends or changes in the approach to requirements documentation were
examined. Chief of these are the use of application-specific requirements documents, and the
use of commercial specifications. In addition, the implications of the growing use of computers
for systems design and development were reviewed.

5.2.1

Human engineering standardization

120. The status of human engineering (HE) standardization was addressed by
reviewing 51 applicable standards, specifications. guidelines, and other relevant documents
used by the RSG member nations to control the application of human engineering. The
requirements documents and the countries which use them are shown in Appendix A. Based on
this review and on communications with users it was concluded that the majority of the nations
represented in the RSG apply human engineering requirements documents in their weapon
system acquisition projects. Not all nations have their own national requirements documents.

5.2.2

The status of human engineering analytical techniques

121. A review was made of the material listed in Appendix A and of additional
standards provided by member countries to identify those standards covering human
engineering analysis techniques. Most of the documents reviewed specify design criteria.
Fourteen requirements documents which reference analytical techniques were identified (see
Table 5.1). The current status is that some RSG. 14 member nations have a single requirements
document that identifies some techniques, while a few member nations identify techniques and
describe them in detail in national HE guidelines or handbooks. Standards, specifications, and
directives are mainly management documents and, in general, they do not provide technical
details on a technique. Guidelines or handbooks, on the other hand, provide technical details on
the techniques.
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reference analytical techniques
Table 5.1: Requirements documents which
1.

1This report

STANDARDS
2.
3.

aircraft systems (NATO)
STANAG 3994 Application of human engineelnfg to advanced
(Part 12) Systems (UK)
DEF STD 00-25 Human factors for designers of equipment:

SPECIFICATIONS
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

systems, equipment
MIL-H-46855B Human engineering requirements for military
and facilities (US)
engineering program plan (US)
Human
DI-HFAC-80740
plan (US)
DI-HFAC-80742 Human engineering dynamic simulation
(US)
DI-HFAC-80745 Human engineering system analysis report
DI-HFAC-81197 Task performance analysis reoort (US)

GUIDELINES & HANDBOOKS
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

and acquisition of
ANEP-20 Human factors/ergonomics in the development
shp weapon systems (NATO)
Human factors guide DGA/MAQ/4114 (FR)
procedures guide (US)
DoD-HDBK-763 Military handbook: human engineering
DoD Directory of design support methods (US)
(US)
Advanced human factors engineering tool technologies
(FR)
Guide for performing functional analysis DENCMQ 88610

DIRECTIVES
Directive - Ergonomics in the Federal Armed Forces (GE)

15.

5.2.3

The description of analytical techniques within
requirements documents

to identify the analytical
122. The documents listed in Table 5.1 were analysed
major analytical techniques described
techniques which they referenced or described. The
were categorized as:
* systems engineering analysis techniques
analysis techniques
* general human engineering or human performance
* human factors analysis techniques
e.g., noise, visual displays, etc.
* specific sub-field human engineering techniques.
analytical techniques covered by the
In order to develop the list of human engineering
documents, the choice was made to:
analogous to, or include, a human
* include systems engineering techniques which are
engineering component
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* include general human engineering analytical techniques
to, or include, a
* include human systems integration techniques which are analogous
human engineering component
as noise, lighting,
* exclude analytical techniques specific to a technical sub-field such
vibration etc.
in this report and the
123. Table 5.2 shows the human engineering techniques reviewed
specific techniques.
requirements documents listed in Table 5.1 which refer to or describe
Human engineering techniques referenced & described
In standards, specifications and guides
Described
Referenced in s
Technique
in
1
1, 7
Narrative mission descriptions
1, 11
1, 4,11
Graphic mission profiles
1, 3, 11,14
1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 13
Functionflow diagrams
1 2, 3
SAT
1
1,2
SADT/IDEF/CORE
1
1, 4, 7
Information flow and processing
1
1
State transition diagrams
1
1
Petri nets
1
1
Behaviour graphs
1, 11
15
11,
9,
7,
5,
1. 2, 3. 4,
Ad-hoc function allocation
1, 11
1
Fitts' list
1,2
15
1, 2, 4, 7,9,
Review of operator capabilities
1, 11
1 11
Function allocation evaluation matrix
1
1
Requirements allocation sheets
1, 11
1, 2. 4, 11,
Time lines
Table 5.2:

1,11
1 2 3.11, 15

1, 11
1,3,11

1 11
1,3, 4, 8, 11
1
1,11, 13 (TLA-1, WAM)
1, 11, 12 (MicroSAINT), 13
1, 12,13
1,13 (OWL)

1,11
1,3, 8, 11
1
1, 11, 13
1, 12,13
1,12,13
1

SWAT
NASA -TLX
Error analysis
Analysis of human error in accidents & incidents
Design option decision trees

1,2,3,4,6,9,10, 11, 13
1,13
1, 2, 3
1
1

Critical design requirements
Link analysis

1
1, 3, 11

1, 11, 13
1, 13
1, 3
1
1
1

Flow process charts
Operational sequence diagrams

Information/action tabulations
Critical task analysis
Decision tables
Time line analysis of workload
SAINT
SIMWAM
Subjective workload ratings

4c Refers to document number in Table 5. i
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5.2.4

standards
Use of application-specific and commercial

there are trends. with respect to
124. In France, Germanv, and the United States and standards for specific service
specifications
design and management standards, to develop
the French Militarv Service Directives. This
and
MIL-STD-1800
in
applications, e.g., the USAF
standard or specification, which was the norm
reverses the trend towards a single, tri-service
is
effort in human-machine systems in
the past decade. Within NATO the main standardization documents include STANAGs and
design. Applicable human engineering requirements
to standardize human engineering analysis
ANEPs. There is some work in progress in NATO AC 141 (IEG/6) SG/8 on The Influence of
techniques for specific applications, e.g., NNAG
5.3). However, no effort to produce a general
Human Factors on Ship Design (see Table
within NATO is known. The three military
standard for human engineering analvsis and
Air Force) appear to be taking different
components within NATO (Army, Navy,
techniques. The army component has
approaches to standardizing human engineeringof land vehicles and is developing similar
developed a standard for the test and evaluation component is supporting NATO MAS AIP
standards for other army systems: the air force
supporting NNAG IEG/6 S/G-8 Allied Naval
STANAG 3994; and the navy component isfactors.
Engineering Publications (ANEPs) on human

Table 5.3:

(ANEPs)
Allied Naval Engineering Publications
ship design
concerning human factors in
TITLE

ANEP #

20.

and acquisition of
Human factors/ergonomics in the development
ship weapon systems.

21.

ships.
Procedure for ships manning for NATO surface

22.

of automation
Human factors considerations for the determination
policv.

23.

The influence of maintenance on manning.

24.

for combatant
Guidelines for shipboard habitability requirements
surface ships.

25.
26.
27.
28.

surface ships.
Guidelines for environmental factors in NATO
NATO surface ships.
Ergonomics data for shipboard space design in
interfaces in
Human factor guidelines for the design of man/machine
operational rooms.
Stations Book (OSB)
Guidelines for the development of Operational
for NATO naval vessels.
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125. In the USA, there is a trend towards the use of commercial specifications for
specific applications, in particular for non-developmental items, Government Furnished
Equipment (GFE), and other off-the-shelf equipment. American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice 1166 is an example of a requirements document that has
been developed to address non-developmental items and equipment. Such an approach may
become more widespread. particularly for computing equipment and vehicles. NATO should
consider adopting international commercial standards, such as appropriate ISO standards.

5.2.5

Growing use of computer-based analysis techniques

126. As discussed in Chapter 4, there is a growing amount of software which can be
used for the integration of systems development activities, including human engineering
analyses. The largest and most ambitious attempt to do this is CALS. Such systems will impose
standard data structures and terminology on systems developers and project managers.
Standardization within NATO would be a useful development. Computer software could be
developed and used to:
* establish a NATO-agreed data base with personal computer (PC) access, For
the techniques covered in this report
* integrate human engineering analytical techniques into and as part of a NATO-agreed
system engineering analysis technique data base with PC access
* develop analytical techniques in an expert system format for ease of application and
cost savings
* develop modules which can be integrated into NATO CAD/CAM processes

5.3

PROBLEMS AND THE NEED FOR STANDARDIZATION
ANALYTICAL

OF

TECHNIQUES

127. The second stage of the review concentrated on reviewing problems associated
with the specification of human engineering analysis techniques. and with standardization
within NATO. Three problem areas were identified:
* lack of requirements documents addressing human engineering analysis techniques
* lack of a common definition of human engineering
* lack of documents tailored to specific users

5.3.1

Lack of requirements documents addressing analysis

128. The first problem that can be identified from Appendix A and Table 5.1 is that
there is a lack of adequate documents within NATO and within most member nations which
govern human engineering analysis techniques. The vast majority of human engineering
requirements documents are concerned with design criteria. Table 5.2 shows that most of the
techniques which are reviewed in Chapter 3 and described in Volume 2 are referenced in only a
few specifications and standards. Technical descriptions of these techniques appear in even
fewer documents. Table 5.4 shows the number of references to specific techniques and the
number of techniques described in the requirements documents listed in Table 5.1. As might be
expected, some techniques described in this report are referenced more frequently than others.
Overall, of the 31 techniques described in Chapter 3, only nine (29 %) are referenced in any
national or international standard.
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only four of the
129. Detailed descriptions of the techniques are even more scarce:
only more than one technique,
requirements documents listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.4 describe
procurement agencies that the
many
of
and half describe none. This may reflect the attitude
Nevertheless, it could be
contractor shall not be told how to perform the work required.
stages of human engineering
expected that requirements documents would list the generic
3994, U.K. DEF-STDSTANAG
only
analysis, as outlined in Chapter 3. That is not the case:
all the generic steps
cover
NIIL-H-46855B
00-25 Part 12, the French "30 Questions" and U.S.
in human engineering analysis.
described
Table 5.4: Number of analysis techniques referenced and
Referenced
1. Thisreport
STANDARDS
2. STANAG 3994
3. DEF-STD-00-25 Part 12
SPECIFICATIONS
4. MIL-H-46855B
5. DIl-HFAC-80740
6. DI-HFAC-80742
7. DI-HFAC-80745
8. DI-HFAC-81197
GUIDELINES & HANDBOOKS
9. ANEP-20
10. Human Factors Guide DGA/MAQ/4114
11. DoD-HDBK-763
12. DoD Directory of design support methods
13. Advanced HFE toot technologies

14. Guide for performing functional analysis DEN/CMQ 88610

DIRECTIVES
15. Directive - Ergonomics in the Federal Armed Forces

Described
3

31
7

.

7

5

8

0

2
1
4

0
0
°

3
1
13
2
6

°
0
13
2
5

1

1

3

°

the standards
130. Although the relevant guidelines and handbooks should complement
the more
describe
which
and specifications by providing amplifying information, there are few U.S. DoD-HDBK-763,
than two or three techniques. The most comprehensive guide, Within NATO, ANEPdescribes only 42% of the analysis techniques reviewed in this report.
techniques. These findings
20 is directed to ship design applications, but mentions only three information for project
strongly support the need for NATO documents which provide
them, and describe the
managers on human engineering analysis tools and when to use
techniques in detail for the professional specialist who will employ them.

5.3.2

Differences in terminology

to cover the area
13 1. There are differences in the terminology used by member nations
Factors, France and

of human engineering. In their standards, the U.K. uses the term Human
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the FRG use the term Ergonomics, and the U.S., Canada, and NATO STANAG 3994 use the
term Human Engineering. The reader is referred to the Glossary for definition of these terms.
Since the mid-1960s, all U.S. specifications and standards have used the term Human
Engineering (HE). In the U.S., the area of Human Factors (HF) or Human Systems Integration
(HSI) area is defined by the DoD to include Manpower, Personnel. Training, Systems Safety,
Health Hazards and Human Engineering. Human Factors Engineering is a term that is also
being used in recent DoD standards (U.S. MIL-STD-1800). The major specifications and
standards use the term Human Engineering but include analytical techniques that are common to
Human Engineering and other Human Factors disciplines. The issue of terminology will have
to be dealt with if NATO standards, specifications and guidelines are to be developed.
132. In addition to differences in terminology, a number of the analytical techniques
addressed in Chapter 3 and Volume 2 of this report and in requirements documents listed in in
Table 5.1 are primarily systems engineering analysis techniques.

5.3.3

Lack of documents tailored to specific users

133. In engineering practice, standardsestablish engineering or technical imitations for
designs, materials, processes. or methods: specificationsdescribe the technical requirements for
items, materials or services: and guidelines and handbooks provide advice. Consistent with
this, the standards reviewed cover design requirements, the specifications reviewed list analysis
techniques to be used in the development process, and the guidelines and handbooks describe
analysis techniques in detailed terms for technical personnel. The standards and specifications
that cover analytical techniques do not define decision criteria as to when to employ the
technique or other salient technical comparison factors of interest to a project manager. Most
handbooks and guidelines are written for the technical specialist and emphasize detailed
technical descriptions of individual techniques; most do not include effort and schedule
information.
5.4

AN APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATO

REQUIREMENTS
5.4.1
-

s
t

,

a
d

DOCUMENTS

An approach for a standard

134. The lack of requirements documents that address human engineering analysis
techniques demonstrates the need for a NATO standard to address this requirement. This need
can be best achieved by using the documents that do address such techniques as a basis for
creating a NATO management document or a requirements document. The candidates in that
regard are U.S. MIL-H-46855, U.K. DEF STD 00-25, and STANAG 3994. In addition,
NATO should consider the adoption of international commercial standards. such as appropriate
ISO standards for non-developmental items.

5.4.2

An approach for specifications and guides

135. In the material submitted for this chapter by RSG.14 members, most analysis
techniques are merely listed or described in a cursory manner. It is apparent that human
engineering analysis techniques must not only be addressed in requirements documents but they
must also be described in greater detail along with assessments of value and usage. Detailed
technical descriptions and technical trade-offs among competing methods need to be addressed
in specialist handbooks. In addition to the material in Volume 2 of this report, DoD-HDBK763, the DoD Directory of Design Support Methods, and Advanced HFE Tool Technologies are
the primary guides that provide the information required.
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management and specialists. The
136. There is a need to develop handbooks for both usage criteria such as when the
address
management handbooks need to clearly and simply
comparisons, i.e., what the programme
value
and
cost
as
technique should be employed as well
phases used in this report. Sawyer et. al
manager needs, based on the NATO-agreed life cycle
of a manager's handbook. The specialist
(1981) provide some guidance on the contents the specific processes and technical value
handbooks should give technical descriptions of
included in Volume 2 of this report and U.S.
comparisons between them. Such information isbasis for NATO handbook development.
DoD-HDBK-763. Those documents provide the

development
An approach for computer based system
of CAD, MANPRINT-IDEA, and the
137. Within the context of the developmentdevelopment
and application of computer

5.4.3

the
CALS systems, NATO agencies should consider approach to human engineering analvsis and
standard
a
of
software to facilitate the application
and system developers.
to provide computer-aided guidance to project managers

5.4.4

Approach summary

process are to:
138. The steps recommended in this developmental
the existing NATO and national
(1) Review and combine the information in
and describes the generic
specifications into a NATO standard which lists
techniques.
guide or handbook which covers
(2) Develop a NATO programme manager-orientedparticularly emphasis on phases of
technique and employment characteristics, with
application and cost-benefit parameters.
analyst-oriented handbook which
(3) Develop a NATO technical human engineering
but also describes them in
not only identifies and clarifies analytical techniques
detail.
specifications and guidelines
(4) Study the development of computer based standards,
projects.
NATO
in
to facilitate the application of human engineering

5.5

CONCLUSIONS

standards, specifications and guides
139. From the review of national and NATO
conclusions are drawn:
covering human engineering issues, the following
which govern human engineering
1) There are few requirements documents
analytical techniques: most are design criteria specifications.
cover analytical techniques, most
Of the few national or NATO specifications that
2)
additional employment or
only identify or list the technique and do not provide
technical information.

3)

4)

to specific users of the
Existing handbooks and guides are not tailored
by all users, e.g., programme
information, and none cover information required and
operational personnel.
managers, human engineering specialist designers,
engineering analyses and
The development of computer software tools for human and the growing use of
of application-specific human engineering specifications,
modifications to the
commercial specifications for procurement, will require
in NATO.
current approach to human engineering standardization
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RECOMMENDATIONS

140. The RSG makes the following recommendations with respect to the
standardization of human engineering analysis techniques:
(1) The NATO agencies responsible for standardization should consider the
development of standards and specifications which identify human engineering
analysis techniques.

5.7

(2)

The DRG should consider publication of Volume 2 of this report as NATO
guidelines for human engineering analysis techniques, and as a basis for the
development of user specific guidelines.

(3)

The NATO agencies responsible for standardization should consider the use of
computer software, application-specific specifications. and commercial
specifications in future procurement projects.
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Appendix A to Chapter 5
SYSTEM
Preliminary
studies

DEVELOPMENT

PHASE

Concept
formulation

Conceot
validation

STANDARDS

AIl STANAGS
Aircraft Instrument Panel STANAGS
STANAG 3217
STANAG 3705
STANAG 3994
STANAG 4239D
STANAG 7020
DIN and Defence Equipment Standards
(GE)
DEF STD 00 12 (Climate) (UK)
DEF STD 00 25 (Parts 1-12) (UK)
DEF STD 00 27 (Noise) (UK)
BS 6841 (Vibration) (UK)
DEF STD 00970 (UK)
MIL-STD-250D (US)
MIL-STD-850B (US)
MIL-STD-1333B (US)
MIL-STD-1472D (US)

MIL-STD-1478 (US)
Naval Engineering Standards (US)
ASTM 1166 (US)
NASA-STD-3000 (US)

UK
CA, NL. UK

FR
CA
UK
NL UK
CA, NL. UK
NL
NL,UK

FR
CA
UK
NL UK
CA. NL. UK
NIL
NL UK

-

GE

G,.-

UK
UK
UK
UK

UK
UK
UK
UK
NL

UK
",K
UK
UK
NL

US
US
US

US
US
US

-

CA, FR, GE. NL, UK

CA, FR, GE. NL. NO, UK

-

US

CA, UK. US
CA, US
CA
CA. US

CA, FR. GE, UK, US
CA, US
CA. US
CA, US

CA, US

CA, US

CA, FR, GE, UK, US
CA, US
CA, US
CA, US
CA, US
CA
CA, US
CAUS
CA. US
US

SPECIFICATIONS

MIL-H-46855B (US)
DI-HFAC-80740 (US)
DI-HFAC-80741 (US)
DI-HFAC-80742 (US)
DI-HFAC-80743 (US)
D0-HFAC-80744 (US)
D0-HFAC-80745 (US)
D0-HFAC-80746 (US)
D0-HFAC-80747 (US)
D0-HFAC-81197 (US)

-
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Appendix A to Chapter 5
SYSTEM
Definition

DEVELOPMENT

&
Design
development

PHASE

Production

Operational
use

Up/down
grading,

.retirement

FR
CA

FR
CA
UK
NLUK
CA, NL. UK
NL
NLUK

FR
CA
UK
- NL.UK
CA,NL,UK
NL
NLUK

FR
-

-

CA, UK

GE

GE

GE

-

GE

UK
UK
UK
UK
NLUK

UK
UK
UK
UK
NLUK

UK

UK

UK
UK
UK
UK
UK

NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
NL
CA. FR. GE. NL. NO. UK CA. FR, GE. NL. NO. UK. US CA, FR. GE. NL, UK

US

CA. UK. US

US
US
US
US

US
US

US
US

US

UK

US
US
US

CA, UK
CA,US

FR,US
CA,US

CA, FR. GE,UK. US
CAUS
CAUS
CA,US
CA,US
CA
CA,US
CAUS
CAUS

CA, FR, GE. UK, US
CA,US
CA,US
CA,US
CA,US
CA
CAUS
CA,US

CAUS
-

US

US

-
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CA, US
CA
CA,US
CA, US
CA, US
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PHASE
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Concept
Concept
validation
formulation

GUIDELINES & HANDBOOKS
NATO NAG ANEPs 20-28
Engineering Data Compendium
Ergodata (FR)
Guide d'Ergonomie (FR)
Los 30 Questions quil Faut Se Poser
(FR)
(GE)
Handbook of Ergonomics
Design/Construction Guidelines (Ships)

(GE)
'MiodtDTI HF Guidelines (UK)
MIL-HDBK-759A (US)
MIL-HDBK-763 (US)
MISCELLANEOUS

CA, NL
UK

CA, GE. NL
CA, UK

CA, GE. NL, US
CA, UK

FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR

-

FR.GE
GE

FR.GE
GE

UK

UK

UK

CA. GE. US

NL
US
GE,
CA.

NL
CA, GE. US

FR
FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR
fR

GE
GE

GE
GE

GE
GE

GE
GE

UK

UK

DOCUMENTS

AFNOR (FR)
Directive IMN 01514 (FR)
Air Force Directive (FR)
Navy Directive (FR)
Army Directive (FR)

FR
FR
FR
FR

Directive Ergonomics in Fedr Forces (GE)
General Ergonomic Requirements (GE)
Checklist BWB AT 11 (GE)
Job Instruction 'Engineering' AWT 341 (GE)
Navy Requirement No. 8 (GE)
-

Health & Safety Executive (Toxicity) (UK)
NAVSTAR Code (US)

N.ATO

GE

UK
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SYSTEM
Definition

&
Design
development

DEVELOPMENT
Production

PHASE
Operational use

Up/down grading,
retirement

CA,GE. US
CA,UK

CA,GE. NL, US
CA,UK

CA, GE. US
CAUK

GEUS

FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR

FR
FR

FR. GE
GE

FR, GE
GE

FR. GE
GE

FR. GE

UK

UK

-

CANL
CA.GEUS

CANL
GE

GE

FR
FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR

FR
FR
FR
FR

GE
GE
GE
GE
GE

GE

GE
GE

GE
GE

GE

UK
UK

UK

UK

UK

UK

-

-

FR
FR
GE
GE
UK

-

GE

GE
GE
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

INTRODUCTION

141. In the development of military systems and equipment, human factors (human
be
engineering, manpower, personnel, training, system safety and health hazards) must
engineering
included in the life cycle of development. A survey of the application of human
of use
analysis techniques in thirty-three projects in seven NATO nations showed that patternsinto
six
fall
techniques
vary widely between nations and between individual users. The
analysis,
task
categories of analysis: mission analysis, function analysis, function allocation,
of
performance prediction, and interface and workspace design. The mean level of application
various
the
of
use
The
different classes of analysis technique was lower than might be expected.
classes of technique differed widely: task analyses were reported four times more frequently
than mission analyses.

6.2

AVAILABLE

HUMAN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

142. RSG.14 therefore reviewed human engineering analysis techniques which are
available to assist system designers and developers. The review has shown that a wide variety
of human engineering analysis techniques are available; it covers thirty-one typical examples.
The review is not an exhaustive survey of all the existing variants of those techniques. More
extensive lists of techniques are referenced in Chapter 3 and Volume 2.
143. The techniques provide a decomposition of the system design problem area which
results in defined functions, sub-systems, or states. These functions, sub-systems, or states are
then characterized and validated. When recombined, these items allow the prediction of the
system performance and operator/maintainer workload. In general. -it is assumed that the
prediction of system performance is valid if it is based on the validated performance of
functions or sub-systems.
144. Half of the techniques reviewed are similar to, or related to, techniques used for
systems engineering analysis. Normally, the classes of technique should be used in sequence.
Selection of a particular technique will depend on the size of the project, position in project
cycle, and scope for innovation and design. The actual starting point in the sequence may
depend on project constraints and priorities and the extent to which human engineering has been
accepted into the project. In selecting the techniques to use at each stage of analysis, users are
advised to work backwards through the chain of analyses to ensure the continuity of
information flow.
145. There are few reports of the application of these techniques to simple systems.
Applicability of a specific technique also depends on the chain of analyses, as outlined above.
Most analyses require few resources and can be performed with paper and pencil, but nearly all
benefit from use of a computer for tracking and editing the data. There is a need for such
programs to be integrated, rather than stand-alone, so that data are not re-entered many times.
Few computer tools have been developed to date. but they are growing in number.
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techniques are not widely understood.
146. The quality assurance aspect of the various to
quality assurance factors. The link
Managers and practitioners should pay more attention
requirements is not direct. in most
from human engineering analyses to system performance
analyses do not have a direct
cases. The majority of the "classic" human engineering
analyses which have a direct link use
relationship to system performance requirements. Those
for function allocation are not yet mature,
interval or ratio scale measures. The techniques used and reiterated if they are to address system
and the full sequence of analyses must be completed
performance.

6.3

THE NEED FOR NEW OR IMPROVED TECHNIQUES

operator behaviour.
147. Increasingly, modern systems emphasize knowledge-based
with that class of behaviour. More
Available task analysis techniques cannot deal effectively
task analysis techniques. The growing
work is required to develop effective cognitive
leads to new operator and maintainer
.vpplication of decision aids and knowledge-based systems
suitable user task-analysis techniques will
tasks. As these applications increase, so the need for
. ncrease.

integrated approach to project
148. The growing emphasis on taking a truly
argues for finding a common approacr.
development, including an integrated project data base.requirements, in order to include huiman
to the definition of system functional and performance
factors in system performance.
management systems is growing.
149. The use of rapid prototyping and user interfaceto combine task analysis and rapid
way
Therefore, there is a need to find the most effective that is more iterative than previous ones.
process
design
a
prototyping and of using them within
the user. More widespread use of
150. Modem system design focuses increasingly on developments or modifications to
require
user-centred design approaches and user analysis may
existing task analysis techniques.
specifications parallel those for
151. The steps recommended for developing systems
techniques discussed in Chapter 3 and
human engineering (as outlined in Chapter 2). The
developing a specification for the human
described in Volume 2 are an important means of
system components.

6.4

THE NEED FOR STANDARDIZATION

and guidelines for human
152. The review of over fifty standards, specifications,
documents which govern human
engineering showed that there are few requirements
specifications. Of the few national or
engineering analytical techniques; most are design criteriamost usually only identify or list the
NATO specifications that cover analytical techniques,technical information.
or
technique and do not provide additional employment
to specific users of the
153. Existing handbooks and guides are not tailored
by all their users, e.g., programme
information, and none cover information required
personnel.
operational
managers, human engineering specialist designers. and
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154. Therefore, there is a need for NATO standards. specifications, and guidelines for
human engineering analysis techniques which can be used by all member nations. The
development of computer software tools for human engineering analyses and of application
for
specific human engineering specifications. and the growing use of commercial specifications
engineering
human
to
approach
current
the
of
procurements, will require modifications
standardization in NATO.

6.5

RECOMMENDATIONS

155. Panel-8 should support research and development of function allocation and task
analysis techniques to deal with cognitive behaviour, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
156. The DRG should collaborate with the NATO agencies responsible for
standardization to ensure the application of human engineering in NATO projects through the
development of standards, specifications, and guidelines which identify and describe human
engineering analysis techniques, the latter based on Volume 2 of this report. as discussed in
Chapter 5.
157. The DRG should collaborate with the NAGs to explore how current technological
developments can be used to integrate the human, software, and hardware aspects of project
development in such a way that human engineering becomes an inseparable part of the
design/development process based on the use of computer software. as discussed in Chapter 3.
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ANNEX 1: GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

allocation of functions - see function allocation.
analysis - the resolution of anything complex into its simple elements.
ANEP - Allied Naval Engineering Publication.
CAD - Computer Aided Design.

CALS - Computer aided Acquisition and Logistics Support. A US DoD and industry initiative
to transfer the design process from one based on paper to one based on computer datamby
developing data exchange standards and data bases for design, reliability, and maintenance
information.
CASE - Computer Aided Software Engineering.
CNAD - Council of NATO Armaments Directors.

cognitive behaviour - All aspects of knowledge, including perceiving, remembering,
imagining, conceiving, judging, and reasoning.
cohesion - A term used in structured analysis/design approaches to software development
referring to the extent to which a software module deals with a single, well-defined activity.
contractor - An organization. usually in industry. which contracts to perform engineering
activities to develop and build a system or equipment.

coupling - A term used in structured analysis/design approaches to software development
referring to the extent to which the software modules are related to one another.
CORE - Controlled Requirements Expression. A proprietary technique for identifying system
requirements through structured decomposition.
critical task - A task which, if not accomplished in accordance with system requirements.
will have adverse effects on cost, system reliability, efficiency, effectiveness, or safety (after
US MIL-H-46855B).
demonstrator - Equipment built to illustrate future trends and possibilities in design.
Demonstrators may resemble the real-life counterpart dynamically. Operationally, a
demonstrator may range from a functioning laboratory set-up to a complete system.
designer - One who designs or plans or makes patterns for manufacture.
Design and Development - The phase of an equipment programme which calls for design
engineering work aimed at full validation of the technical approach and ensures complete system
integration to the point where production contract action can be taken (NATO PAPS).
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DoD - U.S. Department of Defense.
Group.
DRG - The NATO Defence Research
navigating.
tasks within a job. e.g, communicating,
related
and
operationally
of
set
primary
A
into
duty
3994/1). Duties may be divided
STANAG
(NATO
monitoring
system
secondary duties.
or organization
needed to outfit/equip an individual
items
non-expendable
All
equipment
(NATO Glossary).
machine, tools, and
of the relation between the human,
study
to
systematic
The
ergonomics
physioiogical. and psychological knowledge
anatomical.
of
application
the
and
environment,
with Human Factors.
the problems arising therefrom. Synonymous
or a combination
out bv industry or government agencies
feasibility study - A study carried a technical appraisal of the feasibility of developing and
(NATO
of both, with the object of providing
required bv the NATO Staff Target
producing an equipment with the performance
PAPS).
and
the earliest stages of system designSTA:,;
at
conducted
Anaivses
(U.K. DEF
front end analysis
traininu and logistics requirements
concerned with a system's personnel.
00-25).
+
system. usuallv expressed as a4verb A
a
by
performed
activity
of
/1).
function - A broad categorv
"update way-point" (NATO STANAG399
noun phrase. c.g., "control air-vehicle."
of a system.
function is a logical unit of behaviour
be implemented deciding how system functions shall
function allocation - The process of- and assigning them accordingly.
by human, by equipment, or by both
which may
system functions describing broad activities
of
analysis
An
analysis
functional
hardwarz and/or software.
be implemented by personnei. and/or
of a
representation of the functions required
diagram
block
a
Diagram:
Flow
Function
FFD system.
project
and control which show the necessary of each
planning
project
for
used
Charts
and duration
Gantt charts
horizontal lines showing the dates
activities listed in a column against
activity.
for the integration of issues of manpower,
HARDMAN - A U.S. Navy programme
system acquisition process.
personnel and training with the weapon
knowledge
of human factors which applies scientificUS MIL-H(after
human engineering (HE) - The arsa
human-machine integration

to the design of items to achieve effective
test and evaluation activities.
developmental
includes
engineering
Human
46855B).
It
facts about human capabilities and limitations.
scientific
of
body
A
life
(HF)
training,
factors
human
of human engineering, personnel selection,
with
includes principles and applicationsand
human performance evaluation. Svnonymous
aids,
performance
job
support.
Ergonomics.
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energy are
surface across which information and
imaginary
An
interface
machine
hum~an
system. The interface is defined
the human and machine components of a
otherwise

monitor or
exchanged between
the operatorlmaintainer to control,
by the displays and controls used by
interact with the system.
software
of equipment. related facilities. material.
composite
A
system
human-machine
operational role.
and personnel required for an intended
the human
- The technical process of integrating
human systems integration (HSI)
supportadility.
and

safe. effective operability
operator with a materiel system to ensure

the
in total quality management. showing
used
widely
diagram.
A
Ishikawa diagram
bone" or tree.
hierarchy of causes of problems as a "fish
of one
required for operation and maintenance
performance
human
all
of
job - The combination
navigator (NATO STANAG 3994/1).
personnel position in a system. e.g.,
which provides
Aid. A proprietary software program
IDEA - Integrated Decision Engineeringto keep track of front-end human engineering analvses
an integrated set of tools and data files MANPRINT approach.
within the framework of the US Army's
A US Air
Manufacturing Officel DEFinition.) and data.
Aided
Computer
[Integrated
IDEF - (ICAM
descriptive models of system functions
Force developed tool for building
commercialized as SADT".
can be supported
A method of assuring that a system
within the
ILS - Integrated Logistics Support. conform
requirements.
operational
specified
to
to
as
so
for its
effectively and economically,
logistic support and maintenance,
maintenance.
resources of available personnel sub-system
supplies.
all resources needed. namely
programmed life cycle. It considers jointly
and cost (CAN DND-ENG STD-3).
humans and equipment. transportation. facilities
of manpower, personnel. and
integration
the
for
programme
Force
Air
IMPACTS - A U.S.
process.
training issues with the weapon svstem acquisition
scale. and.
which has the characteristics of an ordinal
scale
Centigrade
interval scale - A scale of measurement
reference to a true zero value. e.g. the
without
intervals
equal
uses
addition,
in
absolute zero.
of temperature. which does not refer to
ISO - International Standards Organization.
and attempting to optimize the interactions
representing
for
technique
A
analysis
link
or between multiple operators.
between an operator or operators and equipment
maintainers)
component of systems (operators and
human
the
for
term
U.S.
A
liveware
and soitware.
which complements the system hardware
it to, a
for retaining a defence system in, or restoring
responsible
individual
An
maintainer

specified condition.

resources in terms of numbers and organization.
manpower - The demand for human
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human dimension of the
manpower, personnel, training and safety (MPTS) - The the
disciplines of human
complete weapon system. The term MPTS also encompasses
engineering and health hazard prevention.
Integration programme for the
MANPRINT - The US Army Manpower and Personnel
hazards analysis. and
integration of manpower, personnel. training, systems safety. health
human factors engineering into the systems acquisition process.
set of methods and
methodology - The study of method. usually taken to mean an integrated
rules applicable to some goal.
in response to a stated
mission - What a human-machine system is supposed to accomplish,
operational requirement (NATO STANAG 3994/1).
of miiitary forces that
mission analysis - A process to determine the operational capabilities
of the existing and/or
face
the
in
tasks
are required to carry out assigned missions, roles. and
postulated threat with an acceptable degree of risk (NATO PAPS).
analysis, identif'i:.: i
mission need document - In NATO. a statement based on a mission that cannot be se-'Le:
deficiency
broad outline a quantitative or qualitative operational
satisfactorily with existing or planned forces and/or equipment (NATO PAPS).
used in studying the
mock-up - A model. built to scale. of a machine. apparatus. or weapon,
personnel how to operat the
construction of, and in testing a new development. or in teaching
A three-dimensional. fullactual machine, apparatus or weapon (NATO Glossary of Terms).
DEF STAN 00scale replica of the physical characteristics of a system or sub-system (U.K.
25).
of multi-function
moding analysis - The analysis of the different modes of operation
different search patterns,
systems. For example. a multi-function radar can be operated usingthrough
a "tree" of control
track-while-scan or other modes. These modes are usuallv selected
options. which includes "modes."
MoD PE - U.K. Ministrv of Defence Procurement Executive.n
effectiveness of a
MOE - Measures of Effectiveness: measures which are relevant to the
weapon system.
statistics. and operations
Monte Carlo simulation - A method used in mathematics,
behaviour of a system is
The
sampling.
research to resolve problems by the use of random
tue operation over
repeating
and
simulated by feeding in values of the system variables.
different sets of values so as to explore the system under a variety of conditions.

-<

;

oSD

1nforr

more,
PAP
proc(
Part
line
PCperl
and
wor
per
phy
QA
rat
adc
RI
re.
fut
re
R
G
S.

s

NAG - NATO Armaments Group.
without
nominal scale - A scale of measurement which distinguishes only characteristics
regard to order, e.g. the membership of sets.
a system to
operator - An individual primarily responsible for using a system. or enabling
function. as designed.
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emphasizes
oSD - Operational Sequence Diagram: a graphical approach to task analysis which
information handling activities.
values. e.g.
ordinal scale - A scale of measurement which implies some ordering of the
scale.
ordinal
are
mnoretless relationships. Most subjective ratings
set of
PAPS - Phased Armaments Programming System. A systematic and coherent
NATO.
in
programmes
procedures and milestones for promoting co-operanive armaments
an inverse
Pareto effect - The observation that many naturally occurring phenomenatohave
size.
according
rank
linear relationship between the logarithm of their size and their
PC - Personal Computer.
from the operators
performance analysis - The analysis of the performance to be expected
of operator
prediction
the
and maintainers of a system. Performance analysis includes analysis.
error
workload. task times. probability of completion of tasks, and
personnel - The definition of manpower in terms of trade, skill. experience-levels, and
physical atributes.
QA - Quality Assurance.
scale. and in
ratio scale - A scale of measurement which has the characteristics of an interval scale.
temperature
Kelvin
addition has a true zero point as its origin, e.g. length, mass. the

the
RDD - Requirements Driven Development. A proprietary technique for deriving
of system

requirements for complex systems through the systematic decomposition descriptions
functional relationships.

reliability - The probability that an item will perform its intended function for a specified
interval under stated conditions (CAN DND ENG-STD-3).
a

.r

at

Research
RSG - Research Study Group. A group sponsored by one of the NATO Defence
Group Panels to carry out research on a specific topic.
means of identifying
SADT - Structured Analvsis and Design Technique,". A proprietary
system requirements through a structured decomposition.
safetv - Freedom from those conditions that can cause death or injury to personnel. damage to

or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environmenL

SAINT - Systems Analysis by Integrated Networks of Tasks. Software which supports
network simulation and Monte-Carlo modelling of systems.
SAT diagrams - Sequence and timing diagrams. A variety of function flow diagram showing
the sequence of functions performance bv sub-systems.
software
SIMWAM - SIMulation for Workload Assessment and Modelling: a proprietary
package for simulating the tasks and workload of system personnel.
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in detail the requirements to which
specification - The document which prescribes
to drawings, patterns. or other relevant
supplies or services must conform. NOTE: It may refer
can be checked
documents and may indicate the means and criteria whereby conformance
(AGARD Multilingual Dictionary).
which clearly and
- A document intended primarily for use in procurements
for items. materials. or services.
accurately describes the essential and technical requirements
have been met (CAN
requirements
including procedures by which it can be determined that the
A-LP-0054OOOIAG-006).
required design parameters and operational
staff requirement - A detailed statement of the This
document-represents the specification of
performance of the equipment or weapon system. (NATO
PAPS).
the system upon which project definition is based
desired performance of new equipment or
staff target - A broad outline of the function and
of meeting mne requirement. or other
weapon system(s), before the feasibility or the method
implications have been-fully assessed (NATO PAPS).
capability required of a new system.
statement of requirement (SOR) - A statementlOuof the
.
Staff are . ne
A h aT6
to meet an existing or posutlatd threat. synonyl
..clutl s estimated costs and technical factors.
STANAG - A NATO standardization amreemcat.

abstact conceL;t, established and defineCL
standard - An exact value. a physical entity. or an
as a reference, model, or rule in measuring
by authority, custom, or common consent to serveevaiuating
results. A fixeda quantity or quauty
quantities. establishing practices or procedures. or
(NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions).
technical limitations and
- A document that establishes eneineering and
and engineering practices (CAN
applications for items. materials, processes. methods. designs,
A-LP-005-OOOIAG-006).
system states and the reiated transitions
STD - State Transition Diagram: a diagram showing
from one state to another.
analvsis/design approacnes to sotrware
span of control - A term used in structured modules
which are called. or controlled. by
development referring to the number of lower-level
one module.
which fulfill a portion of the
sub-task - Activities (perceptions. decisions, and responses)
immediate purpose within a task. e.g., "key i. latitucd."
technique for measuring the workload
SWAT - Subjective Workload Assessment Technique: a
experienced by an operator performing a task.
or connected as to form a unity or
system - In general a set or arrangement of things soofrelated
the American Lanzuaae, 2nd College
organic whole (Webster's New World Dictionary
Edition, 1970. The Publishing Company.)
methods. procedures. and techniques
system design - The preparation of an assembly of
(NATO Glossarv of Terms).
united by regulated iterations to form an an organized whole
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in terms of resources
system effectiveness - The probability that the system will provide,
required and as specified. either
or
(a) the maximum operational performance within the total cost prescribed,
(b) the required value at lowest COSt. (CAN DND-ENG-STD-3).
equipment. personnel.
systemis) engineering - A basic tool for systematically defining the
facilities and procedural data required to meet system objectives (US MIL-H-46855B).
a system to identify
system requirements analysis - An analysis of what is required of
have to satisfy the
those characeristics which the system (both personnel and equipment) must
purposes of the system (after U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).
(perceptions, decisions, and
task - A composite of related operator or maintainer activities
position" (after NATO
responses) performed for an immediate purpose. e.g., "insert aircraft
STANAG 3994/1).
interactions
task analysis - A time oriented description of personnel-equipment-software
work with a
of
unit
a
accompiishing
in
brought about by an operator. controller or maintainer
manual and inteilectual
system or item of equipment. It shows the sequential and simultaneous
US MIL-H-46855B).
(
equipment
controlling
or
activities of personnel operating, maintaining,
from the results of a
task description - A listing of tasks, usually in tabular form. arising

system description/analysis (U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).

required in
task element - The smallest logically and reasonably defined unit of behaviour
completing a task or sub-task. e.g., "key in digits."
compose a
task synthesis - The process of creating or putting together the tasks which
system function (after U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).
technique - A mechanical. or formal, approach to doing something.
Test and Evaluation (T&E) - A comprehensive programme ot test activities. conducted
throughout the system hierarchy and over the system iife cycie.

!o:

(a) assess system performance
(b) verify conformance to system requirements
(c) determine system acceptability

domain using a
time line - A representation of actions. activities or tasks in the temporal
horizontal line or bar.
through continual
TQM - Total Quality Management: an approach to product improvement

efforts to improve the production process and reduce losses of any sort.
and
training - The process by which trainees acquire or enhance specific skills. knowledge.
attitudes required to accomplish military tasks.
UTMS - User Interface Management System.
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equipment.
weapon system - A combination of one or more weapons with all related required
for
applicable)
(if
deployment
and
delivery
materials. services, personnel and means of
self-sufficiency (NATO Glossary of Terms).
work breakdown structure (WBS) - A matrix of sub-systems and design/deveiopment

team acivities used for project managementL

workload - The level of activitv or effort required of an operator to meet performance
requirements or criteria (Glossary of Ergonomics).

workplace - The complete working environment within which all the operators and equipment
are arranged to function as a unit (U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).

the
workspace - The geometnical space required to perform a job, duties. or task, including and
displays
different
details of display and control location, the physical relationship between
..ontrols, and the standing/seating arrangement of the operators/maintainers.
VISAP - Weapon system acquisition process.
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.Volume

INTRODUCTION:

OF

OVERVIEW

ENGINEERING

HUMAN

ANALYSIS

TECHNIQUES
This Volume consists of two parts and three appcndices. In this. Part 1. thirty-one analysis
format in Part
techniques which have been used by human engineering specialists are reviewed to a standard
sections which
2, examples are given of different functional analyses of systems. Part I is divided into six
correspond to the classes of human engineering analysis techniques:
system missions
system functions
system operator and maintainer functions
system operator and maintainer tasks
workload and possible errors of the system personnel
requirements for displays, controls, workspace and inter-personnel communication
of equipment and
as discussed in Volume 1.Most of the techniques reviewed permit the designers and developers
transform input data.
which
algorithms
not
are
they
systems to define, structure and decompose relevant information:
analyses
subsequent
for
information
produces
Thus they require some learning or experience. Each stage of analysis
(Figure 0.1).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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MISSION AND SCENARIO ANALYSIS
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1.1 * Narrative mission
descriptions

1.2

mission profiles
T
Graphic

What the techniques do
in terms which provide information
analyses
oese define the overall requirements of the system under developmeGs,
must do (the operational
system
the
e
what
devrl
for subsequent human engineering analyses. They are uscd to
dones.
be
must
it
which
requirement) and the circumstances and environment in

Background
Lo
Ideally, the basis for the development of mission and scenario analysis should be the operational analysis conducted

establish the requirements for a new system (NATO Mission Need Document). In practice, however, the operational

analyses are seldom available to the project personnel resign criter

ign and developmBnt. The operational

f rMe terms most frequently used for these activities arr mission analysis, mission profiles, and scenarios.

The user should be aware of possible problems with these terms. Generally, a scenario is a "sketch or plot of a

play, giving particulars of the scenes, situations etc." (Oxford English Dictionary), and a mission is "a clear,

concise statement of the task of the command and its purpose" (NATO Glossary of Terms and Dcefiitions).
Thus a "scenario' is often taken as the higher, overall level from which the analysis starts, and the "mission" is
takcen as a lower, more specific level of analysis.
In the USA, however, the term mission analysis is taken as "the first step in the system development,
required for the establishment of human factors design criteria" (DoD-HDBK-763), and "scenarios are developed
from the threat/concept and the mission profiles, and they must fully describe Mhe events implied by the profile."
In practice these differences in terminology can lead to confusion, particularly in discussions between the

procuring agency and the performing agency (whether government or contractor).
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may not be
is initiated. by a scparate agency, and the results
analyses are often conducted well before the project
classification.
security
their
to
due
or the performing agency,
disseminated to either the project management
required for mission
studies can provide much of the information
engineering
systems
other
for
conducted
Analyses
Management College,
to systems engineering (US Defense Systems
and scenario analysis. Recommended approaches
the system
derive
to
analyses
the need to conduct mission
1990, US Department of the Army. 1979) stress
analyses
mission
These
system.
the
and the constraints on
requirements and define the operational environment
activities.
engineering
system
other
engineering analyses and
provide a link between the human factors/buman
that detailed
workload in a tactical helicopter it was discovered
For example, on a recent project to study crew
system. It was
rotor
helicopter
the
on
to identify the loading
operational missions had been prepared and evaluated
in rotor loading
changes
since
activity,
revise them to show operator
starting point
comparatively easy to take those analyses and
excellent
an
were
analyses
resulting human engineering
The
decisions.
tactical
and
input
pilot
implied
for the crew workload studies.

Types of analysis available
or point torm
Narrative mission descripions provide a written
There are two basic types of analysis in this category.
form.
profiles provide the mission information in graphic
description of a mission, and graphic mission

Table 1.1:

analysis techniques
Applicability of mission and scenario
to different projects

high

Medium complexity
system (e.g., 1-man
radar consoie)
high

High complexity
system (e.g., 1-place
attack aircraft)
high

Complex multi-man
system (e.g.. ship
combat centre)
medium

not recommended

not recommended

high

high

Technique

Simple system (e.g.
rifle, hand-held radio)

1.1 Narrative mission
description
1.2 Graphic mission
profiles

References and Bibliography
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3
1. Meister, D. (1985). Behavioral analysis and
D.C.: DoD-HDBK-76 .
Washington
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nrocedures
engineering
Human
2. US Department of Defense (1987).
Dcpt. of the Army.
engineering. Washington D.C.: Headquarters,
3. US Department of the Army (1979). System
FM 770-78.
Washington D.C.:
(1990). System engineering management guide.
4. US Defense Systems Management College
U.S. Government Printing Office
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1.1

NARRATIVE

MISSION DESCRIPTIONS

What the technique does

a

Narrative mission descriptions (sometimes called "Mission Scenarios") describe the events of a mission in detail. The
description should be sufficiently detailed to permit identification of the major mission phases, the major system
functions, the time-scale of activities, and the "external" events which dictate the activities of the system. Where
description
multiple missions are to be performed by a system, each should be described or a "composite"ofmission
common activities.
should be developed which identifies all of the unique mission activities, avoiding repetition
Examples of the technique have been published by Ddring (1976), Lindquist, Jones & Wingert (1971), and Linton,
Jahns & Chatelier (1977).

I1Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Information is required from the operational analyses used
to identify the operational requirement (Mission Need
Document, in NATO). Required information includes the
system missions, required capability, operational
environment, and system dynamics and constraints. The
analysis should draw on any Monte Carlo simulations
that may have been run to develop mission time lines.
Input from subject matter experts with experience of
similar missions or similar equipment is essential.

The descriptions document the characteristics, sequences
and times of mission events. mission constraints and
environmental conditions. A description may be in a
highly structured, point-by-point form, or a free-flowing
narrative. It may describe several missions, or mission
segments, or one composite mission. The outputs of the
technique should be sufficiently detailed to identify the
upper level functions performed by the system (see
Section.2 Function Analysis).

When to use
The technique should be used at the outset of the human engineering analyses conducted during the concept
development phase. The work may be re-iterated in greater detail at the start of the preliminary design phase.
The analysis is a necessary precursor to all human engineering analyses, unless the information is available from the
analysis of identical systems.

Related

techniques

Narrative mission descriptions are related to the mission descriptions and early performance parameter studies carried
out to establish Mission Need Documents, or as part of the system engineering activities.

Resources required
The advice of experts with operational experience of similar missions and systems is essential to the preparation of
the analysis. Access to documentation on similar systems and to the system requirements analysis is extremely
useful. No significant technical resources are required.
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Example of Mission Analysis
for example. the phases for a close air support
A mission analysis starts with the identification of mission phases,
shown below.
mission. Each phase is then expanded by a narrative description, as
5.0 OUTBOUND CRUISE: At dawn the ground feature
by
checkpoint is detected and confirmed electro-optically
Flight leader
the LLTV (Low Light Level Television).
raises Forward Air Controller (FAC) Alpha on the
preassigned secure communication channel and receives his
specific mission assignment and a more complete briefing.
FAC(A) informs Flight that an advance enemy force has
moved up during the night and will soon be within striking
distance of a strategic friendly position.
6.0 DESCEND: FAC(A) provides an updated vector from

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT - MISSION PHASES
1.0 PRE-FLIGHT
2.0 LAUNCH
3.0 CLIMB TO ALTITUDE
4.0 RENDEZVOUS
5.0 OUTBOUND CRUISE
6.0 DESCEND
7 0 LOITTER
80 PRE-ATTACK

coastal checkpoint and assigns Flight loiter position.
leader provides an estimated time of arrwal, and as
he crosses the coastline, he performs a navigation update,
reduces power, and drops to a terrain-following altitude.
The pcnetration route has been chosen to minimize
route.
detection. No known enemy radar sites are along the
and
detection
threat
the
by
missiles are indicated
No
wrigst

lthe
\Flight

9.0 ATTACK
10.0 ESCAPE
I 1.0 CLIMB TO ALTITUDE
12.0 INBOUND CRUISE

13.0 RENDEZVOUS
14.0 RECOVER
15.0 POST FLIGHT

Figure 1.1:

A.

warning set.

\

7.0 LOITER: Flight leader reviews his ordnance load via a
tabular display on one of his multi-purpose CRT's (Cathode
Ray Tube). (after Linton et al., 1977)

Example of decomposition of a narrative mission analysis
Disadvantages

Advantages
Users report the technique to be highly cost-effective. It
is comparatively easy to use, and is generally a low
cost activity. It requires few resources, and serves as a
very useful means of reaching consensus on what and
how the system is to fulfil its objectives,

Users report that the analyses can be too subjective, if a
limited amount of data is available. Analysts and potential
operators can become too enthusiastic about detail,
prolonging the analysis time at the outset of the
development process. Some users report difficulties in
coordinating their analyses with other systems engineering
analyses. For example, the human engineering analyses
will highlight operations which are manpower critical,
whereas avionics specialists will focus on analyses which
load the avionics, not the human operators.
and
The typical sequential description of system activities
events is not suited to systems which control a process,
such as C3 1 or a machinery control monitoring system. In
such cases it is better to analyse "events" which cause
changes in the system state and require operator
intervention (see Kincade & Anderson, 1984).
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Relative contribution
Users rated the technique extremely effective. it is seen as an essential building block to human engineering
programmes within a system development projecL

Applications
The technique has been widely used for many years, and has been employed for land-, sea-, and air-borne systems. The
references provide some examples of the technique. Woodson (1981) provides an example of a non-military mission
description.

Quality assurance considerations
Analysts should take precautions to avoid representing a limited view of the system operations. Because it is the
starting point for subsequent analyses, it is important that the mission description reflects all operational
requirements. The description of the use of sub-systems must reflect any functional requirements that have been
developed. In a recent project the mission analyses omitted the use of tactical data links, despite the fact that such
communications were an obvious operational necessity. As a result the subsequent human factors analyses did not
include the operation of the data link, until a progress review identified the deficiency.
Thus it is important that the mission description be checked for consistency, completeness, and compatibility with
any statement of operational requirements, both wartime and peacetime. Check that the analysis includes:
* system description (including its general capabilities)
* mission requirements (the types of mission), performance requirements (e.g., ranges, speeds, times, and
acacs(nies)
* system constraints (logistics, transportability, manning limitations, cost)
environment (weather, temperature, threats, and support - the latter is too often ignored)
*mission segments (times and activities showing specific system capabilities).

Relationship to system performance requirements
The analysis is derived from system performance requirements. Dcscriptions of mission events define what the system
must accomplish to complete a mission.

References and Bibliography
1. D6ring, B. (1976). Application of system human engineering. In: K.F. Kraiss, J. Moraal, (Eds.), Introduction to
human engineering. Kolnr Verlag TOY Rheinland GmbH.
2. Kincade, R.G., & Anderson, J. (1984). Human factors guide for nuclear power plant control room development.
San Diego, CA: Essex Corporation for Electric Power Research Institute. EPRI NP-3659.
3. Lindquist, O.H., Jones, A.L., & Wingert, J.W. (1971). An investigation of airborne displavs and controls for
search and rescue (SAR): volume II. Minneapolis: Honeywell Inc. JANAIR Report No. 701220.
4. Linton, P.M., Jahns, D.W., & Chatelier. Cdr. P.R. (1977). Operator workload assessment model: an evaluation
of a VF/VA-V/STOL system. In: Methods to assess workload, (pp A12-9- A12-1 1). Neuilly sur Seine, France:
AGARD CP-216.
5. US Department of Defense (1987). Human engineering procedures guide. Washington D.C.: DoD-HDBK-763.
6. Woodson, WE. (1981). Human factors design handbook, (pp. 910-933). New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.
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GRAPHIC MISSION PROFILES

1.2

What the technique does
Graphic mission profiles are used to analyse system missions or operations. For the system of interest, they show
relevant system activities and significant mission events plotted against time, and/or space. System variables which
are represented include system state, geographical position, tracks, altitude or depth, and speed. Significant mission
functions are noted on the ploL Most published examples of mission profiles are for aircraft (Linton et al., 1978,
Meister, 1985; Stringer, 1978). They show the flight profile during the mission, and the major events which will
dictate the system functions. Another example shows the system variable, speed, plotted against the independent
variable of time (see Dbring, 1992).
Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The analyst requires information on the mission
objectives and operational requirements. From that
information he/she must select the appropriate system
variables for representation.

The completed profiles show a sequence of operational
events or situations that will dc&crminethe function and
performance requirements of the system. Implicit in those
requirements is the overall performance of the operator(s).

MACH

2 - 2.2

1.8
1.41.0
0.6

0.2
orbit
air
refuelling,

ALTITUDE ALTITUDEattack

descend
for low

anti-SAM

level

attack

fallen
airman

cruise,
climb

night
approach
lan ing

(x 1,000

mria

FEET)
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enemy
air
atk

cruise,
clb

*oin
Jo4n°

60

air
refuelling

attack
\
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\
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Figure 1.2:

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Example of an attack aircraft mission profile
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When to use
that, because the procuring
Mission profiles are developed at the outset of a human factors project. Some users argue
mission profiles. If the
the
agency has the best understanding of the mission requirements, the latter should prepare
development or
concept
the
during
profiles are not prepared by the procuring agency, then they should be prepared
( Section
descriptions
system definition phases. They are frequently prepared in conjunction with narrative mission
1.1). Mission profiles precede the function analysis of a system.
Thus there is the possibility
Other systems engineering studies also may require the preparation of mission profiles.
data.
the
of
of using those systems engineering studies, or of collaborating in the compilation
Related techniques
mission descriptions.
Graphic mission profiles are usually prepared for and used in conjunction with narrative
Resources required
of operational personnel with
The technique requires the support of engineering and operational analysis groups and
of similar or previous
operation
the
on
information
experience of similar systems or operations. Human factors
analyses, simple sketches
the
preparing
in
use
of
are
tools
systems is also of use. Although computer-aidcd graphic
are often sufficient.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Graphic mission profiles are an effective way of
communicating the overall operational requirements of a
system. They are simple to construct, and require a
minimum of time to develop. Compared to other
techniques, they have low cost and high effectiveness,
particularly for communicating with other project
personnel.

If numerous events are included in the analysis, the
diagrams can become complex and difficult to
understand. The profiles show "top-level" events better
than more detailed events. Some users report that the
development of the profiles can be too subjective, and
that the personnel developing them can become too
involved with detail, resulting in a long and costly
development

Relative contribution
It does not
The technique can make a useful contribution, provided it is used as a precursor to subsequent analyses.
have high utility on its own.

Applications
which lend
The most frequently published examples of the technique are for the development of air-borne systems,
aircraft
different
five
of
examples
themselves to a comparatively simple mission time-scale. Hollister (1986) provides
as
such
systems
missions. The technique has also been used successfully for ship-board systems, and for land-based
an air-defence system.
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Requests of Bridge Personnel:
5. Empty hydraulic clutch
1. Start diesel
6. Stop diesel
2. Fill hydraulic clutch
7. Start diesel
3. Change mode
8. Fill hydraulic clutch
4. Start gas turbine
Shift to diesel
Shift to gas turbine
Figure 1.4:

11 12

10

9.
10.
11.
12.

time

Stop gas turbine
Change mode
Empty hydraulic clutch
Stop diesel

propulsion control
Example of mission profile for ship'S machinery

(after Dc~ring, 1992)
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Quality assurance considerations
Because the analysis is the starting point for subsequent human factors analyses (in conjunction with narrative
mission descriptions), it is important that the information is correcL Users caution against the use of subjective
against the
estimates of time in the development of the time-scale. One user recommends that the profile be checked
the
setting
those
and
analysts
The
performance requirements stated in the contract or statement of requirement
operational requirements must agree on the times and events.

Relationship to system performance requirements
The analysis derives directly from the system performance requirements. It should relate directly to the requiremcnts
which describe times, events, etc.

References and Bibliography
1. D6ring, B. (1992) Determining human-machine interface requirements for a highly automated ship engine control
center. In: H. Kragt, (Ed.) Case studies in ergonomics. London: Taylor & Francis.
sur
2. Hollister, W.M. (1986). Improved guidance and control automation at the man-machine interface. Ncuilly
Seine, France: AGARD AR-228.
3. Linton, P.M., Jahns, D.W., & Chatelier, Cdr. P.R. (1978). Operator workload assessment model: an evaluation
of a VF/VA-V/STOL system. In: Methods to assess workload. Neuilly sur Seine, France: AGARD-CP-216.
4. Meister, D.(1985). Behavioral analysis and measurement methods. New York: John Wiley & Sons.
5. Stringer, F.S. (Ed.). (1978). Optimisation of pilot capability and avionic system design. Section 3. Mission
Analysis. Neudily sur Seine, France: AGARD-AR-1 18.
6. US Department of Defense (1987). Human engineering procedures guide. Washington D.C.: DoD-HDBK-763.
7. Zipoy, D.R., Premselaar. SJ., Gargett, R.E.. Belyea, I.L.. & Hall, H.J. (1970). Integrated information
presentation and control system study. Volume I:system development concepts. Ohio: Wright Patterson Air
Force Base. Technical Report AFDL-TR-70-79.
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FUNCTION

2

ANALYSIS

|mission 8
scenario
analysis
function

signtechqe (&

danalysis

workspace

function

lydesign
locmationc
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task
1 analysis

/\

t
prediction

2.1 - Function flow diagrams
2.2 - Sequence and timing (SAT) diagrams
2.3 * Structured analysis and design technique (SADT)
2.4 - Information flow and processing analysis
2.5

*

State transition diagrams

2.6

*

Petri Nets

2.7

*

Behaviour graphs

What the techniques do
A function is a logical unit of behaviour of a system. Function analysis is a necessary step in systems engineenng,
leading to systems synthesis, trade-off studies, and a system description (US Army, 1979; US Defense Systems
must
Management College, 1990; NATO, 1989). It consists of analysing the system in terms of the functions which
and
nature,
in
hierarchical
is
analysis
Function
sub-systems.
specific
of
set
a
of
be performed, rather than in terms
proceeds in a top-down fashion. Each phase in the analysis is the basis for the analysis in subsequent phases. Higher
level functions tend to be identical for similar systems. In general, at the higher levels of analysis, no distinction
permit
should be made between operator, equipment, or software implementation of the functions. This is in order to
techniques
analysis
function
Older
process.
functions
of
allocation
subsequent
the
unbiased trade-off studies, through
describe the system in static terms. More recently developed techniques such as SADT, state transition diagrams,
Petri nets and Requirement Driven Developments (RDD) permit the functional description of the system to be
checked for logical consistency and used as a basis for computer simulation.

Background
Function analysis has become increasingly necessary as the software component of systems has increased. As Tooze
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in-place objects." For such
(1989) has noted "complex modern systems are high on functionality but low on
engineers and engineering
system
of
activities
the
systems, function analysis is a valuable tool for coordinating
specialists (Lurcott, 1977).
by, the systems
Like mission analysis, function analysis is the responsibility of, and should be conducted
in a way which is
conducted
be
not
may
analyses
the
happen,
engineering effort in a project. Although this may
the human engineering
Thus,
1987).
(Beevis.
revision
need
may
and
directly usable by human engineering specialists,
for software
particularly
disciplines,
other
for
produced
specialist may have to exploit system engineering analyses
human
for
tools
analysis
engineering
software
of
use
design. For this reason, there is a growing interest in the
State
SADT'm(2.3),
particular
in
use,
such
permit
here
engineering analyses. Several of the techniques reviewed
used,
been
also
have
Diagrams
Flow
Data
(2.7).
Graphs
Transition Diagrams (2.5), Petri Nets (2.6), and Behaviour
System
Jackson
the
as
well
as
1991)
McDermot,
as the basis for human engineering analyses (Sutcliffe &
for this review has no direct
Development (JSD) method (Lim, Long & Silcock. 1990), but the group responsible
experience with those techniques.
because of the importance of
Human engineering emphasizes the need to conduct function analyses of systems
to human capabilities and
suited
best
are
which
functions
defining and allocating to the human operator those
used technique in a survey of
frequently
most
the
be
to
reported
were
limitations (Meister, 1985). Function analyses
either their functions, or their
human engineering analyses in 33 projects. Function analyses decompose systems into
components of analysis. At
structure: some techniques include both approaches. Mission functions are the principal
analysis ("navigate the ship").
the uppermost level, system functions are neutral, and rcflect the phases of the mission
Only at these lower levels
These are decomposed into more specific functions ("steer the ship" and "check heading').
functions, including
do performance requirements become apparent Other types of components are constraint
The different types
conditions.
environmental
and
number
crew
size,
structural or technical limitations such as vehicle
2, Part 2.
Volume
in
reviewed
are
systems,
difference
of
analyses
of function analysis, and examples of function

S~ystem
/requirements
/functional

Top (first) level

requirements

Secondlevel

First-level functions anaiysed
/ nd partitioned into requirements
sub-system functions\
/for

\

ee

Scn

\
Sub-system functions analysed and
equipment,
partitioned into requirements for major
manned operating stations, and computer programs

Third level

Major equipment functions for manned operating stations,
and functions for computer programs analysed and partitioned into
requirements

Fourth level

Figure 2.1: Hierarchical approach to systems development (after Lurcott, 1977)
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Diagrams,
Henry (1968) reviewed a family of function decomposition techniques, starting with Function Sequence
of
work
the
anticipated
approach
That
Diagrams.
through System Sequence Diagrams, to Personnel Sequence
a
through
"concretization"
to
"abstraction"
from
moves
Rasmussen (1986) who observed that the design process
approach
similar
A
detail.
physical
more
increasingly
to
series of analyses which evolve from abstract considerations
reviewed
is recommended to systems engineering (IUS Defense Systems Management College, 1990). Lurcott (1977)
of
that
to
similar
approach,
hierarchical
an
the application of function analysis to systems design, and described
and
stations
operator
major
of
design
the
to
requirements
Rasmussen, which evolves from the definition of system
engineering
software
and
science
computer
of
the definition of software requirements. More recently, the disciplines
step in
have emphasized the importance of analysing the functional requirements of systems as a necessary first
development
described. For
Top level (mission) functions can be derived directly from the mission and scenario analyses previously
(climb,
(1.1)
Descriptions
Mission
Narrative
of
example. each of the mission phases listed in the example
Roe (1982)
rendezvous, cruise, descend, loiter, attack etc.) can form the top-level functions of the function analysis.
sequence
mission
the
Replicating
profile.
mission
graphic
a
from
provides an example of a function analysis derived
it
makes
togetheSthis
shown
are
functions
at the top level of function analysis has the advantage that concurrent
are
functions
level,
each
At
analysis.
of
stages
later
in
simulations
easier to conduct task analyses or create network
to
sufficient
usually
are
analyses
function
of
levels
three
projects.
analysed to identify those at lower levels. For most
software.
or
hardware,
(liveware),
identify functions which can be allocated to humans

Is
PCs

Types of technique available
in
The main types of function analyses used in human engineering are described in this section. The techniques differ
in
discussed
approaches,
various
The
their applicability to different sizes and types of project, as shown in Table 2.1.
different
use
Some
content.
their
in
as
detail in Part 2 of this volume, differ in their use of graphic symbols, as well
rules of composition. Some techniques permit the documentation of data flow, others of control flow, and some
permit the combination of data and control flow information. Few techniques represent time accurately, due to their
use of loops, recursion, etc. Most techniques support the systematic description of systems by formalisms such as
Yourdon's Structured Design (Yourdon, 1989).

Table 2.1:

Applicability of function analysis techniques to different projects

Technique

2.1 Function Flow
Diagrams - FFDs
2.2 SAT

-

Simple system (e.g. Medium complexity High complexity
rifle, hand-held radio) system (e.g., 1-man system (e.g., 1-place
attack aircraft)
radar console)
high
medium
low

Complex multi-man
system (e.g., ship
combat centre)
high

not relevant

low

medium

high

2.3 SADT-

not relevant

low

medium

high

2.4 Information Flow &
Processing Analysis
2.5 State Transition
Diagrams
2.6 Petri Nets

not relevant

low

low

bw

not relevant

low

medium

medium

not relevant

not relevant

medium

medium

2.7 Behaviour Graphs

not relevant

medium

high

high
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should not be underestimated. A typical function
The scope of the work associated with function analysis
in three
Each. function decomposes to some ten more, so that
decomposition has about ten functions at the top level.
the
as
used
be
can
they
defined,
been
Once the functions have
levels of analysis 1000 functions can be identified.
its
meet
to
system
the
of
ability
the
(Meister, 1985), to analyse
basis for establishingfunction performance criteria
performance requirements.
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2.1

FUNCTION FLOW DIAGRAMS

What the technique does
to perform the mission and
A function flow diagram identifies the sequential relationships of the functions required
Starting with the system or
operations defined in the operational requirement and analysed in the mission analysis.
levels of detail, down to the
mission objectives and the mission analyses, function flows are developed at increasing
or human operators. Typically the
level where specific tasks can be identified for performance by hardware, software,
are provided in sections 3.1.2
analysis proceeds by successive decompositions of the individual functions. Examples
for the determination of detailed
and 3.2.3 of Volume 2, Part 2. These graphical representations arc the starting point
system requirements.

to
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Figure 2.2: First and second level function flow diagrams for a tactical fighter
Function Flow Diagrams (FFDs) are sometimes called Function Flow Block Diagrams. The term is confusing,
areas;
because Function Block Diagrams are static representations of system functions grouped into organizational
system
the
accomplish
Function Flow Diagrams indicate the sequential relationships of all the functions needed to
by arranging in
performance requirements (US Defense Systems Management College, 1990). FFDs are constructed
fulfil the system performance
sequence all of the functions that are believed necessary to perform the mission, or to
flows are
requirements. The sequence is arranged to reflect the order in which the functions are performed. The
Flow
parallel.
or
series
constructed using "AND/OR" logic, to distinguish between functions conducted in
can exit from
connections
go"
"No
connections normally enter a function box from the left, and exit from the righL
order of the
the
indicates
which
the bottom of a function box. The individual functions are numbered using a system
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higher level
should include a reference block showing the next
functions, and the level of the analysis. Each diagram
of analysis.

Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique
The analyst needs information on the mission sequence.
on the
derived from a mission analysis, or equivalent data
The
sequence of events and operational requirements.
systems
analyst also needs knowledge of previous, similar
and similar operational requirements.

Function flow diagrams provide a comprehensive
in
inventory of system functions that must be considered
assuring the ability to perform a mission. As more
detailed function flows are produced. specific system
a
requirements begin to emerge. The diagrams provide
terms.
logical
view of how the system will operate, in

When to use
follow from
definition and design definition. The analysis should
The analysis should be conducted early in concept
of
use
the
preceding
(3.3). Some texts treat FFDs as
the mission analyses; it precedes Function Allocation
1.b).
197
Management College, 1990; USAF,
Requirements Allocation Sheets (US Defense Systems

Related techniques
(Lurcott, 1977).
conducted as part of the system engineering effort
The technique is related to the function analyses
Usually,
analyses.
engineering
not conducted to serve all systems
There is little reason why a common analysis is
by
performed
functions
the
make
engineering specialities do not
however, the analyses conducted for other systems
to
related
strongly
is
the lower ievels of analysis. The technique
the system operators and maintainers explicit at
requirements
and Timing (SAT) diagrams (2.2) and to software
systems engineering techniques such as Sequence
(2.3).
development methods such as SADTr/1DEF®

Resources Required
nature of their
and between levels, and because of the iterative
Because of the need to reference functions across
diagrams and keep
system available that can create the function flow
development, it is desirable to have a computer
track of the function names and reference numbers.

Relative contribution
This technique is generally seen to make an important
Users' reports vary from "medium" to "excellent".
that human operators will perform.
contribution to the identification of the functions

Applications
in a wide
& Laughery, 1987: Nice, 1984), and has been employed
The technique has been widely used (see Laughery
ship-board
used to analyse aircraft (both fixed and rotary wing).
variety of systems development projects. It has been
systems,
systems, re-supply at sea systems), and land-based
systems (combat systems, helicopter landing control
including major command and control systems.
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Block diagrams are widely used to communicate ideas
about the structure and logic of systems. Users report that
the technique is very effective for communicating system
function requirements to potential users. The diagrams are
also useful for communicating with other members of the
design team. The technique is generally found to be a
highly effective way of identifying system requirements, at
the outset of design. It is simple to learn, and is not labour
intensive, unless all diagrams are prepared by hand.

The technique requires a good understanding of typical
system functions. Although the technique is easy to
learn, it is is beneficial to have available function
decompositions from similar systems. Thus there is a
"start-up" cost if the user has no previous experience.

The systematic decomposition of the system functions,
coupled with the reference numbering system provides
rationalized traceability from lower to higher level
functions, and between functions at the same level. The
function analysis can be used to study reversionary-mode
operations. by examining the impact of removing specific
functions.

The diagrams show only the logical or chronological
sequence of functions. They do not contain the inputs
and outputs of system functions, or show the inputoutput flow. They do not show the information
pertaining to decisions or time and time-critical
activities.
Function flow diagrams are not an end in themselves:
they are not suitable for inputs to detailed system
requirements which involve human operators, but must
be used as a basis for further analyses.

Quality assurance considerations
the number of
Novice users have shown some difficulty in keeping each level of analysis consistenL Because
to occur at the lower levels. A
functions increases exponentially with the level of detail, it is easy for inconsistencies
and application of the
computer daa-base is recommended for maintaining consistency of terms, numbering,
the description of a
individual functions.Woodson (1981) cautions that what purports to be function analysis is often
what has to be
of
concept. Thus terms such as "data entry unit" or "drum storage" are used. instead of descriptions
1971.a):
(USAF,
Description
done. Guidance for the preparation of FFDs is contained in a US Air Force Data Item
although not widely referenced. it still may be written into contracts.

. pRelationship to system performance requirements
performance
FFDs are indirectly related to system performance requirements They can be related to the system
the mission.
perform
to
do
must
system
the
what
requirements via the mission analyses. The functions define
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SEQUENCE AND TIMING (SAT) DIAGRAMS

What the technique does
engineering purposes. They show the sequence of
Sequence and Timing Diagrams were developed for systems are performed.
activation of the sub-systems as necessary system functions
Outputs of the technique

inputs to the technique

Thc diagrams show the flow of "activations" through

To generate the diagrams, the analyst requires information

sub-systems. as system functions am.performcd.

on the sub-systems (see Part 2 of this volume for

of
examples of system hierarchies), and on the sequence
sub-systems.
functions to be performed by the

Operator 1

f

L i

function

1.0

Operator 2

function

functon

2.0

6.0

function

Sub-system 1

4.0

function
7.0

funct
3.0

Sub-system 2

Sequence of functions
Figure 2.3:

Sequence and timing diagram
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When to use
been made about the allocation of
The diagrams can be produced during concept development. once decisions have
Allocation Charts" (MoD-PE, 1988),
"Task
as
functions to sub-systems. For this reason they are somcuimes known
The charts also lcnd themselves
1977).
"Job Process Charts," or "Uscr/Computcr Work Allocation Charts" (Lurcotl,
to the description of an existing system, prior to a change in the level of automation.

Advantages

Disadvantages

The charts show clearly the sequence of events, and related
sub-systems, and facilitate a review of the allocation of
functions to sub-systems. They combine the information
on system structure, with information on the sequential
relationships of system functions.

As with similar graphic techniques, the charts can
describe only a limited part of a system's operation on
each page. Thus they do not provide a good overview of
the functioning of a complex system.

Relative contribution
No data available.

Applications
1977), and was used in the
The technique was used for the development of the US Navy 'sAEGIS system (Lurcou,
initial stages of analysis of the NATO Anti-Air Warfare System (NAAWS).

Quality assurance considerations
quality control must be exercised
Because the diagrams cannot be related directly to system performance requirements,
by checking for consistency and completeness in the function flows.

Relationship to system performance requirements
Such requirements are
NThe output of the analysis cannot be related directly to system performance requirements.
implicit in the sequence of functions, but are not addressed directly.

References and Bibliography
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN TECHNIQUE

(SADTr)

What the technique does
and control the
SADTrm. and its military equivalent IDEF®, were developed to describe complex systems
(Ross & Schoman,
development of complex software through a systematic approach to requirements definition interpersonal
and
1977). One of the aims was to develop a process which includes definition of human roles
through a series of steps
procedures as part of the technique. SADTr" (or IDEF) approaches requirements definition
system is to be
the
how
which determine why the system is needed, what the system features will serve, and
an implementation
constructed. The requirements are defined by identifying the necessary functions, and developing
example).
for
1987,
that meets the requirements by performing the functions (see Marca & McGrowan,
hardware.
The technique has been adopted to describe complex systems which may include any combinationef A SADT'a
modelling.
or
software, and people. It is also being used to describe systems for computer simulation,
other. The description is
description of a system consists of diagrams, text, and a glossary, cross-referenced to each
the most general
contains
organized into a hierarchy of interconnected diagrams. The top level of the hierarchy
description of the system: the bottom level contains the most detailed description.
Controls

Diagrams are the principal means of representation. All

system functions (activities, actions, processes. operations)
are represented as boxes, and interfaces are represented by
Inputs
arrows. The positions at which an arrow enters a box
govern
which
Conditions
interface.
the
of
role
conveys the
the function (controls) enter the top of the box. Materials. -or information acted on, enter the left side of the box. The
mechanism (person or equipment) which performs the
function enters the bottom of the box. The output of the
function leaves the right side of the box.

Outputs

System
Function

>-

Mechanisms
(processors)

Figure 2.4:

Basic SADT Diagram

Briefing
Mission
material
data
Tech.
Doctrine,
odr
tactics

Fuel
Wea

pons

Perorm
aircraft mission

Aircrew
Figure 2.5:

Mission results

I

Sensor ino.

Communications
C

Aircraft systems

Top level SADT function for an aircraft mission
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with a
breaking each function into its component parts. Starting
The analysis inroduces increasing levels of detail by
proceeds by
and resources outside the system, the decomposition
single unit (box) showing the interfaces to functions with interfaces. SADT7' uses rules for these decompositions.
identifying the sub-modules, each represented as a box
into no fcwer than three. and no more than six sub-modules.
It is recommended that a module be divided always
the box. Arrows that connect to a box represent objects,
Functions are described by an active verb written inside
by a
SADT'" includes procedures for critiquing the analyses
the
resources, information, etc. and are labelled by a noun.
is a dynamic process, which is seen as requiring
larger group of people. The creation of a SADT"'1 definition
which are
project, designated "authors" create initial diagrams
participation of more than one person. Throughout the
procedures
Supporting procedures such as librarian rules and
distributed to project members for review and comment.
are also included.

MORE GENERAL

..

MORE DETAILED

1

This diagram is the 'parent
of that diagram -

42

A

Figure 2.6:

PON

SADT model structure
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Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Information on system context (why the system is
required) is needed to initiate the analysis. The analysts
must obtain information on system functions, inputs,
controls, outputs, and design and operating constraints,
as they proceed through the analysis.

The output of the technique is a system requirements
specification, including SADTr diagrams, which show
the system functions, the function inputs, controls.
resources, and outputs, and the logical flow of information
and material between them. The specification thus
identifies the mechanisms needed for the system concept.

When to use
By definition, the technique is most suitable for the requirements definition phase of a project, (the preliminary
system studies phase and concept formulation). This can include the requirements definition for-acomputcr
The
simulation such as SAINT (5.2) or other networking models, which can occur later during system development
technique can also be used to document an existing system prior to upgrade.
from the
For human engineering purposes the technique could follow a mission analysis, or be derived directly
is being used
SADTr'
statement of requirements. It should precede detailed tasks analyses and workload analyses. If
studies.
engineering
for system software development, then it may be possible to use it as the basis for human

Advantages

Disadvantages

SADTIm supports the systematic definition of
requirements. It provides a management and accounting
tool, and is an effective way of obtaining consensus about
the requirements for a project Wallace, Stockenburg and
Charette (1987) argue that SADT"1 is the first of three
essential steps in a unified method for developing systems.

SADTr diagrams show only the input and output flow
between functions. They do not show sequential function
flows or times. Thus SADT'" does not provide all of
the information required to produce a network model of
operator tasks (see Floyd. 1986). Additional analysis is
necessary.

The recommended limit of not more than six boxes per
The technique permits the specification of system
level can limit the scope of the representation, so that, at
It
requirements with the minimum of redundancy.
lower levels, concurrent functions may not be
and
represents the allocation of resources within a system,
provides an effective basis for trade-off decisions, to study represented on the same diagram.
future system capabilities and improvements, and to
One user cautions that the "viewpoints" used to develop
identify system tasks and task dependencies. The
the requirements are not unique. Thus the analysis
the
documentation of function resources also facilitates
reflects a specific viewpoint, and could be biased.
impact
the
study of reversionary-mode operation, because
easily.
of the "failure" of a specific resource can be studied

Related techniques
SADTrm is a development of the basic form of function analysis. The Controlled Requirements Expression (CORE)
technique developed and used in the UK is closely related (System Designers, 1986). Also related are the Structured
Design approach of Yourdon (1989), Structured Analysis of De Marco (1979), Essential System Analysis of
McMenamin & Palmer (1989), and Information Systems Work and Analysis of Change (ISAC) developed by
Stockholm University (Lundeberg, Goldkuhl, & Nilson, 1981).
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Resources required
of
and must have some understanding of the functioning
The analysts must be experienced in the use of the technique
"rcadcrs" and "experts" on requirements and
similar systems. They also must have access to "commentators,"
constraints.
computers, to facilitate the generation of SADTrM
Programmes are available to run on personal and mainframe
analyses.

Relative contribution
the
to be very effective for forcing the analyst to consider
Users report the technique (or its U.S. DoD variant IDEF®)
areas.
ideas, concepts, and problem
complete system, and to be a good tool for communicating

Applications
wide variety of developments, from real-time communications
Ross & Schoman (1977) report the use of SADTr" in
the
in a number of major projects. and is a major tool in
to process control. SADTLY has been used by the USAF
operator
of
to develop tools for the computer simulation
GENSAW project being undertaken at USAF AANIRL,
tasks (Mills, 1988).

Quality assurance considerations
the analysis for the inclusion of all requirements and
Quality assurance considerations include the need to check
the
and editing process, using other experts to comment on
constraints. This is done through the recommended review
work of the authors.

Relationship to system performance requirements
but not to those involving timing or sequences.
The technique can be related to functional requirements,
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2.4

INFORMATION FLOW AND PROCESSING ANALYSIS
(INFORMATION/ DECISION/ ACTION DIAGRAMS)

What the technique does
of human
The term "information flow and processing analysis" is used in some documents regulating the application
determine
to
engineering to systems development (US Department of Defense, 1979). It covers "analyses performed
and
basic information flow and processing required to accomplish the system objective and include decisions
technique
one
no
is
operations without reference to any specific machine or level of human involvement." There
diagrams
which is used for such analyses, although it is generally taken to refer to the Information/Decisiont/Acion
flow
basically
are
which
developed by Dunlap & Associates in the 1950s. Woodson (1981) reviews several techniques
charts
the
calls
charts, or block diagrams, showing the flow of information through a system. Meister (1985)
"decision/action" (D/A) diagrams.
of Es/no"
The analysis identifies the chronological sequence of functions, and the logic relating them in the form
which
functions
and
functions,
decisions, information input sources (functions), information channels (links between
Diagrams
Decision/Action
modify the information), and information receivers (functions which use the information).
without
are one way of documenting the output of the analysis. They show a sequence of decisions and operations
Flow
Function
with
reference to any specific machine implementation. The technique has much in common
a
Diagrams (2.1) and SADT" diagrams (2.3). It can be considered to be a function flow diagram incorporating
separate classification for 'decision' functions, together with AND/OR logic.
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Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Information on the major system functions, the
information flow, and those functions which modify
information. Detailed mission analyses might be
sufficient to start the analysis.

Charts showing the information flow, and identifying the
critical decision points and information modifiers.
Decision/Action diagrams use only two symbols, one for
decisions, and one for other activities.

When to use
sw

for the functional
The technique should be used during concept definition and preliminary design. It should be used
the critical
identifying
for
useful
is
It
decisions.
dichotomous
analysis of systems where there may be important
analysis.
task
cognitive
a
to
input
useful
a
decisions made by human operators, and could be

h|
Ls

}Related

techniques

for computer
The technique is strongly related to function analysis, to SADTr'/IDEF®, and to flow charts produced
function
and
analyses
programming. There is a high level of redundancy between information flow and processing
(1985)
Meister
project.
same
flow diagrams (2.1). It is recommended that only one of the techniques be used on the
on
time
of
effect
the
recommends that the analyses should be followed by time line analysis (4.1) to investigate
system performance.

Resources required
No
The analyst must have information on the system functions, particularly those which modify information.
desirable.
is
system
production
aided
technical resources are required. but a computer

Advantages

Disadvantages

Users report the technique highly effective and easy to

Users find the technique time consuming. It is difficult to
define many human operator decisions clearly, because
humans are included as system components to deal with
unanticipated events. The Decision/Action Diagram itself
is a cumbersome way to analyse information flows,
because it forces decisions into a "Yes/No" dichotomy,
thereby creating a large number of decisions.

use. It has been found very effective for analysing the
option trees and identifying the "modes" of operation of
multi-function controls and menu systems ("moding
analysis').

Relative contribution
mentioned
Users report the technique to make a good contribution Lo detailed analyses. such as the moding analysis
above.
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Applications
ballistic missile submarine programme. Henry (1968)
The technique was developed for use on the U.S. Navy's
ship's bridge system. More recently, it was used in the
reported its use in the development of the concept for a
and a missile range communications system.
development of the Panavia Tornado aircraft, a mine-sweeper,

Quality assurance considerations
The decisions can be checked against the
As with all function analyses, the application must be comprehensive.
system functions, if a function analysis is available.
Relationship to system performance requirements
It
error or delay might be critical to system effectiveness.
The analysis can be used to identify key decisions, where
at a gross level.
can be related to the system mission segment analyses
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STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAMS

What the technique does
Slate Transition Diagrams are extensions of data-flow analysis techniques used for the development of real-time
as
software systems. They are based on finite automata theory, and describe sequential machines which are defined
machines
the
i.e.,
state;
actual
and
inputs
current
their
both
by
finite state machines whose outputs are determined
have memory. The memory is represented in the form of states: a sequential machine is always in one of its specified
states. State Transition Diagrams show the relationship between system "states" and "events" which change the
system state. They can be used to identify operator actions needed to change the system state, and to show the effects
of human operator actions which change the system state.
System states are shown as circles (Pressman, 1987) or rectangles (Yourdon, 1989) with the slate name inside,
connected by arcs, which represent the transitions. The arcs can show transitions between states:They can be
annotated to show the events which cause the transition, and/or the actions associated with the transition. Two
different types of finite state machines have been defined: one has the output uniquely determined by the states (Moorc
machine); one has the output determined by both the state and the input (Mealy machine).

4
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Figure 2.8: States and transitions of a radar system
Another form of visual notation for a finite state machine is the state transition matrix. The tables and diagrams arc
formally equivalent, in terms of describing the system logic.

Table 2.2:
State

State table for the radar system

Event

Action

Next State

target inside radar range

detection report

target tracking

target out of radar range

no report

target searching

target out of radar range

loss report

target searching

target inside radar range

target data report

target tracking

taroet searching

target tracking
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as state-evenlt tables. Shown below are two versions
State transition matrices may be plotted as state-state tables. or
to change from state '01' to '02' requires event 'p' and
of the same transition matrix. The state-state table shows that,
given event "p," the machine will change from
produces output "q." The state-event table shows the same logic:
state "01" to state "02" with output "q."

State-Event Table

and

Table 2.3: State-State Table

STATE

TO
STATE
FOS

State 01
S
t at e 0 1

FOEVENT

S t at e 02

\

ENT

STATE

State 02
_____

x
x

P

y

qq

State 01

State 01
State__02__I__I

x

il
State 02

z
State 02

z

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The analyst must have information on the various
possible system states, the inputs (events) which initiate
a state, and outputs (actions) which are associated with
that system state or state transition.

The technique produces diagrams of the states and state
transitions, showing the structure and relationships
between initiating events, system states, and system
outputs. The information can be shown in tabular form.

When to use the technique

following the definition of software system
The technique can be used during the development of system software,
a set of inputs and outputs, a set of states, and a
"tasks." It is used to define processing requirements by specifying
states.
function that maps inputs plus current state onto outputs plus updated
used as a task description technique, to identify the
In human engineering analyses, state transition diagrams can be
states and associated classes of information. Finite
control actions required of an operator, and the resultant system
alphabet is the input from the user, and the output
state machines have been used to specify user interfaces: the input
alphabet is the system response.

Related techniques

instead of states, and causal dependencies instead
A related technique, the signal flow graph, shows system variables
tasks in process control (Beishon, 1967). The
of "events. Signal flow graphs have been used to analyse operator
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particularly to Data Flow Diagrams and
technique is closely related to several other software development techniques,
more advanced techniques (Davis. 1988). A
Finite State Machine algebra. The state machine model underlies several
model, and is specially suited to modelling
Petri net model (2.6) can be considered as an alternative to a state machine
attributes are associated with the inpuL
machine,
concurrent systems (Peterson, 1981). In an "extended" finite state
finite state machine. In fact, this is a
extended
an
to
Behaviour graphs used in the RDD approach (2.7) can be reduced
from the specification.
necessary step in order to generate simulation models and prototypes directly

Advantages

Disadvantages

The technique is used and understood by software
developers (Wirstad, 1989). The diagrams are good for
communicating the required operator input information
for tasks and possible sequences of operator actions,
particularly when multiple options must be analysed,
e.g., when developing menus. Transition tables permit
a rapid, complete, analysis of individual operator control
actions and avoid some of the limitations of the
diagrams by introducing the possibility of combining
states using AND/OR logic to create a hierarchy. It has
been suggested that the diagrams would be very useful
for providing a framework for the analysis of data on
operator actions captured by on-line monitoring of
keystrokes and other control movements (Maguire &
Sweeney, 1989).

The technique does not describe clearly complex humanmachine interfaces where multiple control actions (e.g.,
several key-strokes) may be required to initiate a change
of state. Normally, the diagrams do not show the
outcome of incorrect operator actions: (transition tables
can be checked for completeness, however, thereby
identifying possibly undesirable operator actions). They
are inherently sequential in nature, and small extensions
of a system can give rise to an exponential increase in
the number of states that have to be considered (Harel et
al. 1988). The flat structure of a state transiuon diagram
does not describe well the "state explosion" that occurs
when concurrent activities and large systems are
described.

Relative contribution
No data available.

Applications
based ship-board communication system
The technique was used for the development of an integrated, digital-data-bus
for a ship-board system in the
requirements
for the Canadian Forces. It has been used for the development of training
model, in the
performance
human
and
Royal Navy (UK), and a howitzer. an air-defence system. training system
USA.

Quality assurance considerations
best suited to checking for
The technique must be checked for consistency and completeness. The diagram appears
should check that all states have
consistency, the transition table best suited for checking completeness. The analyst
been defined and that each can be entered and exited.

Relationship to system performance requirements
System performance is
The output of the technique cannot be related directly to system performance requirements.
initiated.
are
states
expressed only as a series of system states, and the logic by which those
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PETRI NETS

What the technique does
processing
A Petri net is a graphical and mathematical modelling tool for describing and studying information
can occur (see
processes
stochastic
and/or
non-deterministic
systems in which concurrent, asynchronous, distributed,
the
during
them
applying
in
interest
a
growing
been
has
Murata, 1989 and Peterson. 1981). Recently, there
requirement development phase (Davis, 1990).
by
Petri nets are graphs where two types of nodes - places (circles) and transitions (bars) - are interconnected
places.
output
to
transitions
and
transitions,
to
places
input
connect
arcs
directed arcs.For each transition, the directed
2.9.
An example of a Petri net is shown in Figure

communication order is
waiting
order arrives

processing
starts

operator 1 communication order is
complete
is terminated
is active

contirma
cm nd

system is idle,
waiting for orders

communication order is
waiting
order arrives

operator 2 communication order is
order
complete
is terminated
processing is active
starts

confa
seo ma
command

Figure 2.9: A Petri net model of a communication system: initial condition
The simple Petri net view of a system concentrates on two primitive concepts (Peterson, 1981):
* Events: these are the results of actions which take place in the system. Their occurrence is controlled by the
state of the system which can be described as a set of conditions. Events are modelled as transitions(bars).
* Conditions: certain (pre)conditions must hold for an event to occur, and the occurrence of an event may cause
one or more new (post)conditions. Conditions are modeled as places (circles).
An event in the example (Figure 2.9) is "order processing starts." The relevant preconditions are "an order is waiting"
and "system is idle." The post-condition would be that "operator 2 is active" and "system is not idle." (Other
interpretations of transitions and places are given in Table 2.4 (Murata, 1989)). In the given example, there can be a
conflict between the two operators. In fact, only one operator can use the communication system at a time.
A place can contain tokens (illustrated as dots within the circle). A Petri net is executed by defining a distribution of
tokens to the places of the net (a marking) and then firing the transitions.When a Petri net model is executed the
distribution of tokens among the places is changed as illustrated in Figure 2.10. A token is transferred through a
transition if all the connected places contain one or more tokens. Timed Petri nets are possible. In that case an event
duration time is associated with each transition. The values can be constant, or computed as functions of the values of
tokens at the input places, or sampled from distributions.
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order is
waiting

order
processing
starts
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complete
is terminated
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system is idle,
waiting for orders
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is order
issent
communication ordercommnicaionorde
complete
is terminated
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processing
waiting
order arrives
starts
starts
r

Figure 2.10:

conto tio
c
command

in a conflict situation
A Petri net model of a communication system

and Places
Table 2.4: Some typical interpretations of Transitions

(Murata, 1989)

Input places

Transition

Output places

Preconditions
Input data
Input signals
Resources needed
Conditions
Buffers

Event
Computation step
Signal processor
Task or job
Clause in logic
Processor

Post-conditions
Output data
Output signals
Resources released
Conclusions
Buffers

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The events and the conditions of a system must be
described and modelled. The sequencing between the
events must be available, as well as their priorities
and duration times.

The execution of the Pctri net results in a sequence of
discrete events that can be analysed. Further, several
techniques have been developed for analyzing Pctri nets
without execution of the neL Some typical questions that
can be addressed by this type of model are:
1. Reachability of certain markings, i.e., unsafe system
states.
2. Resource administration and allocation, i.e., overflow
and conflict situations, and deadlock problems and
"starvation" of the system.

When to use
or when other systems engineering specialities have
Petri nets can be used in the latter stages of design definition,
made them available.
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Related techniques
Data
SADTrm/IDEF (2.3), Finite State Machines (see 2.5),
Petri nets are related to Function Flow Diagrams (2.1),
Flow Diagrams, and Behaviour Graphs (2.7)
Resources required
scenario is a
the expected behaviour of the system. A user-defined
(e.g.,
The analyst must obtain information concerning
in order to record different relationships systematically of the
typical starting point. A CASE tool is mandatory
development
and requirements) and to handle the iterative
between functions and items, between functions
description effectively.

Disadvantages

Advantages
to a
A Petri net model can be considered as an alternative
modelling
state machine model and is specially suited to
be used
a-synchronous concurrent systems. Petri nets can
for
and
for the hierarchical decomposition of systems
net
Petri
(5.2).
developing models for SAINT simulation
by
formally
models can used by practitioners and analysed
be
can
net
theoreticians. The modeling power of a Petri
extended in several ways (Christensen, 1991).

even
Petri nets tends to become too large for analysis of
often
is
it
nets
Petri
applying
modest systems. In
necessary to add special modifications or restrictions
suited to the particular application (Murata. 1989).

Relative contribution
No data available.

Applications
application) or
ambiguity cannot be tolerated (e.g., a life-critical
where
behaviour
describe
to
used
be
can
nets
Petri
which
nets have bccn used for specifying man-machine dialogues
to
where precise process synchrony is important. Petri
applied
been
have
They
1988).
command sequences) (Biljon,
(mixed
interleaving
and
events
asynchronous
involve
1987).
and control systems (Wohl, 1987; Wohl & Tenney,
decision making (Perdu & Levis. 1989) and to command operator workload (Madni & Lyman. 1983) by defining
Petri nets have also been proposed as a means of evaluating
forcing events as transitions.
human operator tasks as places, and internal or external

Quality assurance considerations
consistency
potential conflicts in concurrent operations. Dynamic
Petri nets check for consistency, completeness. and
can be checked using simulation techniques.

Relationship to system performance requirements
or
part of the model. It is possible to associate deterministic
Performance requirements are specified as an integral
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Volume 2
by establishing item arrival times
stochastic time delays with transitions and/or places in the net model. Additionally,
by executing the model.
established
be
and/or duration times for the functions, time performance requirements can
performed.
be
thus
can
Performance evaluation and scheduling problems of dynamic systems
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2.7

BEHAVIOUR GRAPHS

What the technique does
system behaviour within the
Behaviour graphs are combined control and information flow graphs for describing
(Alford. 1985b; Kloster & Tischer,
Requirements Driven Development (RDD) systems engineering methodology
as a function of time. The data
1987; Lenorovitz & Phillips, 1987). The graphs show system behaviour explicitly used for function analysis at the
are
flow is shown on the horizontal axis, and time on the vertical axis. The graphs
system level, and for scenario modelling.
e
)the

H

discrete function inputs one (Out of several
The basic language element of behaviour graphs is the discretefunction. A
is triggered by the arrival of
possible) discrete items, and outputs one (or several) discrete items. The transformation function may have several
discrete
The
discrete item. The transformation can also be based on state information.
The transformation of the discrete
exit paths. One exit path is selected, based on conditions from the transformation.
as symbols) and a transformation ot
function includes both a mapping between the input and output items (interpreted
of this transformation is
description
The formal
their contents. The transformation has specified performance indices. here.
regarded as a software engineering responsibility, and is not described
discrete items as ovals, and
In its graphical representation, the discrete function is visualized as a shaded rectangle.
states as shaded ovals.
data flcw

--

time |

screte

state,

item

Figure 2.11:

unction'n.

' 'sat..

Graphical representation of a discrete function

The control constructs are
Sequences and "concurrencies" of discrete functions are described by control constructs.
are performed concurrently).
selection, loop, iteration, GOTO, concurrency, and replication (copies of functions that
Time functions are also used
A graph of discrete functions (called an F-net) can be aggregated into a timefunction.
The top level system
for modelling of continuous transformations. A timefunction is visualized as a rectangle. into a graph of new time
behaviour consists of one single time function. This function is then refined (decomposed)
been decomposed into
functions and/or discrete functions. This process is repeated until every time function has
discrete functions.
as used for the functions,
Sequences and concurrencies of discrete items are described by the same control constructs
time-item.
except for loop and GOTO. A graph (I-net) of discrete items can be aggregated into a
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Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Behaviour graphs model the communication and

A complete behavioural model is established by

performing the analysis.

coordination between components and operators in a
system. Thus details of the system architecture must be
available. The input and output item sequences between
the system and its environment must also be available.
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-

ss.2

Behaviour graph for a torpedo engagement-

When to use
and for scenario modelling. Discrete functions can
Behaviour graphs are used for function analysis at the system level
for specification and analysis at the component
be furnher decomposed into stimulus-response nets, which are used
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level (e.g., software requirements analysis).

Related techniques
behaviour graphs, e.g., Finite State
Several well known system analysis modeiling languages are projections of
and SADTm/IDEF® (2.3).
Machines, Petri Nets (2.6), Function Flow Diagrams (2.1), Data Flow Diagrams,

Resources required
User-dcfined scenarios are a typical
The analyst requires information conccrning the behaviour expected of the system.
different relationships (e.g., between
starting point (Alford, 1989). A CASE tool is essential, in order to record the
the iterative development of the
handle
to
and
functions and items, and functions and requirements) systematically,
and modification of
creation
for
editor
description effectively. Called RDD 100, this tool includes a graphical
graphs.
the
behaviour graphs, consistency checks and a simulator for executing

Advantages

Disadvantages

The behaviour graphs provide an explicit model of
sequences and concurrencies which are key issues with
regard to user oriented system analysis. The graphs
inform the reader of the main control flow, without
need for further explanations. Information flow is
shown as an integral part of the graph.

The complexity of the integrated graphs, which show
information flow and explicit control-flow information,
reduces their comprehensibility. Methods that use
implicit control flow in their graphs, e.g. SADT'rI, can
be more compact and much easier to edit. RDD models
and behaviour graphs lack state information structuring
and interrupt mechanisms as described by Harel (1987).

Behaviour graphs are an integral part of the RDD
system engineering method. Tools for crcating, editing,
validating, and executing behaviour graphs and some of
the systems engineering tasks are available.

Relative contribution
No data available.

Applications
System (AAS) air-traffic control
Behaviour graphs have been used for the development of the Advanced Automation
used in a number of projects.
being
currently
is
system (Phillips et al., 1987). RDD, which incorporates the graphs,
& Kramarics, 1990).
(Veum
project
boat
including Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and the Norwegian fast patrol

Quality assurance considerations
consistency can be validated by executing
Computer-aided tools check for consistency and completeness. Dynamic
(simulating) the graphs.
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Relationship to system performance requirements
arrival
part of the model. Additionally, by establishing item
Pcrfo....ance requirements are specified as an integral
the
executing
by
identified
bc
can
requirements
times az-.or duration times for the functions, time performance
mooz..
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of five functional analyses of major military systems reviewed at random included these human crew functions (see
the examples in Part 2). Yet the performance of such functions can have a major influence on the design of manned
systems (Beevis, 1987). Analyses must reiterate their function allocation decisions to include human crew functions.
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Background
(Singleton. 1974) from the original
Historically, a variety of approaches have been taken to allocation of functions
indices (the Fitts' list) through costcomparative assessment of human and machine performance using qualitative levels of task to match the
value considerations, integrated operator task concerns, the provision of different
human functions which correspond to basic
capabilities of different operators, and the use of hardware to supplement
of function is not a simple
system functions, to the flexible delegation of operator responsibility. Allocation different levels of automation are
1983):
dichotomous choice between human and machine (Sheridan, Varmos, & Aida,
provide any of the options shown
to
software
and/or
hardware
system
for
possible. As they suggest, it is possible
below, ANDed or ORed as noted.
1. Offer no assistance to the operator.
2. Offer a complete set of alternatives to the operator, AND
3. Narrow the set of alternatives to a restricted set, OR
4. Suggest one of the alternatives, AND
5. Execute the suggestion if the human approves. OR
OR
6. Allow the human to veto the suggestion before automatic execution.
OR
execution.
after
7. Inform the human
8. Inform the human after execution, if asked. OR
9. Inform him after execution, it decides to.
to the human.
10. The hardware and/or software decides everything without communication
Types of analysis available
engineering texts. The first. referred to
Typically, three basic approaches to function allocation are described in human
systems ("up to this time") are
here as "ad hoc" (3.1) assumes that the function allocations implicit in predecessor
automation. The function allocation
satisfactory, and that only minor changes are required to increase the level of
decisions are made almost entirely on
the
and
automation,
of
decisions are based on the economically available level
and software. In military systems, however,
criteria such as cost, availability, reliability, and compatibility of hardware
because automation usually
humans are no longer low-cost items, nor are they in plentiful supply. In addition,
highly trained and skilled operators and
addresses simple, repetitive tasks, increasing levels of automation require
The alternative to the ad hoc
maintainers. Thus, the ad hoc approach is no longer effective for complex systems.
This approach concentrates on formally
approach has been called the "formal approach" (KantowiLz & Sorkin, 1987).
decision making technique.
allocating each system function to hardware, software, or liveware, using a rational
what usually happens is a more
Neither the "ad-hoc" nor the "formal" approaches are followed entirely in practice:
on the fact that there are political,
"balanced" approach (Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1987). This approach is based
functions must be assigned to humans
Some
functions.
managerial and performance constraints on the allocation of
Some function allocations are dictated
weapon).
of
types
for political or managerial reasons (e.g., the release of certain
a limited time (see Eggleston, 1988,
in
reliably,
threat
a
by performance requirements, such as the need to respond to
associated with accommodating
constraints
weight
and
for example), the need to maintain operator skills, or the space
account for a very large
can
constraints
performance
human operators. Such political, financial, managerial, and
Meister (1985) outlines
analysis.
formal
require
which
set
number of the function allocations, leaving a much smaller
3.1.
the balanced approach as five stages, as shown in Figure
on major projects than either the
The "balanced" approach is a more realistic reflection of how functions are assigned
formal techniques are available for
"ad hoc" or the "formal" approaches (see Schuffel, 1989, for an example). Several
process. Fitts' list (3.2),
Meister's
in
steps
fourth
and
function allocation, corresponding to the third step or third
comparison of human
simple
a
on
based
is
1987),
Defense,
which has been widely published (e.g., US Department of
the simple
avoids
which
allocation
function
to
and machine capabilities. Price (1985) recommends an approach
dichotomy of the Fitts' list (Fig. 3.2).
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alternative
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Five stage approach to function allocation

The approach recognizes six different cases of
human and machine capability.
-In region I there is liutle difference in the relative
capabilities of human and machine, and function
allocation decisions can be made on the basis of
criteria other than relative performance.
* Inarea 2, human performance exceeds machine
performance.
* In area 3. machine performance exceeds human.
* In area 4. machine performance is so poor that
the functions should definitely be allocated to
humans.
* Inarea 5. human performance is so poor that the
functions should be allocated to machine.
* Inarea 6 the functions are performed
unacceptably by both human and machine,
arguing for a different design approach.
Price suggests three different criteria for function
allocation: "balance of value," "utilitarian and costbased allocation," and "allocation for affective or
cognitive suppom"

(after Meister, 1985)

excellent

(.)

3
1

machine
performanceB
2

unsatisfactory

human
performance

excellent

functions to
for allocatingPrice,
Figure 3.2: Criteria
1985)
(after
human or machine

not well defined,
The Review of Potential Operator Capabilities (3.3) could be based on Price's approach. It is
capabilities and
human
of
comparison
weighted
The
it.
however, and human engineering texts do not describe
Meister (1985)
widely:
documented
been
has
3.4)
machine capabilities (Function Allocation Evaluation Matrix,
describes two methods.
cannot be related directly to
As noted in Volume 1,Chapter 3, the majority of techniques used for function analysis as "better/worse" criteria.
system performance requirements, because they usc interval or ratio scale measures such
as those used for other classes of analysis.
1This suggests that the function allocation techniques are not as mature
this class of analysis. Guidelines are used
improving
to
Current developments in software engineering may contribute
and which interactions
in structured analysis/design to determine which modules (basic software components),
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relevant to
The more important guidelines which are
requirements.
functional
the
implement
best
will
between them.
conrol (Yourdon, 1989).
cohesion, coupling, and span of
of
principles
the
are
human engineering
(Price, 1985) and may be
part of the engineering design process
implicit
an
is
allocation
function
of conducting whatever formal
As noted above,
Allocation (3.5). Analysts must find ways
Requirements
through
formally
taken to function
conducted
being taken to design. The specific approach
approach
general
the
within
necessary
involved, etc.
analyses are
complexity of the project, extent of innovation
the
as
such
factors
on
depend
will
allocation
Table 3.1:
|Technique

techniques to different
Applicability of function allocation
High complexity
|Smpie system (e.g. Medium complexity
system (e g. 1 place
radar
man
rifle,hand-held radio) system (I
attack aircraft)
console)

projects
Complex multi-manl
system (e.g. ship
combat centre)

not relevant

low

low

bow

3.1 Ahoc

not relevant

low

low

not relevant

3.2 Fitts' list

not relevant

low

medium

medium

3.3 Reviewof potential
operator capabilities
3.4 Function allocation
evaluation matrix
3.5 Requirements
Allocation Sheets

not relevant

low

medium

medium

not-relevant

low

medium

medium

and that advances in
in function allocation is not fully mature,
art
the
of
state
the
that
In
remember
Analysts should
be allocated to the human system components.
should
functions
what
of
concept
the
until
little
studied
software are changing
for cognitive functions, which have been
responsible
increasingly
arc
engineering
humans
then the human
complex systems,
to the level of automation in a system concept,
recently. If major changes are being made
and simulation.
analyses should be supplemented by experimentation
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AD HOC FUNCTION ALLOCATION

What the technique does
to hardware, software, and human system components.
The technique allocates the functions required for a system
what additional automation is possible.
based on predecessor systems, and on information about

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The functions required of the system should have been
identified through a function decomposition. In many
cases, however, systems are developed from
predecessors without a thorough analysis of all system
functions. The minimum information required is the
description of those functions which will be changed
through changes in the level of automation.

The type and quantity of output depends on system
complexity and the extent of the changes being made.The
technique should produce a function description of the
system.

When to use
so that the implications of the changes can be
Early in the design of systems or equipment of medium complexity,
analysed.

Related

techniques

Simple function analysis.

Resources required
analyst needs information on the functions to be performed
The analysis can be performed with pencil and paper. The
and the functions of the predecessor system.
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Advantages

Disadvantages

The approach is simple, and involves minimum effort.
Users report it to be low COSL It is well suited to the
development of equipment or simple systems which
evolve comparatively slowly through several
generations such as guns and land transport vehicles,
and some armoured fighting vehicles.

The approach lacks standardization and traceability. The
only evidence that the new system will perform well is
that available from the previous system.

IC

The assumption that functions should be allocated on the
basis of whatever can be done by machine means that
operators perform whatever functions are lett, that cannot
be done by machine. Generally this results in a reduction
in the complexity and interest of the human
responsibilities, to the point where the operator's functions
are boring. Such tasks are not performed reliably over long
periods.
Another potential problem is that the tasks "left over"
from the machines may not form a coherent set. In the
development of a two-place strike aircraft, the use of this
approach resulted in the tasks of the pilot and systems
operators being uncoordinated.

Relative contribution
equipment or
Some users rate this as the best available method for simple systems. or for systems based on available
sub-systems.

Applications
aircraft. and
The technique was used for a recent major upgrade of a destroycr, the development of a two-place strike
the development of a mine-sweeper.
cd

Quality assurance considerations
of ensuring
The lack of documentation and traceability limits the reliability of the technique. The most effective way
workload
or
lines
quality is to validate the function-allocation decisions using additional analyses, such as time
1987).
predictions. This is sometimes referred to as the "trial and error" approach (US Department of Defense,

Relationship to system performance requirements
In the destroyer upgrade project, the approach was used specifically to meet the contractual requirement that
performance be at least as good as that of the predecessor system. Users have related the output to system performance
through the modification and update of existing performance specifications.
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FITTS' LIST

What the technique does
abilities, such as "data sensing,"
The technique compares the capabilities of man and machine in terms of general task

and "reacting to unexpected events."
Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

A list with comparative characteristics of man and
machine was published by Fitts (1951) and has been
developed by others (e.g. NNAG, 1991). The system
functions must be expressed in terms which permit the

The technique produces lists of system functions
annotated by their allocation to man or machine.

identification of one of the items in the categories of
man/machine capabilities contained in the list.

When to use
In the early stages of design, following a function analysis.
Table 3.2: Original Fitts List (from Price, 1985; after Fitts, 1951)
Humans appear to surpass present-day machines with respect to the following:
1. Ability to detect small amounts of visual or acoustic energy

2. Ability to perceive patterns of light or sound
3. Ability to improvise and use flexible procedures
facts at the
4. Ability to store very large amounts of information for long periods and to recall relevant
appropriate time
5. Ability to reason inductively
6. Ability to exercise judgment
Present day machines appear to surpass humans with respect to the following:
1. Ability to respond quickly to control signals. and to apply great force smoothly and precisely2. Ability to perform repetitive, routine tasks
3. Ability to store information briefly and then to erase it completely
4. Ability to reason deductively, including computational ability
5. Ability to handle complex operations, i.e. to do many different things at once

Related techniques
The technique is related to simple methods of analysing functions.

Resources required

list of system
The technique can be applied using pencil and paper. It requires only the Fitts' List and a compatible
functions.
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Department of Defense, 1987)
Table 3.3: Common Form of Fitts' List (US
MACHINES EXCEL IN

MAN EXCELS IN

Monitoring (both men and machines)

Detection of certain forms
of very low energy levels

Performing routine. repetitive. or
very precise operations

Sensitivity to an extremely
wide variety of stimuli

Responding very quickly to control
signals

Perceiving patterns and making
generalizations about them
Ability to store large amounts of
information for long periods. and
recalling relevant facts at appropriate
moments

Storing and recalling large amounts of
information in short time periods

Performing complex and rapid
computation with high accuracy

Ability to exercise judgment where
events cannot be completely predicted

Sensitivity to stimuli beyond the range
of human sensitivity (infrared, radio
waves, etc.)

Improvising and adopting flexible
procedures

Doing many different things at one time

Ability to react to unexpected
low-probability events

Exerting large amounts of force smoothly
and precisely

Applying originality in solving
problems: i.e., alternative solutions

Insensitivity to extraneous factors

Ability to profit from experience and
alter course of action

Ability to repeat operations very rapidly,
continuously, and precisely the same way
over a long period

Ability to perform fine manipulation,
especially where misalignment appears
unexpectedly

Operating in environments which are
hostile to man or beyond human tolerance

Ability to continue to perform when
ovaioaded

Deductive processes

Ability to reason inductively
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Fitts' list is simple to use, and requires little training.
In practice the list is a convenient framework for
considering the allocation of functions. It aids people
unfamiliar with human factors to think systematically
about the functions assigned to human operators.

The approach is simplistic and uses qualitative terms only.
In practice it is of limited help. The listed functions require
interpretation to relate them to system functions. The
capabilities of man and machine are not directly
comparable; they are complementary. The approach ignores
other aspects of the allocation trade-off, such as cost and
size/weight/support requirements (Fitts, 1962). In addition.
the technique treats the operator's tasks as independent
modules, which can be allocated without interaction.

Relative contribution of the technique
There is little evidence available; despite frequent references lo it in the literature, Fitts' list is lialeaused in practice.
One user reports that the technique is "not bad," another that it is "useless."
Applications
in
Despite the frequent references to Fitts' list in the human factors literature, it appears to be little used. It was used
system.
safety
he concept development of an ASW helicopter, an air defence system, a shipboard nuclear weapons
and for a major update of a destroyer.
Quality assurance considerations
'Me listed functions must be interpreted carefully to relate them to typical system tunctions.

Relationship to system performance requirements
The output of the technique cannot be related directly to sVstem performance: it requires additional analyses.
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4. NNAG (1991). Guidelines for automation implementation. Brussels: NATO Naval Armaments Group,
Information Exchange Group 6/Sub-Group 8.
5. Price, H.E. (1985). The allocation of functions in systems. Human Factors, 27 (1) 33-45.
6. US Deparnment of Defcnse (1987). Human engineering procedures guide. Washington D.C: DoD-HDBK-763.
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3.3

REVIEW OF POTENTIAL OPERATOR CAPABILITIES

What the technique does
of expected system or equipment users in
The review of potential operator capabilities documents those abilities
3994 Al (NATO MAS, 1991) requires that "the
terms which are relevant to the operation of the system. STANAG
based on the function analysis and on a review
potential capabilities of human system components shall be reviewed
capabilities which are unique to humans, such
of operator tasks in similar systems. Emphasis shall be place on those
shall be expressed in quantitative terms
as signal detection in noise, adaptive decision making, etc. The results
of information that can be handled, and shall be
wherever possible, for example in terms of time, accuracy, or amount
requires estimates of potential
reflected in the system and equipment detail design." US MIL-H-46855B
operator/maintainer processing capabilities.

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The analyst requires information on the expected operator
and maintainer population, and on their potential roles.
duties, and functions. The analyst also requires detailed
information on operator capabilities to perform those
functions, or similar ones.

There is no standard form of output for this technique. It
should produce a review of the material on human operator
performance cross-referenced or related to the potential
operator functions. Useful formats have included a review
of operator workload and capabilities related to a mission
description, and generic statements about operator ability
to perform specific functions.

When to use
input to the allocation of functions.
The technique should be used after a functional decomposition as an

Related techniques
function-allocation techniques, particularly
The review of potential operator capabilities is closely related to other
of requirements analysis.
extensions of the Fitts' lisL It parallels the systems engineering activity

Resources required
by operators, and general details of the
The analyst requires information on the functions typically performed
information should concentrate on those tasks
performance of specific functions or tasks in existing systems. The
which are done very well, and those with which the operator has difficulty.
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Disadvantages

Advantages
The review has the potential for contributing to the
allocation of functions, and for documenting personnel
and training requirements and facilitating the kind of
design/selection/training tradeoffs emphasized in
MANPRINT and related programmes (Barber, Ching,
Jones & Miles, 1990).

The technique was used in only 2 out of 10 projects
reviewed in Canada and in one of those applications the
purpose of the analysis was misunderstood by the
contractor (Beevis, 1987). The contractor emphasized
generic human capabilities, and the effects on them of
generic environmental stresses, rather than performance
related to anticipated operator functions. Contractors have
difficulty distinguishing between the material for the
review of potential operator capabilities and the more
generic material of the Fitts' List (3.2).

Relative contribution
of
the technique ranked 10th out of 24, in terms of frequency
In a review of 38 projects undertaken in NATO nations,
about its contribution.
use compared with others. Users, however, are not positive

Applications
the development of an ASW helicopter, an ASW patrol
Potential operator capability reviews were conducted for
system.
aircraft, a fighter aircraft, a tank, and for a naval training

Quality assurance considerations
in the system functional analysis, and with known
The analysis should be consistent with the functions decomposed on operator performance should be system specific
operator/maintainer capabilities and limitations. The information density rather than general information processing
target
rather than generic (e.g. radar detections per hour in a given
capacity in terms of bits per second).

Relationship to system performance requirements
of operator capabilities in terms of speed, accuracy of
System performance requirements are implicit in the review
response etc.
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ALLOCATION

EVALUATION

MATRIX

What the technique does
The technique sums weighted scores of human and machine capabilities to make function allocation decisions.
Candidate sub-system functions are listed and compared against the capabilities of hardware, software, and humans.
The form used to record these comparisons is called afunction allocation screening worksheet (see example, Figure
3.3). Such worksheets are constructed by listing each of the several functions to be allocated on the left side of the
worksheet. Two sets of evaluation criteria are listed across the sheet, as columns. The first set of columns lists
operator capabilities; the second set of columns lists equipment capabilities.
Each of the candidate system functions is compared with inherent capabilities of hardware. software, or humans, using
the kind of criteria contained in the Fius' List, previously described. Numerical weightings are assigned for each
criterion, relevant to the system being analysed. These weighLings can include additional factors such as cost or
availability. The weightings can be derived from subject matter experts (SMEs). Mcister (1985) desciibes the
development of such weights using a paired comparison technique. Each factor is compared with each other, in a
matrix, and given a tally of I (if more important than the other factor) or zero (if less important than the other factor).
The tallies are summed for each factor, and factor weightings derived from the sums as a percentage of the total
number of tallies.
is
Once the weightings are established, the functions are reviewed in turn. Whenever an evaluation characteristic
factor.
applicable to a specific function, a numerical score is assigned. The score is then multiplied by the weighting
by
The original and weighted scores are entered in the row/column intersection. The evaluation is completed
score total is
summing each of the weighted scores for the "operator" and the "machine" allocations. If the weighted
When
much higher for one or other type of sub-system. the function is allocated to either "operator" or "equipment."
and
operator
one of the weighted score totals is more than 80% of the other, then the allocation is made to "both"
machine.

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Besides the candidate sub-system functions, the analyst
requires information on the limitations of human
operators, the state-of-the-arE performance of hardware
and software, and estimates of the system performance
requirements in terms of speed, accuracy, load, and
reliability.

The outputs are the functions allocated to operator,
hardware, and software. The results of the function
allocation trade are used to: a) determine the impact of crew
tasks, skills, and information needs; b) appraise related
crew task capabilities and limitations; c) identify
corresponding display and control concepts; d) trade-off
specific sub-system performance capabilities; and e)
perform task analysis and workload evaluations.

When to use
detailed
The technique should be used during concept development and preliminary design. It can also be used during
to a task
prior
and
analysis,
function
a
following
used
be
should
technique
design, to examine function tradeoffs. The
analysis.

Related techniques
allocate
The technique is related to systems engineering function trade-off analyses, which are sometimes conducted to
functions to specific sub-systems.
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Figure 3.3: Example of function allocation screening worksheet (evaluation matrix)
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Resources required
requires a collaborative effort between sub-system designers
The analysis can be conducted using manual methods. It
the extensive knowledge of hardware, software, and
and human engineers or human factors specialists to obtain
human capabilities required to make the comparisons.

Disadvantages

Advantages
DoD-HDBK-763 notes that, although the technique does
not ensure the optimum allocation of functions, it goes
a long way beyond the informal, or "gut feel," methods
so often used in design.

The function allocation procedure is of average
complexity. It may be used at either a gross or detailed
level of analysis, but it is used more often for gross
function allocation. The technique does not deal well with
function allocation between multiple operators. As with
other function allocation techniques which are.initiated by
a system function decomposition. it does not include
human functions such as collaborative decision making,
supervision, etc.
Users report difficulty in accessing data on human
capabilities and limitations for use in the analysis. Some
users report the technique is inaccurate. Technically, the
mathematical treatment of subjective ratings (weighting
and addition) is inappropriate.

Relative contribution
having medium cost-cffectiveness. One user (out of twelve
DoD-HDBK-763 rates function allocation techniques as
development.
surveyed) sees it as a necessary step to support sub-systems

Applications
of
are few reports on its use. It was used for the development
Although the technique is quite widely published, there
a military training system and for an aircraft.

Quality assurance considerations
and complete list of system functions. The verb-noun
To be effective the technique must start from a comprehensive
in the identification of candidate function allocations.
phrase used to describe functions is obviously important

Relationship to system performance requirements
through the list of system functions. The allocation
The technique is related to system performance requirements
rather than performance parameters. Thus the output
decisions are usually made on the basis of qualitative statements,
Additional analyses such as workload prediction are
of the analysis cannot be related directly to system performance.
required
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REQUIREMENTS

ALLOCATION SHEETS (RAS)

What the technique does
The
functions into performance and design requirements.
Requirements allocation sheets are used to translate
RAS are
sheets.
the
on
entered
data
the
for
is used as a basis
functional analysis (usually a Function Flow Diagram)
same
the
cases, closely related functions may be analysed using
normally prepared for each function block. In some
design
the purpose of the function, parameters of the design,
RAS. Design requirements are identified in terms of
and
performance, accuracy, safety, operability, maintainability,
constraints, and requirements for reliability, human
systems
the
Management Collcge, 1990). Thus the RAS bridges
transportability (USAF, 1971; US Defense Systems
The format of an RAS is not fixed: typical entry headings
engineering activities of function analysis and synthesis.
requirements and the design requirements for a specific
are shown below. Each RAS documents the performance
system function, as follows.

Table 3.4:
REOUIREMENTS
ALLOCATION SHEET

Requirements allocation sheet
PERSONNEL AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REOUlREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM TITLE EQUIPMENT
& No.

Functional performance and design
requirements

IDENTIFICATION
Facility Nomenc Spec.or
index
requmt ature
master

Tasks

rime
equird.

PROCEDURAL
)ATA
REGUIREMENTS

Performan Trng. &
re reumt trng. equip.
requmt

control

of the drawing containing the function diagram or analysis.
Functional Diagram Title & No. - the title and number
the functional analysis diagram.
Function number - the reference for the function from
constrain the
including: input & output values; requirements which
Functional performance and design requirements such as safety, accessibility criteria etc.
design solution; engineering speciality requirements
architecture etc. imposed by the performance requirements.
Facility requirements - for the environment, utilities,
number of the equipment which performs the function.
Equipment identification - the type, name, and specification
at a level
which affect the performance of the function, described
Personnel and training related requirements - those
derived
number
reference
alphanumeric
an
with
which permits identification of human engineering requirements;
from the function number.
the task.
Time required - the elapsed time required to perform
skill, decision making, safety procedures, performance
knowledge,
coordination,
Performance requirements - for crew
under stress, life support etc.
of training required and whether training equipment is
Training and training equipment requirement - the level
govern procedures (test directives, test procedures. equipment
Procedural data requirements - the need for data which
functions involving personnel.
operating procedures etc.) for hazardous or complicated
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Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Performance requirements identified from the
operational requirement and the functional
decomposition. Functions from functional analyses
(FFDs, SATs, SADTDE/ IDEF® etc.), and
information from function allocation analyses.

The technique documents the data listed in the description
on the previous page.

When to use

rnc

be preceded by a functional
The RAS is most useful during concept development and design definition. It must
performance prediction, and
analyses,
task
detailed
of
basis
the
analysis and some system design synthesis. It provides
and development.
interface and workspace design. It is less useful during the latter stages of design

)CEOURALi
'A
IUIREMENTS

|

Related techniques
the Critical Design Requirements
The Requirements Allocation Sheet is a systems engineering technique related to
analysis (6.2)

Resources required
that a computer filing system be
Although the analysis can be performed using pencil and paper, it is recommended
used to keep track of all the analyses, and to facilitate expansion of the entries.

ialysis.
istrain the
ientS.
inction.
La level
:rderived

Advantages

Disadvantages

The RAS combines the steps of function allocation,
performance requirements analysis, task analysis and
design requirements analysis in one document.
It is a systems engineering technique which can be
exploited by human engineering specialists as a means
of integrating their work with the larger
design/development effort.

The technique mixes functional requirements and design
requirements. By combining the different steps of function
allocation, performance requirements analysis, task
analysis and design requirements analysis it risks
confusion and misunderstanding in the design team.

Relative contribution
rformance

No data available.

is

iipment

Applications
No data available. Woodson (1981) provides an example based on two system check-out functions.
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Quality assurance considerations
performance requirements.
The analysis must be checked exhaustively against the functional analysis and the system

Relationship to system performance requirements
the individual functions and
System performance requirements are decomposed into the performance requirements for
those decompositions, but are
documented on each RAS. Overall systems performance requirements are implicit in
not addressed directly.

References and Bibliography
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TASK ANALYSIS
mission &
scenario

analysis

4

O

.

C

f

altsk analysisi

workspace

- function
allocation

task

design

o

t tanalysis

4.4

funcomtion/at~

rAto/nomto

auain

- Verformnance

4.1 * Timelines
4.2 *-Flowprocess charts

Essentially, a task is a system function th~at has been allocated to a human operator. Meister (1971) defines task as an
operator activity that includes an immediate purpose, a machine output or consequences of action, and the human
inputs, decisions, and outputs needed to accomplish the purpose. Task analysis is one of the most common activities
of the human engineering specialist. There are two major goals of task analysis: one is to define what an operator
will be required to do 2 , to permit the application of relevant knowledge on human performance; the other goal is to
A
define what an operator will do in order to determine how he or she will interact with the rest of the system.
it is
what
specify
analyses
other
that
way
same
the
in
completed task analysis specifies the activities of the operator,
&
Laughery
1984;
Gillies,
1987;
al.,
et
Drury
1970;
that the system hardware and software do (see DeGreene,
Laughery, 1987; and Woodson, 1981).

Background
Task analysis is central to the design of the system and the human-machine interface and has been a key tool in
2 The terms task synthesis or task description are sometimes used for the analysis of what an operator will
be required to do in systems under development, and the term task analysis is sometimes reserved for analyses of
is
tasks in existing systems. There is no standardization in the use of such terms, however, and "task analysis"
used here for simplicity.
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prediction
human engineering since the pioneering work of Miller (1953). Task analysis is the basis for performance
(see
prediction
workload
through workload prediction (5.1), computer simulation (5.2; 5.3), projective subjective
(a
design
the
of
evaluation
and
test
5.4), rapid prototyping, or man-in-the-loop simulation. and Lo the subsequent
in
shown
As
1975).
Micicci,
&
Malone
task-analysis based approach is more effective than a static checklist, see
plan. In
Figure 4. 1, task analysis is also cenutal to the development of job aids, and the development of the training
requirements
system
the
of
part
as
industrial applications of computer systems, task analyses have been used
specification.

|taskl
analysis

concept
definitionl
formulation

• performance

prediction

*

conce
demonstration/
validation

system design
& development

experiments

interface &

-eprmnsworkspace

• interface 8man-in-the-loop

*

wontrksace &esgnsimnulation
workspace design*ma-ntelo
-field trials

design

* systems
integration tests
Figure 4.1:

* job description

development

training system

prototyping
a-ntelo
simulation

; rapid prototyping

Integrated
Logistic Support
development

development

*

operator job aids
and manual
development

Contributions of task analysis to systems development

The
Meister (1985) provides a set of questions which the task analysis must answer, for each of the uses listed above.
response,
of
(speed
questions cover issues of the mission conditions (emergencies. accuracy etc.), task demands
to
duration, frequency, accuracy, error probability, criticality and concurrency), display design (amount of information
the
and
assimilate, difficulty of perceptual or discrimination tasks), control design (accuracy, force, sequencing),
working environment (temperature, lighting, etc.). Any one task analysis may not provide all that information,
however, nor may all that information be needed. The key to an effective analysis is to keep it as simple as possible,
commensurate with the information required by subsequent analyses or design activities. For example, Dillon (1991)
reports the use of a simple analysis based on the questions what? why? and how? in the development of hypertextbased databases and manuals.
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Types of task analysis available
In

the decomposition of operator
A family of task analysis techniques is available to the analyst. All are based on
or work study approaches to
engineering,
industrial
in
based
activities to some pre-defined level of detail. Some are
of information or activities. Such
the analysis of operator activity. Several forms of task analysis represent the flow
diagrams (4.3). The Critical
sequence
operational
and
approaches include time lines (4.1), flow process charts (4.2),
particularly useful for
is
It
technique.
analysis
task
a
as
Path Method (CPM) or PERT formalism has been used
use of a personal computerthe
reports
(1986)
McCrobie
representing activities involving choice, and team activities.
based CPM program for task analysis.
must perform3 , annotated with
The simplest task analysis technique is a tabulation of the tasks that the operator
by using an hierarchical
remarks about the human factors design requirements. This approach can be elaborated
tabular task analysis
common
most
The
1985).
Crawshaw,
&
decomposition of the operator's tasks (Hodgkinson
and outputs (controls).
displays)
(information
inputs
technique (4.4) is a list of operator activities and the associated
and "feedback."
response,
(stimulus),
event"
"triggering
as
such
To this basic list can be added additional information
analysis.
training
a
for
required
information
the
provide
can
The addition of information such as "skill requirement"
simple to
are
acuviucs
operator
of
Tabulations
page.
the
down
Most tabulations list the operator's tasks in sequence
1988). Shepherd (1989)
perform, and can be carried out on microcomputers using a spreadsheet programme (Rice.
of hierarchical task
compilation
the
for
Word®
Microsoft
in
describes the use of some of the facilities available
using personal computers (see
analyses. Specialized programmes have also been developed to facilitate task analysis
Kearsley, 1987, for example).

I

. The
on to
ible,
991)
1-

of the hierarchy being the
Typically, such analyses are completed in an hierarchical format, with the upper level
at the task and sub-task levels.
function assigned to the human operator, and lower levels providing increasing detail
the decomposition as a tree.
The hierarchical technique of Annett and Duncan (Duncan. 1974, Shepherd, 1989), treats
by STANAG 3994
The most elaborate form of tabular task analysis is the "critical task analysis" (4.5) specified
to seventeen columns of data, and is
(NATO MAS, 1991) and US MIL-H-46855B. The latter specification requires up
in the scope of the task analysis should be agreed to
seldom implemented completely. (Normally, any reduction
human engineering work: however. this does not always
the
of
outset
the
at
between procuring agency and contractor
happen).
is a growing need for
With the increasing emphasis placed on human cognitive tasks by modem systems. there
remembering, imagining,
analysis techniques for cognitive tasks. Various aspects of cognition include: perceiving,
developed to describe these
conceiving, judging, and reasoning. Although several task analysis approaches have been
no one technique has emerged as
activities (Johnson, Diaper & Long, 1985; Diaper, 1989, Terranova et al., 1989),
deal with the oven
the most suitable (Redding, 1989; Grant & Mayes, 1991). In fact several published examples
focussed on
have
activity associated with cognitive tasks. rather than the tasks themselves. Some approaches
the information
documenting
and
analysing
of
means
a
provide
(4.6)
analysing operator decisions. Decision tables
required to make certain decisions.
technique which they select.,
Users should have a clear understanding of the intended application of the task analysis
with that application. For
and verify that he technique selected will provide information which is compatible
SAINT or MicroSAINT (5.2)
developing
to
suited
highly
are
example, Operational Sequence Diagrams (OSDs - 4.3)
develop a concept of the
to
required
analysis
of
kind
the
to
simulations of task networks: they are less well suited
an object-oriented, tabular.
purposes
those
For
prototypes.
rapid
of
human-machine interface, or for the development
& Beevis, 1991).
task analysis which identifies task "objects" (displays and controls) is more effective (St. Denis
the different
Potential users should also determine the level of detail required in the task analysis. For examPle, task detail which
of
level
the
in
differ
1989)
al.,
et
McMillan
(see
available
are
workload modelling techniques which
they require for implementation.
3 Hollister (1986) provides lists of tasks for five types of aircraft mission.
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references to the development and use of Task
The human factors and human engineering literature include many
used technique reported in a survey of human
Taxonomies. Although Task Taxonomies were the fifth most frequently
of the Research Study Group was that they
engineering techniques in thirty-three acquisition projects, the conclusion
is that no taxonomy which was examined met
are not recommended for generic use. The reason for this conclusion
and at the same time were applicable to a
the requirements that its categories of tasks were exhaustive and exclusive in this review.
included
wide range of applications. Therefore, no Task Taxonomy has been
Table 4.1:

projects
Applicability of task analysis techniques to different
High-complexity
system (e.g. ,1-place
attack aircraft)
medium

Complex multi-man
system (e.g., ship
combat centrel
high

not relevant

not relevant

low

high

high

high

medium

medium

low

low

high

high

low

medium

medium

4.1 Time lines

Simple system (e.g., Medium-complexity
rifle, hand-held radio) system (e.g., 1-man
radar consoie)
medium
low

4.2 Flow process charts

low

Technique

4.3 Operational Sequence high
Diagrams
4.4 Information/
action tabulations

high

4.5 Critical Task Analysis low

4.6 Decision tables

not relevant
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TIME LINES

What the technique does
for time line
Time lines provide a time chart of activities showing the sequence of operator tasks to provide a basis
as well as
parallel,
in
conducted
activities
any
clearly
analysis of workload and resource estimation. The charts show
Meister,
1987;
Laughery,
&
Laughery
(see
response
those where external events dictate the timing of the operator's
time
for
opcrators,
multiple
for
or
operator
1985; Woodson, 1981). Time lines can be produced for a single
increments of seconds or minutes.
REFERENCE.

TIME (seconds)

TASKS

FUNCTION

2332

maintain aircraft manoeuvre
monitor flight parameters

2333

monitor navigation data

2334

monitor displays for ETA

2335

adjust throttles (as required)

2336

check ECM mode

2337

monitor threat warning display

2331

50

40

30

20

10

0
.....

|

...

....

.....

....

....

..

-

Figure 4.2: Example of a single operator time line analysis (US Dept of Defense, 1987)
OPERATOR

A

TASKS

0

TIME (minutes)

5

10

15

20

s

I

1
2

2
3

Figure 4.3:

-

-

-

3

30

25

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

Example of a multi-operator time line analysis

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Information on the sequence of activities in a system and
the time for each activity. SAT diagrams (2.2) may be
used as input, or details generated from the mission
analyses.

Charts showing the time line of activities for a system are
output. These are usually plotted with time as the
horizontal axis. The activities are listed along the vertical
axis and may include function reference numbers. The
duration of an activity is shown by the length of the time
line. The time base can be hours. minutes or seconds.
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When to use
Time lines can be used in all phases of systems development They are particularly useful in concept development and
during system definition. The technique requires information on the overall time-scale of events (from the mission
analysis), the sequences of tasks (from the output of a detailed function flow block diagram or flow process charts),
and the length of time required for each task (from a task time data bank or other sources).

ne
I as
cr,

Time lines are a useful input to more detailed workload analyses. They can also support other systems engineering
analyses of resource allocation.
0

Related techniques
Time lines are related to flow process charts and other simple task analysis techniques, as wellas to engineering tools
such as Gantt charts. They are useful for defining network models as used in SAINT simulations (5.2) (van Breda,
1989). They are also an output of SAINT simulations. Time lines are used for some systems engineering analyses
(Defense Systems Management College, 1990).

Resources
7)

required

The technique requires few resources apart from the input data and some graphics plotting facilities.

|

Advantages

Disadvantages

Time lines are a simple, easy to use, technique which can
provide designers with quantitative information on the
feasibility of performing required mission functions early
in the design/development process. Users report that they
can be used easily to study system reversionary mode
operation. They are also vcrv useful for test and evaluation.

Time estimates can be inaccurate, particularly for
complex tasks involving simultaneous operator
activities. The analyses arc dctcrministic: they arc drawn
from a specific sequence of mission events. Thus. they
do not represent the fluidity that can occur in the
performance of highly skilled tasks.

Relative contribution
Users report that the technique is very effective and of low cost. It is particularly useful if used in conjunction with a
time-line analysis of operator workload.
are
Applications
al

The technique was used during the development of a tank and several aircraft, including fighter, attack, and ASW
aircraft. It was used as input to a network analysis of various levels of automation of the snorkelling procedure for a
submarine to decide whether the time-budget of operators was sufficient. It was used also to analyse how an operator
could manage the organization of a ship's fire-fighting team from a remote control room, using an interactive
computer display of damage status (Vermeulen, 1987).

ne
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4.

Quality assurance considerations

of the task Lime data.
The technique is heavily dependent on the quality

Relationship to system performance requirements

T

requirements through comparison of the overall sequence
The technique can be related directly to system performance
Lime
calculation of an overall figure of "time required vs.
times with times from the mission analysis. This permits
available."

LI
t
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FLOW PROCESS CHARTS

What the technique does

of task: operation,
based on a taxonomy of five basic types
sequences,
task
of
analysis
an
is
The technique
with each type of task, together with a
storage. A graphic symbol is associated
and
delay,
inspection,
on a vertical axis. Time
transportation.
activities, or tasks, are plotted sequentially
machine
and
Operator
description.
brief written
to the charts if required.
and/or distance information can be added
flow of human operator
operator activities by plotting the sequential activities in a system
charting
for
adopted
were
charts
Flow process
majority of human
Laughery & Laughery, 1987). The
show a sequence of operator activities,
charts
activities over time (see Henry, 1968;
The
them.
combinations of
or
categories,
these
using
can be represented
human-machine interface.
without reference to details of the
an object, person. or information is
Operation - an operation occurs wnen
intentionally changed
0
or information
occurs when an object, person,
transport
Transportation
r-'\
location to another
moves or is moved from one
|an object, person, or information is
Inspection - an inspection occurs when
m
quality, or quantity
I.IJexamined or tested for identification.
person, or information waits for the
F-X Delay - a delay occurs when an coject,
next planned action
is kept under
when an object, person, or information
occurs
storage
Storage
/
I\
removal
control and authorization is required for
V
within an operation
Combined operation - inspection s performed

D

K2

motion
is performance while a product is in
Combined operation - an operation

task types and symbols
Figure 4.4: Flow process chart
Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

sequences of operator
the operator Thc analysis produces detailed
activities
the
on
information
graphic symbols.
needs
basic
The analyst
the five
conducted from tasks, annotated with
be
can
analysis
The
perform.
to
is required
a list of assigned operator functions.

When to use

I can be
used up to the test and evaluation phase.
be
can
and
development
concept
The analysis is relevant to system
function allocation analysis has been
operator tasks is available, i.e., once a
basic
the
of
idea
some
once
completed
an input to interface design.
analysed. The analysis is often used as
been
has
system
similar
a
or
completed,
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Symbol

(5

Description

Communicate with sensor operator (optionai)

t>

Request BIT information

Ci

Receive and acknowledge BIT information
Units (SRUs). equipment,
Collect tools, Shipboard Replaceable
head set, safety harness
to be applied
Wait for 'man aloft' procedures

Mount mast

t>

Summary of 26 operator tasks

Attach safety harness to anchor

Total operations

Q) Unlatch and open access pane(

(

XTotal

head set jack
Plug in communications
=

rNTotal

Request control of remote control of scanner

8)

control of scanner
Acknowledge
AoTotal

8

operations nvlig
Total operations involving

8
8

Total ispetiorags
Total inspections
transportations

1
1
3
5

movement
storages
Total delays

Turn off power to stabilizing platform

E$3

position for azimuth lock
Manually rotate scanner to optimum
roll and pitch position
Manually guide scanner into optimum
Put locking pins in gimbal
shroud
Unlatch and open access doors in

E)

SRU
Look for LED indicating failed
E%'

cage
Unlatch and open access door on cargo
Loosen heat sink clamps (2)

E>

Pull out extraction levers (2)

E)

Pull card out of slot
Place card in pocket

Q

pocket
Take replacement card from other

Remove protective cover from card
Insert card in slot

ji

Check out system

Figure 4.5: Flow Process Chart for Maintenance
System
Sensor
Procedures on Ship's Mast-Mounted
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Related techniques
of materials
As indicated above, flow process charts were originally developed for motion study, for charting the flow
to
precursor
a
were
They
around a facility. Subsequently they were adopted for human engineering analyses.
Operational Sequence Diagrams (4.3) and to other variants of task analysis charts.

Resources required
base
Minimal resources are required. The technique originally was conducted using paper and pencil. A computer data
analyses.
the
updating
is an asset, particularly for editing and

Advantages

Disadvantages

Because of its simplicity, the technique can be adapted
to a wide variety of uses, from showing the individual
hand operations of one operator or the interaction of one
man and one machine, to the activities of several
operators working in collaboration. It is considerably
simpler than many other techniques, and is well suited
to a low-cost, low-effort analysis. The charts can be
annotated with time and distance information.

The original emphasis of motion studies was to reduce
unnecessary activity such as transportation or delays. The
use of the five basic task categories is not always effective
for systems where the operator is processing informauon.
For example, in the figure, there is no clear distinction
between transporting equipment or information
(communication). Thus the technique is most suited to
manual tasks where overt operator activity can be charted.

Relative contribution
User opinions vary, depending on whether the technique was applied manually or with computer graphics. When

were used and
applied manually, its contribution was not seen as high compared to its cost. When computer graphics
machine functions were also included in the analysis. it appears to have been quite usceul.

Applications
The technique has been widely used in industry for analysing semi-automatcd processes. It was used in the
development of a fighter aircraft and a mine sweeper.

Quality assurance considerations
with system
As with other task analysis techniques, the analysis must be checked for completeness and consistency
operation.

Relationship to system performance requirements
charts
Plain Flow Process Charts cannot be related directly to system performance requirements. Flow process
mission
the
in
documented
line
annotated with task times and elapsed time can be related to the mission time
analysis.
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(OSDs)
OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS

Jy
What the technique does
presentation
of Flow Process Chart (4.2) which provide a graphic
operational Sequence Diagrams are extended forms
and an
in a system, using a set of five basic graphic symbols
of the flow of information, decisions, and activities representation of the flow of information, with symbols for the
the
associated grammar. The technique is tailored for
of tasks
stored information. The diagrams show the sequence
previously
of
use
and
transmissionf receipt, processing,
with time information or a time line.
or actions in a vertical sequence: they can be annotated
OSDs can
together information derived from other analyses.
The technique is very much an integrative one, pulling
Brooks,
(see
of multiple operators interacting with a system
be used to represent the task of a single operator or
& Laughery, 1987).
1960; DeGreene, 1970; Henry et al., 1968; and Laughery
Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique
Information on the tasks performed by the operators.
by
their sequence, and the processing tasks performed
and
the system are inpuL System decompositions
function allocations generally provide sufficient
information to start the analysis.

the
The diagrams show how the operators interact with
or
system, the sequence of activities. and any branches
loops. The OSD can be used for developing the humanmachine interface, for evaluating them, for developing
operational procedures and identifying critical conditions
with regard to concurrent operations.

When to use
analysis for complex systems. It can be used from
The analysis is a logical successor to function allocation
also form a good
dcevlopment. It precedes workload analysis. OSDs
preliminary system studies through to design and
(5.').
basis for the development of SAINT simulations

Related

techniques

such as
industrial and software engineering charting techniques
OSDs are related to Flow Process Charts, and to other
1989).
the Merise technique (Tardieu, Rochfeld, & Colletti,
to generate
although the more usual practice is lo use OSDs
output,
as
OSDs
SAINT simulations (5.2) can produce
the SAINT network.

Resources required
A
due to the workload associated with editing changes.
OSDs can be produced manually. This is not recommended, techniques have been used (Lahey, 1970: Larson &
computer-based method is preferable. Very simple computer
thereby
not reduce the OSD to a simple tabular task analysis,
Willis, 1970). Such computer representations should
of interactions.
losing the advantage of the graphic representation
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Navigation
system

to do Omega a
V
position check
receive&
acknowledge
V
~~control head Iwa
menu
seec O
l
select Omega
from control head
menu

operator decision

Q
r action, e.g., control operation
LX

transmitted information
V
received information, e.g.
from a display

0

7
'-

v

previously stored information
e.g., knowledge

receive command
rto display Omega;
1retrieve CDU &
display

single lined symbols represent
manual operations
1 X1

Instructor
Student
instruct student r

double lined symbols represent
automatic operations

toucn pos
keyooard

solid symbols indicate
inaction or no information
-

receive 'pos key
interrupt; illuminate
key, assign control
of CDU to student

half-filled symbols indicate
partial information or incorrect
operations due to noise of errror
sources in the system

sees key illuminate

&control assigned

r

retrieve & display
position coordinates
sees position
coordinates
displayed

Figure 4.6:

trainer
OSD symbols & sample of OSD for an airborne navigation

Advantages

Disadvantages

The OSD is a very effective method for describing and
communicating human-machine interaction and the
information flow in a system. It forces the analyst to
gather or generate detailed information on the operator's
activities. Annotated with a time line, OSDs provide a
highly detailed analysis. Malone, Gloss & Eberhard
(1967) concluded that the OSD, combined with a tabular
task analysis, is a very effective tool for system
description, analysis, and integration, and serves the
function of most other analyses.

OSDs are extremely labour-intensive to produce, and are
hard to edit or modify if not produced on a computer
editing system. The descriptions are quite specific to the
system, they describe a normative approach to system
operation, and do not facilitate more general analyses. The
diagrams can become extremely complex, particularly in
their branching and in the use of combinations of the
standard symbols. The amount of detail and the volume of
the analyses makes them hard to read or review. Due to
individual interpretations of the symbols and how to
represent specific operator tasks there can be quite wide
differences between users in the appearance of the diagrams.
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Relative contribution
process. However,
very high contribution to the system development
Users generally rate the technique as making a
the application must be timely.

Applications
used
on 33 projects, OSDs were the third most frequently
In a review of human engineering analysis techniques of 9 new systems, and the preliminary design of 1I systems,
technique. They were used in the concept development
including aircraft, tanks and ships.

Quality assurance considerations
for consistency
through other analyses, the OSDs can be checked
Because they integrate information made available shown in OSDs makes them difficult to check, however. There is
with preceding analytical efforts. The level of detail
although Link
of information contained in a typical OSD analysis.
no simple way of summarizing the many pages
some circumstances.
Analysis Charts (6.3) can be used effectively in

Relationship to system performance requirements
it is an
performance requirements. As with other task analyses, can be
system
to
directly
related
be
cannot
technique
The
level. It
and can be checked against specifications at that
inventory of the actions required by the operator.
or SAINT modelling.
related to workload through the use of time lines
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OR ACTION/INFORMATION

TABULATIONS
MasS

What the technique does

fun

These are comparatively simple techniques for conducting a task analysis which emphasizes the informarion required
by the operator to perform his or her task. Both analyses are hierarchical: they are based on those functions which
have been allocated to the operator(s). Each function is analysed in turn to identify the operator's tasks. The
information/action analysis starts by analysing the information related to each function in sequence and defining the
operator's tasks, and the actions associated with each item of information (see Drury et. al., 1987; Meister, 1985;
Woodson, 1981). The actionfinformation analysis is conducted by analysing an operator's tasks and actions in
sequence, as a series of discrete steps, to identify the information required for each action.

Inputs to the techniques

Outputs of the techniques

The analyst/user requires information on the actions to
be taken by the operator, or, conversely, the information
which the operator will be given by a specific system
state.

The techniques produce tabulations of the information
provided to the operator, the action taken upon receipt of
the information, and optionally, the feedback to the
operator.

5.4.

5.4

When to use
The techniques are of use in concept development, and particularly, in preliminary design. They may be preceded by
one of several types of function analysis: Function Flow Diagrams (2.1), Sequence And Timing (SAT) analysis
(2.2), Information Flow and Processing Analysis (2.4). They may be incorporated into Requirements Allocation
Sheets (3.5). Information/Action, or Action/Information analyses produce information which can be used either for
more detailed task analyses (4.5), for display concept development or analysis of Critical Design Requirements (6.2),
for Error Analysis (5.7), or for Link Analysis (6.3).

Related

Mi
FL

1l

techniques

The techniques are two of several tabular task-analysis techniques all of which analyse the operator's tasks as a series
of actions in response to information inputs.

Resources required
The analyst requires the information identified under "inputs." No technical resources are necessary, but a computer
system is recommended to keep track of the many details that are created, and to facilitate modification.

t
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Mission segment: Aircraft approach to sonar dip position
Approach
Function: 5.4.7 Engage /Monitor Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) for Automatic
Task No. & Task
l
5.4.7.1 (a) Engage AFCS for automatic
approach

5.4.7.2 (b) Monitor a/c during automatic
approach

Table 4.3:
Y

Initiating
stimulus/information
Pre-approach checks completed.
Aircraft within automatic approach
profile criteria.
Required approach profile.
AFCS operating status.
Procedures

Action response(s)

AFCS approach to dip.

Monitor (visuaIaircraft
performance.

Adjust AFCS for approach to dip.
"Approach to dip" mode indication.
Actuate AFCS engage.
AFCS "Approach to dip enabled"
indication.

Aircraft flight parameters (transition).
AFCS operating status.
Aircraft movement rclative to desired
hover poinL

Example of action/information requirements analysis

Mission segment: Aircraft approach to base.
Function: 1.0 Initiate pre-approach procedures
Action

requirements

1.0.1 Review approach information

es

Volume 2

Example of information/action analysis

Table 4.2:
-

AC/243(Panel-8)TR/7
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1.0.2 Coordinate approach with
control

Information requirements
1.0.1.1 Approach orientation.
1.0.1.2 Approach constraints:
Requirements
Obstacles
-izards
Weather
1.0.2.1 Communication:
Path dcsienation
Limitations & constraints
Environmental conditions

Related information,
sources. and problems
Position data
Approach path data:
Course & path data
Obstacle locations
Terrain characteristics
Minimum decision altitudes
Coordination & confirmation of
approach clearance.
Altimeter setting

Advantages

Disadvantages

Users report the techniques to be fast and easy, provided
that the level of detail does not become excessive. It has
been found useful for deriving test criteria for mockup
reviews and for some test & evaluation (T&E) activities.

The analysis can become time-consuming if the level of
detail is not controlled. Standardization of terms for tasks
and information is recommended to avoid confusion.
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Relative contribution
The techniques can provide a high level of information for the design of the interface and for test and evaluation
purposes.
Applications
Action/lnformation and Information/Action requirements analyses were used during the concept development of an
ASW helicopter, and for the development and prototyping of a state-of-the-art combat aircrafL The techniques have
also been used to analyse the tasks of operators in a Future Tank Study Operational Demonstrator Programme trial,
using tanks with simulated advanced design features (Streets et al., 1987: Scriven, 1991).

Quality assurance considerations
should be
The technique is dependent for accuracy and completeness on the preceding analyses. The task or action lists

checked against system functions or information flow analyses.

Relationship to system performance requirements
The list of operator actions should reflect the operational requirement. but there is no means of correlating the two
directly, due to the differences in level of detail.
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CRITICAL TASK ANALYSIS

what the technique does

jJ,

d bc

3994 Al (NATO
to a specified standard. STANAG are critical to
according
detail
in
tasks
"critical" operator
to have a high workload, or which
This technique analysescritical
tasks as those which are predicted
MAS. 1991) defines
tasks are defined as
1979). critical
Dept. of Defense, most
In US MIL-H-46855B (USrequirements,
likely have adverse effects on
will
system safety or mission success. in
system
accordance with
of a 'single' line of
those which "if not accomplished
Critical performance is usually part
...
safety.
or
effectiveness,
cost, system reliability, efficiency,
cycle of the system."
flow in the operation or maintenance
The
level and subjected to a detailed analysis.
sub-task
the
to
decomposed
be
to
The standards require such tasks
perceptualVload. decision(s)
of the information required,
terms
in
sub-tasks
communication with
action,
the
of
as a result
analysis examines operator/maintainer
provided
feedback
decision,
the
also identifies the
taken, action taken to implement
and environment design. The analysis
workspace,
interface,
the
on
reach that
others, and any constraints
for system effectiveness of failure to
implications
the
and
sub-task,
each
of
performance level required
performance level.

task analyses
Table 4.4: Requirements for critical

ndy

7

Requirement

STANAG 3994 Requirement

US-MIL-H-46855B

Information required
Perceptual load

tor task initiation
Information required, including cues
Information available to operator
Evaluation process

Decision(s)

Action
mn
int
Communication
Constraints on interface
Constraints on workspace
Constraints on environment

Decision reached after evaluation

Action taken
Frequency and tolerance of actions
Body movements required by action
actions taken
Feedback informing operator of adequacy of
Time base
Communications required, including type crewmcmber involved
one
Operator interaction where more than
Workspace available
Workspace envelope required by action
Location and condition of the work environment
Special hazards involved
Tools and equipment required
Job aids or references required
and experience
Number of personnel required, speciality
Operational limits of personnel (performance)
Operational limits of machine & software
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Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The analyst requires information on the sequence and
performance criteria for the opermtor's tasks, and details
of the human-machine interface design.

Critical task analyses are usually presented as tabulations
of the required information. There is no standard format.
Annotated Opcrational Sequence Diagrams are sometimes.
used.

When to use
be prepared prior to the design definition
Because of the amount of detail required for the analysis, usually it cannot
design concept. Some users
interface
phase of a project It requires input from other task analyses and from an
would determine the schedule of
which
analysis,
recommend that a mock-up of the interface be used as a basis for the
the work.

Related

techniques

analysis, than by the specific technique used.
Critical task analyses are characterized more by the lcvel of detail of the
tabulations (4.4).
The approach is related to Operational Sequence Diagrams (4.3). and to Information/Action
Resources required
are needed. Use of a computer is
Detailed operator task information and details of the human-machine interface
recommended, to handle editing and updating.

Advantages

Disadvantages

In general, users report the technique to be effective. The
analysis is straightforward to conduct, and forces the
designers to develop a thorough understanding of what
the operators of a system will be required to do.

The level of detail provided can be overwhelming, so that
the reviewer has difficulty understanding the overall pattern
of operator activities. Users report that the technique does
not deal well with parallel, multi-task situations. It is
reported to be of medium difficulty, and quite timeconsuming. The time requirement can limit the extent of
application of the analysis. Analysts should choose the
application carefully.

Relative contribution
that it had low effectiveness on their
Some users find the technique quite effective. One user, however, indicated
be run in the test & evaluation phase.
to
are
which
project. It has been found very effective for identifying the tests
Applications
but there are few reports of its use. It was
The technique has been widely called up in system requirements documents,
system (Parks, 1987), naval sensor
used for the development of a European stike aircraft, for a tank, US helicopter
systems, and a naval ship.
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Quality assurance considerations

:ions
lat.

Critical task analyses are very difficult to check for consistency and completeness because of the amount of detail
involved. An hierarchical approach, developing the analyses from preceding task analyses, is recommended, together
with the use of a computer-based editing system. Customer and contractor should agree clearly on the extent of the
work.

:men

)n

|

Relationship to system performance requirements

i.

The final output can be related directly to operator job aids such as checklists and instruction manuals. The analysis
can also be used to identify criteria for test and evaluation.

of
-

I
*
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4.6

DECISION TABLES

What the techniques does
complex
of actions depends on certain conditions. Describing the
accomplishment
the
situations,
decision
in
If
Generally,
with flowcharts is often unsatisfactory or insufficient.
charted using
decision situations verbally or representing them
can be specified unambiguously, they can be
conditions
and
actions
particular
between
relationships
(Edwards, 1987)). Decision
of payoffs associated with specific decisions
analysis
the
for
used
(normally
trees
decision
conditions required for
decisions clearly and concisely in terms of the
describing
for
technique
another
are
(DT)
tables
a decision, and the action to be taken on a decision.
and the relationships
conditions applying to the decision situation
A DT is simply a tabular display that shows
set of conditions as a
which action or actions are allowed for each
up of all conditions
between the various conditions. The DT describes
of IF-THEN logic. The IF area of a table is made
tthe actions
forward-chaining mechanism, based on the use
or actions. The THEN area of the table documents
or tests that are required to determine the conclusions
taken when specific conditions are met.
area
4.5. The upper left quadrant documents the conditions.This
A DT consists of four sections, as shown in Table
quadrant
left
for a particular problem segment. The lower
should contain all those conditions being examined simple narrative form, all possible actions resulting from the
in
is here that the
documents the actions. This area should contain,
documents the condition enuy information. It
quadrant
right
upper
conditions listed above. The
all possible
and
answered with either a "yes" (Y)or a "no" (N)
was not tested
questions asked in the condition quadrant are
condition
the
If no condition is indicated, it means that
appropriate
combinations of entry conditions are developed.
The
table.
quadrant is the action entry portion of the
in that particular combination. The lower right
here by means of an
of responses to conditions above are indicated
actions resulting from the various combinations
X.

direct
are applied for simplifying and testing the tables for
The development of DTs is supported by rules that
1970).
redundancies and inconsistencies (McDaniel 1968,
table
Table 4.5: Example of a decision
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Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique

The technique produces a comprehensive description of a
To describe a decision situation with decision tables, the
rule-based decision situation.
analyst has to specify the conditions and their possible
the
on
information
combinations. The analyst also requires
actions that belong to the various combinations.

When to use
to be analysed. The earliest stage
The technique can be used at any stage of system development when decisions have
of a function allocation
at which the decisions are likely to be documented sufficiently well is at the conclusion
analysis.

Related techniques
Flowcharts, decision-action diagrams, and decision trees are related.

Resources required
Decision Tables are
Experienced analysts are required. Computer programmes for developing and checking the
desirable.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Rules are available for checking the tables for
consistency and redundancy. Thus, the use of DTs
ensures a systematic review of possible conditions and
condition combinations. DTs can be prepared
individually, so the documentation is easily updated. The
technique can be learned easily and in a short time.

Decision Tables do not show the sequence of decisions
and acuons.

Relative contribution
No dama available.

Applications
The technique has been used in projects to develop complex data-processing systems.

Quality assurance considerations
The technique is dependent on an exhaustive list of conditions.
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Relationship to system performance requirements
tables. The analyses can be
There is no direct relationship between system performance requirements and decision
linked to performance requirements via function analyses.
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PREDICTION
&
amission

&
scenawso
analysis
-function

analyis

8

>interface

-functionwokpc

design

allocation
analysis

per-formance.
prediction

5.1 * Time line analysis of workload
5.2 * Systems analysis by integrated networks of tasks (SAINT)
5.3* SIMWAM
5.4

*

Subjective workload ratings

5.5

*

Subjective workload assessment technique (SWAT)

5.6
5.7

*
*

NASA Task Load Index (TLX)
Error analysis

5.8

*

Analysis of human errors as causal factors in accidents

What the techniques do
These techniques are used to predict and analyse how well the operators will perform their assigned tasks once these

have been defined by the techniques reviewed in the previous sections. Performance analysis links the results of
mission, function, and task analyses to system performance criteria by providing measures such as: distributions of
task times compared with the time available: operator workload: probability of successfully completing a task. By
providing such measures, they confirm previous decisions about the allocation of functions to, and among, operators
and maintainers. The analyses are related to industrial engineering and work study techniques such as Methods Time
Measurement (MTM). Performance prediction is related to interface and workspace design, since estimates of human
performance are dependent on the features of the human-machine interface (Fig. 5.1).
Such analyses are not the only way of predicting operator performance. Other4evaluative techniques which are
available include the use of dynamic mockups for working through scenarios , full and partial man-in-the-loop
simulation or rapid prototyping, and field trials. Those techniques rely on the measurement of operator performance or
4 Mockups can be provided with simple dynamic features, such as displays run from slide projectors, to
provide an element of realism.
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Volume 2
requirements will be met. As noted in
on the measurement of subjective workload to verify that system performance
trials are outside the scope of this
Volume 1,detailed considerations of the use of prototyping, simulation and field
discussed where possible.
review. The links between analytical techniques and other approaches are
human tasks & task sequences,
pacing times &events. &performance requirements
4
erormance
tasks associate with high/ow tmes or
task
redictin
analysis
pfnoperatore

oper
sequene
Of tsks

\

\

acins \
\

ign

act
tms/

features/
dictated by byh/diaey

operato
the between
R a
taskF inputs &
d i
pormace
wo
ad
rface
inte
o
timesd
outputs,

mac

//

frequencies,\\

performance

-

requirements6

(Meister. 1985). Most of them use
A variety of approaches are -available -to predict operator performance analytically
itself (Hart & Wickens, 1990). Some

the concept of operator "workload" rather than a measure of performance
based on a single task analysis
established techniques such as the time Line analysis of workload (5.1) are normative,
(5.2) can be made
MicroSAINT
and
sequence. Network simulations of operator tasks, such as PERT. SAINT
a distribution of
from
drawn
are
stochastic so that the external mission events, and the task times and sequences,
can produce
they
because
times and probabilities. Network simulations can link workload to system performance
of human
models
using
complete,
to
estimates of task success in terms of percentage of tasks completed. or time
NATO
1987).
Pritsker,
&
Laughery
performance, as well as producing estimates of operator workload (Chubb,
human
of
models
of
variety
a
on
AC/243 Panel 8/RSG.9 has reviewed and reported on those techniques and
here, because of the
performance (McMillan et al., 1989, 1991). One specific approach, SIMWAM (5.3) is included
extensive use made of it for weapon systems development.
(5.4). For example,
Performance predictions can also be made using subjective workload measurement techniques
system, it can be
simulated,
or
existing,
an
of
although the SWAT technique (5.5) was developed for the evaluation
NASA Task
The
analysis.
task
a
on
applied pomjecavely (Pa-SWAT) to the prediction of operator workload based
Load Index (TLX) (5.6) can be applied projectively also.
operator
In following either a simulation modelling approach or a subjective workload approach to predictingstraightforward.
not
is
performance
and
performance, it must be remembered that the relationship between workload
compensate, or their effort may
As task demands vary with time, the operators may increase or decrease their effort to
lie within an operator's
may
decline due to fatigue (Fig. 5.2). Thus at the outset of a mission, the task demand
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is

Hart
of task demand may exceed the operator's capability.
capability, whereas at the end of a mission, the same level
and
performance,
which relate workload,
& Wickens,.(1990) discuss the Performance Resource Functions (PRF)
operator effort in different situations.

-A
C

c

v

~pilot capability-

0.

,

tactical fligh

;efell
take-off

transit

en-route

approach &landing
mission task demands

Time

-

demands by 25%
At point A,pilot capability exceecs mission task
level of task demands
same
exceeds
barely
At point B. pilot capability
demands
Example of the relationship between mission task
and operator capability (after Tepper & Haakanson, 1978)

Figure 5.2:

;e

of approaches have been taken to error analysis
Error analysis is another aspect of performance prediction. A variety
Some approaches use fault tree analysis or failure modes
(Lepiat et al., 1990; Rasmussen, Duncan & Lcplac, 1987).
The
could result in a system-critical incident or situaion.
effects analysis to identify those operator actions which
al.,
et
(McMillan
AC/243 Panel-8/RSG.9
Technique for Human Error Prediction (THERP) reviewed by NATO
design features which are associated
identify
to
attempt
1991), is the most well known example. Other approaches
design recommendations are intended
with human error. In that context, many of the established human engineering
of lists of quantitative and qualitative
to control "design induced error." Woodson (1981) provides examples
that the whole subject of operator error
however,
noted,
be
approaches to analysing designs for human error. It should
example,
the definition and classification of human error. For
is a contentious one. There are many problems with
1991).
analysis require value judgements to be made (Ridley,
error is context dependent and accident and incident
reviewed
is
analysis based on actual application
Because of such problems, only a simple generic approach to error
probabilities of occurrence. An approach
associated
for
base
data
a
here (5.7). The prediction of human error requires
reviewed (5.8).
which has been applied to the collection of data from accidents is also

Iy
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Applicability of performance prediction techniquec to different projects

Technique

Complex multi-man
Simple system (e.g., Medium complexity High complexity
system (e.g., ship
1-place
rifle, hand-held radio) system (e.g., 1-man system (e.g.,
combat centre)attack aircraft)
radar console)

5.1
Wh

5.1 Time line analysis of
workload
5.2 SAINT

low

medium

medium

low

not relevant

medium

hign

high

5.3 SIMWAM

not relevant

medium

hich

high

5.4 Subjective workload
ratings
5.5 SWAT

not relevant

medium

medium

medium

low

medium

high

high

fol
en
we

5.6 NASA-TLX

low

medium

high

high

oM

5.7 Error analysis

low

medium

high

high

5.8 Analysis of human
error as causal factors

low

medium

higrh

high
.

The
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TIME LINE ANALYSIS OF WORKLOAD

What the technique does
available to perform a task. The simplest approaches
The time line approach treats workload as a function of the time
calculate workload on the basis of:
for tasks x 100
Workload (%) = time required for tasks / time available
incorporates a concept of time stress (see
for sequences of tasks lasting several seconds. Typically, this approach
limit of 70% to 80% time occupied. If the
entries 5.5 SWAT and 5.6 NASA-TLX) in the form of a capacity in the normal performance of the tasks, the
that,
workload level is calculated at 85%, then it could be expected
80% occupied. The approach has~been reviewed in
operator would shed some activities to bring his workload below 1989; 1991).
al.,
more detail by NATO AC1243 Panel-8 RSG.9 (McMillan et

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The technique produces estimates of operator workload
Analysts require task analyses for the sequences of
the mission segments. These may be
operator tasks, together with information on the mission throughout tables, or, more frequently, as plots of
displayed as
segment time. and likely times to complete each task.
workload against time.

F:

When to use
validation phases. The analysis may be completed
The analysis may be undertaken in the concept formulation and
analysis confirms the decisions made at the function
once task analysis and mission time line data are available. The
of operation of the huran:machine interface.
allocation stage, and may be used to validate assumptions about the ease
The results also provide the basis for Test and
The analysis can be made more detailed as design definition proceeds.
Evaluation criteria.

Related techniques
Time line analyses are also conducted for
The technique is a development of time line approaches to task analysis.
with those activities.
systems engineering analyses, and there may be some commonality

Resources required
a computer is recommended in ordtr to keep track
The analysis can be completed using paper and pencil methods, but
of the task data (see Linton et al., 1977, for example).
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Advantages

Disadvantages

line task
The technique is directly compatible with time
or
analysis. Users report the ease of use as "medium"
better. The technique is easy to understand and to
communicate with other systems engineering
disciplines. Parks and Boucek (1989) report encouraging
and
correlations between time line estimates of workload
measures.
performance
and
some physiological

of
Most approaches are normative, assuming one sequence
that
report
Users
task.
per
tasks and one completion time
be difficult,
the identification of task completion times can
as
reported
are
costs
up"
and subjective. Some "start
does
technique
The
data
time
task
their
analysts develop
a
holding
as
such
tasks
not deal easily with continuous
although
tasks,
cognitive
course in an aircraft, nor with
a
Parks & Boucek (1989) report what appears to be
promising approach.

Relative contribution
suggest it is highly effcctive fer test and evaluation
Users report the relative contribution as "medium." Reports
purposes.
..

Applications
of aircrew workload (Brown, Ston & Pearce, 1975;
The technique has been used widely in the analysis and prediction time line approach back to 1959. The technique
use of the
Jahns, 1972; Linton et al.. 1977). Parks (1978) traces the
a destroyer operations room, and for tank and artillery
has been used also for the analysis of tasks for a minesweeper,
operations.

,.,

Quality assurance considerations
times.
The analyst must have available a reliable data base of task

Relationship to system performance requirements
by showing that the time rcquired to perform a
The results of the analysis can be related to system performance
sequence of tasks is compatible with the time available.

4

'1
*4.
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OF TASKS
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS BY INTEGRATED NETWORKS
(SAI NT)

What the technique does
that can be used in the design and
SAINT is a general purpose network modelling and simulation technique
Carlo approach. SAINT provides the conceptual
development of complex human-machine systems. Using a Monte
can be described by discrete and continuous
framework and the means for modelling systems whose processes
for combining human performance models
functions/tasks, and interactions between them. It provides a mechanism
SAINT facilitates an assessment of the contribution
and dynamic system behaviours in a single modelling structure.
performance. The discrete component of a SAINT
that personnel and machine components make to overall system
Tasks are described bv a set of characteristics,
model consists of nodes and branches, each node representing a task.
Branches connecting the nodes indicate precedence
e.g. performance time duration, priority, and resource requirements.
among tasks. SAINT allows the modelling
relations and are used to model the sequencing and looping requirements
and conditional. The precedence relations
of predecessor-successor relationships which are deterministic. probabilistic,
characterized by attributes which specify the flow
also indicate the flow of entities through the network. Entities are
model is the state variable description. State
of information or material. The continuous component of a SAINT
equations that govern time-dependent system
variables are defined by writing algebraic. difference, or differential
interactions between the discrete and the continuous
behaviour. The use of state variables in SAINT is optional. The
crossing specified threshold values.
models are initiated either by tasks being completed or by state variables
Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique

[

For modelling the discrete part. SAINT offers a graphic
symbol set for specifying the task network. The analyst
must specify every task and the details of each predecessorsuccessor relationship. This requires information on the
specific tasks characteristics and precedence relations.
SAINT also offers a special set of variables for describing
state variable equations of the continuous model in
FORTRAN. To permit the modeller to make assignments
to attribute values, to establish task durations, or to
specify special output formats. SAINT provides special
in
functions and programs which the user has also to write
FORTRAN.

Once the SAINT model has been built. the modeller can
impose a data collection structure to obtain information
about the behaviour of the system as it is exercised. Data
which can be obtained are 1) statistical descriptions of
the execution of specific tasks, e.g. time interval and
task completion statistics. 2) resource utilization
statistics. e.g. busy/idle status of human (work load) and
equipment resources. 3) histograms of the probability
and cumulative density functions for distributed
variables. e.g. task durations. 4) time traces of state
variables.

When to use
developmenL It is particularly useful in the
The technique can be used in any phase of human-machine system
if dynamic processes are being controlled, or if
concept development and design definition stages, and is most useful
the system has multiple-operators.
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Table 5.2:

Example of a SAINT task statistic

tITERATICN LENGTH
TASK
TASK
NUMBER LABEL

STAT COLCT
TYPE POINT

5 STATIST
2 ARRIVAL
7 FAULT

INT
INT
INT

COM
COM
COM

AVERAGE
VALUE

I..

FOR ITERATION

*STATISTICS TASK SUMMIARY
=

0.3000E-03TIME UNITS'
STANDARD
DEVIATION

NUM.OF
OBSER

0.2266E+01

0.1595E+01

270

0.1059E+01
C.2768E+01

0.6796E+CO
C.2058E+01

283
13

MINIMUM
VALUE
C.5127E+00
C.5000E+00
0.7041E+00

MAXIMUM
VALUE
0.1270E+02
0.2500E+01
0.6560E+01

Expressions used for the task statistics:
ITERATION LENGTH
TASK NUMBER
TASK LABEL
STAT TYPE

COLCT POINT

the duration of the simulation run in simulation time units
the task at which the statistic is collected
the task at which the statistic is collected
the type of statistic collected: possible types are:
FIR- time of the first occurrence of an event
ALL - time of all occurrences of a collection event
BET - time between occurrences on a collection event
NUM - number of occurrences of a collection event
INT - time interval between the marking of an information packet in the task network
and the occurrences of a collection event
the point used for collecting statistical data. The collection point determines the
occurrence of a collection event. The occurrence is defined as one of:
REL - the release of the task
STA - the start of the task
COM - the completion of the task
CLR - the clearing of the task

AVERAGE VALUE
STANDARD DEVIATION

NUM.

OF OBSER

MINIMUM VALUE
MAXIMUM VALUE

the average value of the collected variable: the sum of I observed values divided by I
the positive square root of the variance of the collected variable
the number of observations indicating the number of collection events
the minimum of all collected values
the maximum of all collected values.

Related techniques
form. The original
The technique is very much a development of time line analysis, extended into a probabilistic
1961). More recent
Wolf,
&
(Siegel
versions of SAINT incorporated the Siegel-Wolf model of human performance
analysis carried out
function
a
to
directly
versions do not have that feature. At least three groups have linked SAINT
related to PERT
is
technique
The
using SADTrm (Cherry & Evans. 1989; Chubb & Hoyland. 1989; Mills, 1988).
engineering
systems
for
used
and CPM techniques used for project scheduling, and to the GPSS simulation language
1986).
(Pritsker,
language
studies. Commercial development of SAINT resulted in the SLAM simulation
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utilization statistic
Example of a SAINT resource

Table 5.3:
"RESOURCE

-ITERATION LENGTH =
RESOURCE
NUMBER

RESOURCE
LABEL

I
2

'

UTILIZATION FOR ITFFACZO

UNITS'

O.3000E+C3 -ME

7CTAL TIME
BUSY

TOTAL TXM.E
IDLE

FRACTICN OF
TIME BUSY

FRACT:^N CF
Z:ZE
TIME

0.2640E+03
0.2305E+03

0.3599Ee02
0.6952E+C2

I.8800E+00
o.1683E+0O

O.12CE4+00
0.23:7EtOO

MACHINE
OPERATOR

utilization statistics:
Expressions used for the resource

in simulation time units
the duration of the simulation run
the number assigned to a resource
the label assigned to a resource
busy during the simulaoion run
the total time which the resource was
idle during the simulation run
the total time which the resource was
LENGTH
TOTAL TIME BUSY divided by ITERATION
LENGTH
TOTAL TIME IDLE divided by ITERATION

ITERATION LENGTH

RESOURCE NUMBER
RESOURCE LABEL
TOTAL TIME BUSY
TOTAL TIME IDLE
FRACTION OF TIME BUSY
FRACTION OF TIME IDLE

I
I

K

.

U

"

*

horizontal trim

*-t

I

::

vertical trim

-

-

.

propulsion operator busy

I

trim operator busy

.

valve position (m)
atop

Afa-,-----------------,---

0

100

200

300 400
time (s)

500

600

700

simulation:
Figure 5.3: Example of a SAINT snorkelling
while
Control of the trim of a submarine

Resources

required

(see van Breda, 1989)

computer
in the USA. The user must have a suitable
information
domain
public
as
available
The programme is
generation is recommended.
the programme language and in network
Macintosh®
(VAX or similar) available. Training in
(MicroSAINT)
which run on personal computers
Commercial versions of SAINT are available
(SAINT PLUS).
computers, or the VAX family of computers
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-HISTOGRAM OF THE 1ST
OBSV RELA CUML
FREQ FREQ FREQ
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Example of a SAINT histogram

STAT FCR TASK
ITER. VALUES CF THE INT -CM

S

UPPER

+

0

.00

.00

21

.C8

.C8

+
0.8000E+00 +*-*

51

.19

.27

0.l100E+01 +**-

-

+

-

-

(STATIST)*

100

80

60

40

20

CELL LIMIT 0
+

+

-

-

+

0.5000E+00

.13

.39

0.140CE+01

25

.09

.49

0.1700E+01

16

.06

.54

0.2Z00E+01 +--

14

.05

.60

0.2300E+01

+'-

F-

21

.08

.67

0.260CE+01

18

.07

.74

0.29CCE+0 1

14

.05

.79

0.3200E+01

10

.04

.83

0.3500E+C1

9

.03

.86

0.3800E+01

4-

3

.01

.87

0.41C0E+i

+

4
8

.01
.03

.89
.92

0.4400E'01+
0.47CCE-0- +1

4
3

.01
.01

.93
.94

0.5OOCE+O1
0.5300E+01

4'

2

.01

.95

0.5600E+0O

+

4

.01

.97

0.5900E+01 t-

4

.01

.98

0.6200E+01

3

.01

.99

0.6500E+0

C

.00

.99

0.68COE+01

0

.00

.99

0

.00

.99

0.7100E01 +
0.7400Ez01 +

0

.00

.99

0.77COE+01

0

.00

.99

0.8000E+01 +

2

.01

1.C0

+

C

+

-

.....
......

34

270

97

-

Z

C

+

C
-

C
r
C
C

+
C-

C+
+C
C

+'

C
C

!NF
0

80

20

QuG

Expressions used for the histogram:
cell
of those observed values which fit into the particular
OBSV FREQ - Observed frequency: the number
observations
of
frequency divided by the total number
cell
RELA FREQ - Relatiye frequency: the observed
all relative frequencies from the first cell up to a particular
of
CUML FREQ - Cumulated frequency: the sum
histogram cells
UPPER CELL LIMIT - The upper value of the individual
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Advantages

Disadvantages

SAINT was developed specifically for simulating
manned systems. Some users have found that its
adoption forces the project team to carry out a thorough
task analysis, thereby improving the level of
application of human engineering and the understanding

SAINT is not very easy to use. The programme
"interface" requires knowledgeable users. and they find the
documentation difficult to use. Some published versions
of the code have included errors, which users have had to
identify and correcL

of human factors problems.

The commercial versions such as MicroSAINT are easier
to use, but are limited in their capability to run large
networks, and their use of dynamic state variables. They
do not have all the features of the full SAINT program.
They do not include an interface to a programming
language, but use a reduced set of FORTRAN, so they
cannot represent complex logic.

It can be used to identify critical features of system
performance prior to hardware being available for manin-the-loop testing. The results are readily accepted by
other project personnel. By using user-wriaten
programme modules, the output can be made
compatible with statistical packages such as GPSS,
SYSTAT, or LOTUS 1-2-3.

Relative contribution
One user expressed concern about the cost of
Some users rate the technique as making a relatively high contribution
learning and familiarization, compared with the results obtained.

Applications
the Canada, France, F.R.G., The Netherlands,
SAINT and MicroSAINT have been used in a number of projects in
combat systems, the study of pilot behaviour
U.K. and USA (see references). Applications have included destroyer
submarine control systems, remotely piloted
during an instrument approach to an airport, the comparison of different
vehicles (RPV) and surface-to-air (SAM) missile systems.

Quality assurance considerations
on some projects, although no such
The technique lends itself to sensitivity analysis. This has been conducted
activity has been reported in the literature.
Relationship to system performance requirements
system performance requirements in terms of the
The output of a SAINT simulation can usually be related directly to
or the probability of completion of those tasks.
distribution of times required for the completion of a series of tasks,

References and Bibilography
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1. Cherry, W.P., & Evans, S. (1989). Use of crew performance models
In: G.R. McMillan, D. Beevis, E. Salas,
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system design.
lerformance models to
M.H. Strub, R. Sutton, & L. van Breda (Eds.), Applications of human
Volume 2.
(pp. 285-311). New York: Plenum Press. Defense Research Series,
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6. Mills. R. (1988). The user-assisted GENeric Systems Analyst Workstation (GENSAW): Summary.
Research
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Medical
control facility: Model development and analysis. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio: Aerospace
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5.3

MODELLING
SIMULATION FOR WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT AND
(SIMWAM)

a

What the technique does
task network modelling programs,
SIMWAM is a commercially available set of integrated, microcomputer-based,
distributions in complex human-machine
which permits an analyst to evaluate operator performance and workload
network of tasks, and evaluate and identify:
a
simulate
to
systems (Kirkpatrick & Malone, 1984). It permits analysts
requirements; 3. critical task sequences; 4.
1. system manning level requirements; 2. training and cross-training
completion times; 7. redundant and/or
critical nodes; 5. reiterative task sequences; 6. task and task-sequence
personnel. SIMWAM provides all
or
unnecessary task sequences; 8. critical personnel and over-extended undcrutilized
sequences and the
operator-Lask
of
database
a
analyse
and
the software and instructions required to create, maintain,
can also assess the impact on workload
workloads of each operator in a multi-operator system. The technique
implementing cross-training across differctht
distribution of varying the levels of automation in sub-systems.
operators, and varying the number of personnel.

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

provides a transcript of mission time, task
Task sequences, predecessor-successor relationships among SIMWAM
completion status, time spent per task by each operator,
tasks, details on operators, task priorities and task times
and idle time per operator, and operator utilization.
(either minimum, mean, and maximum, or selection of a active
random sampling technique) are required as inputs.

When to use
to concept development and design
SIMWAM applies to all phases of the development process. particularly
of specific operators are available.
tasks
the
of
definition. It can be used once details of the manning concept and

Related

techniques

modelling approach to solving task loading issues and
Like SAINT, SIMWAM is based on the use of a Monte Carlo
US Naval Air Development Center (Malone,
on the Workload Assessment Model (WAM) developed for the
Integrated Decision/Engineering Aid
Kirkpatrick & Kopp, 1986). It has been incorporated into the MANPRINT
1988; Westerman et al., 1989).
(IDEA) developed for the U.S. Army (Heasly, Perse & Malone,

Resources

A

required

software must be obtained from the developer. It
SIMWAM was developed for the US Navy and the US Army. The
requires a Macintosh® microcomputer.
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Disadvantages

Advantages
a
The programs are easy to operate, due to the use of
programs
menu-driven
Macintosh® interface, including
and prompts. SIMWAM provides the flexibility to
to
configure task sequences and operator assignments,
where
those
particularly
model specific system operations,
of
networks
large
handle
can
It
operatmrs can share duties.
on
conditional
or
probabilistic
be
tasks. The tasks can
logic provided to system process variables.

It is
The programme is slow in execuufng large networks.
may
It
times.
limited to triangular distributions of task
be
require the user to write sub-routines in BASIC, to
merged into the main programme.

Relative contribution
from 36 to
level for an aircraft carrier aircraft management system system
SIMWAM was the basis for reducing the manning
alternative
it has been used effectively for evaluating
32 operators, a reduction of 11%. In other applications
concepts.

Applications
for several shipboard systems, including the Advanced
The programme was used in the evaluation of concepts
operator workload in shipboard combat direction systems,
on
Combat Direction System for carricr-aircraft management,
also used for the evaluation of alternate system configurations
System
and a Damage Control Management System. It was
Artillery
Field
Forward Air Defence System, the Advanced
crew performance and workload in the US Army's
(AFAS), and the Combat Mobility Vehicle.

Quality assurance considerations
of task data input.
The programme architecture facilitates the checking

Relationship to system performance requirements
a function of
of the system and addresses system perfonmance as
SIMWAM treats the crew as an integral component
crew performance.

References and Bibliography
system
MANPRINT in the programme initiation phase of
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of an interactive microprocessor-based workload evaluation
2. Kirkpatrick, M. & Malone, T.B. (1984). Development
the Human Factors Society. San Antonio, CA.
model. Proceedings of the 28th annual meetinz of
workload
(1986). Human factors engineering impact on system
3. Malone, T.B., Kirkpatrick, M., & Kopp, W.H.annual meeting of the Human Factors Society. Dayton, Ohio.
and manning levels. Proceedings of the 30th
R.M. (1989).
Kirkpatrick, M., Eike, D.R., Baker, C.C. & Perse,
31.
4. Westerman, D.R., Malone, T.B., Heasly, C.C.,
DAAA15-88-C-00
contract
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report
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aid.
engineering
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HFE/MANPR NT 1DEA: Integrated
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5.4

SUBJECTIVE WORKLOAD RATINGS

What the technique does
ratings provide a
Workload is a concept which expresses the task demands placed on an operator. Subjective workload
Subjective
tasks.
of
series
a
of
measure of the operator's perception of workload, as it varies during the performance
measures.
task
primary
being
others
(the
ratings are one of four principal approaches to measuring operator workload
The
1990).
Wickens,
&
Hart
1986;
Eggemcier,
secondary task measures, and physiological measures (O'Donnell &
task
from
fluctuates
it
a
as
or
level,
workload
overall
operators rate the workload of their task sequence, either as one
to
built,
being
system
a
to
prior
stage,
design
the
at
to task. Subjective workload ratings can be applied by experts
identify
to
useful
be
can
applications
workload
predict operator workload in the proposed system. Such projective
Lawless, 1989).
potential high or low workload situations, or to evaluate competing design concepts (Finegold &
and
There are two approaches to subjective workload measurement: single scale (uni-dimensional) measurement, which
parameter,
one
as
loads
task
the
treat
workload
of
measures
multi-dimensional measurement Uni-dimensional
I - 10, or to mark
is judged by the operator. Typical approaches require the operator to make a single rating, such as
to identify the
questions
dichotomous
of
series
a
use
approaches
Alternative
.
the length of a line quantified as I - 10
handling
rating scale category, which is usually a ten-point scale: the Cooper-Harper rating scale, used for aircraft
in nonused
and
developed
been
has
scale
Cooper-Harper
the
of
version
modified
rating is a well known example. A
flying applications (Wierwille & Casali, 1983).
Subjective
Multi-dimensional subjective workload measures treat workload as a function of several factors. The
and
load,
effort
Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT - 5.5) uses three dimensions: time load, mental
six
uses
5.6)
psychological stress load (Reid & Nygren, 1988). The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX (Hart &
level
frustration
and
dimensions: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort,
systems or
actual
in
workload
of
Staveland, 1988). Although these techniques were intended for use in the evaluation
Reid
1985;
Kuperman,
1984:
Quinn,
in man-in-the-loop simulations they can be applied projectively (Eggleston &
et al., 1984).

Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

The scaled outputs from user ratings show workload as a
Users need to be practised in using the workload rating
mission
techniques selected, and to have established any weightings function of operator tasks, and, by implication,
events and phases.
for the scales, (needed for NASA-TLX and SWAT). A
required,
are
analyses
task
detailed mission description and
together with a description of the proposed human-machine
interface. The users require a full understanding of the timescale and sequence of events being rated.

When to use
phase. They
Projective applications of subjective workload ratings are best applied during the concept development
detail
the
require
they
effective,
be
to
but,
analyses,
function
or
can be used from detailed mission descriptions
of the
description
a
and
analyses
task
of
availability
the
by
dictated
be
provided by a task analysis. Their use will
human-machine interface.
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techniques

The rating scale techniques are related to each other.
Resources required
analyses, and a
The raters must have experience of similar operations and equipment. Mission analyses, task
but not essential, to
preferable,
is
It
raters.
the
brief
to
description of the human-machine interface must be available
have a mockup of the operator workstation available.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Projective applications of subjective workload ratings
are useful for identifying potential workload problems
early in the development cycle, before man-in-the-loop
simulations or prototypes are available.

Applications tend to be more reliable for comparing
different design concepts than for identifying the absolute
level of workload of a specific design. Reports of
projective applications are convincing, but have not been
validated thoroughly. Murrell (1969) has shown that the
Cooper-Harper scale is not treated as a uni-dimcnsional,
equal-interval scale and that the responses of different pilots
cannot be compared.

Relative contribution
It does not provide
The application of subjective rating scales is effective for comparing different design solutions.
uni-dimensional
a
that
showing
work
report
(1990)
Wickens
&
guidance for developing a specific solution. Hart
scales
multi-dimensional
that
and
system,
and
mission
proposed
the
of
review
rating scale is preferable for an overall
supports
& Landry (1992)
are preferable for diagnosis of high or low workload situations. Work by Hendy, Hamilton
approaches.
multi-dimensional
did
than
workload
in
changes
to
sensitive
this. A uni-dimensional scale proved more
dimensions.
more
From the viewpoint of diagnosticity, the NASA-TLX is preferable to SWAT, because it describes
Applications
of a maritime patrol
A uni-dimensional workload scale was used for the development of the crew compartment
different humanaircrafL SWAT has been used projectively on several aircraft development projects, to compare
machine interface concepts.

Quality assurance considerations
variance is a function of
Non-parametric statistics must be used when combining or comparing the ratings. Inter-rater
experience.
familiarity with the proposed operations and system design, the rating scale, and operator

Relationship to system performance requirements
& Wickens, 1990).
The workload ratings imply system performance: they do not predict it directly (see Hart
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TECHNIQUE (SWAT)
SUBJECTIVE WORKLOAD ASSESSMENT

What the technique does
time
is defined as composed of three orthogonal dimensions:
three-point
a
by
provides a measure of subjective workload. Workload
load. Each dimension is represented in SWAT
load, mental effort load, and psychological stress
and user population of
phase, the scale is developed for the application
out an the results,
rating scale with verbal descriptors. In the first
carried
conjoint analysis (Reid & Nygren, 1988) is
features, then the
interesL Individual assessments are scaled, and
If the data have a limited number of ordinal-scale
to convert them into a single metric of workload.
from the data.
conjoint scaling can develop an interval scale
workload scale using
are used, and the results converted to a single
of workload in
In the application phase, the basic SWAT scales
evaluation
the
technique was intended for use in
the results of the conjoint scaling. Although the it can be applied by experts at the drawing-board level, to predict
to as Pro-SWAT
actual systems, or in man-in-the-loop simulations.
(Kupcrman. 1985). In such applications it is referred
operator workload prior to a system being built
(Projective SWAT).
Table 5.5: SWAT dimensions
TIME LOAD
if at all.
or overlap among activities occur infrequently.
1. Often have spare time: interruptions
or overlap among activities occur frequently.
2. Occasionally have spare time: interruptions
or occur all the time.
or overlap among activities are very frequent
3. Almost never have spare time: interruptions
MENTAL EFFORT LOAD
little or no attention.
required: activity is almost automatic. requiring
concentration
or
effort
mental
conscious
little
1. Very
is moderately high due to uncertainty,
concentration required: complexity of activity
2. Moderate conscious mental effort of
attention required.
unpredictability, or unfamiliarity: considerable
total attention.
are necessary: very complex activity requiring
3. Extensive mental effort and concentration
PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS LOAD
anxiety exists and can be easily accommodated.
1. Little confusion, risk, frustration, or
significant compensation is
or anxiety noticeably adds to workload:
frustration.
confusion,
to
due
stress
2. Moderate
/required to maintain adequate performance.
determination and self-control
frustration. or anxiety: high to extreme
3. High to very intense stress due to confusion,
required.
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Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique
the technique, and to
Users need to be practised in using
the
have ranked all combinations of time-load, mentalthe rank-order
load, and stress (27 combinations). Once
determined by the
of the 27 combinations has been applied.
For Pro-SWAT
be
can
individual, the technique
of the
understanding
applications, the user requires a fulland familiarity with
events,
of
time-scale and sequence
the proposed human-machine interface.

workload on
The scaled outputs from user ratings show
and 100.
an interval scale of "workload units." between I

When to use
or design definition phase, once details of the h4g~man-machine
Pro-SWAT can be applied in the concept development
to the latter.
of SWAT require a simulation, and are best suited
interface are available. Man-in-the-loop applications (Acton & Rokicki, 1986).
stages of design definition, or to Test and Evaluation
Related techniques
v

use of three
assessment methods, but is distinct in the
workload
subjective
of
family
the
to
SWAT belongs
dimensions and conjoint measurement.
Resources required
SWAT software.
for each combination of ratings, and the
The technique requires a set of 27 cards,
Advantages
easily be
SWAT is straightforward to use, and can
applied to many tasks.

NATO

Disadvantages
The technique requires a significant administrauve raters,
potential
commitment, to develop the scales for thein the application
raters
compare scales across raters, train scaling. The output scale
of the technique, and perform the
of "workload units" does not include criteria for
the technique is
acceptability or for rejection. Therefore,
rather than
best used to compare competing designs
the use of
practice,
In
design.
preferred
one
developing
sometimes
is
applications
SWAT for man-in-the-loop
invasive.
but the
Reports of Pro-SWAT applications are convincing,
such
in
technique has not been validated thoroughly
until details
applied
be
cannot
technique
The
applications.
of the human-machine interface are available.
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Relative contribution
such as workload prediction using the timeUsers report it as a low cost (or effort) alternative to other approaches
budget approach. They report "fair" confidence in the results.
Applications
to compare different human-machine
SWAT has been used projectively on several aircraft development projects,
& Quinn, 1984). It has been used
Hockenberger
interface concepts (Eggleston & Quinn, 1984; Reid, Shingledecker,
test and evaluation (see Acton
and
trials
field
in
and
in a number of simulator trials (see Schuffel, 1990, for example)
& Rokicki, 1986, for example) in the USA and France.
Quality assurance considerations
ratings across raters. Applicants must be careful
The conjoint scaling technique permits checking tfr consistency in
If several raters are involved, comparisons
to develop the conjoint scale for each rater, and each potential application. should be used. Acton & Rokicki (1986)
scales
across raters should be made to check whether one scale, or individual
on briefing them on exactly which tasks are
and
technique
the
use
to
recommend emphasis on training the operators
to be evaluated and on the contexts of the tasks.
Relationship to system performance requirements
link between the workload ratings and system
As with other workload measurement techniques. there is no direct
than preferred if the workload ratings are
performance. Users must infer that system performance will be less
"excessive" when compared with other design solutions.
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NASA TASK LOAD INDEX (TLX)

WE

What the technique does
score based on the sum
The T1LX is a multi-dimensional subjective rating procedure that provides an overall workload own performance
demands,
of the weighted values of six sub-scales: mental demands, physical demands, temporal
by the task, and the
effort, and frustration. The first three subscales relate to the demands imposed on the subject
second three relate to the interaction of the subject with the task.
by
Each subscale ranges from 0 to 100 and can be scored in steps of 5 points. Typically, the ratings are made
is
task
particular
a
of
workload
the
to
marking a line. The degree to which each of the six factors contributes

from the subjects' pair-wise
expressed by the weighting applied to each subscale. Those weightings are derived
are more important) to S (no
subscales
other
of thesix subscales. The weights can range from 0 (all

comparisons
other subscale is more important).

Table 5.6:

TLX workload subscalesT

SCALE

ENDPOINTS

DESCRIPTION

mental demand

low/high

How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g., thinking,

physical demand

low/high

How much physical activity was required (e.g., pushing, pulling,
turning, controlling, activating etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding,
slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful or laborious?

temporal demand

low/high

How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which
the tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or
rapid and frantic?

performance

perfect/failure

effort

low/high

How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to

frustration level

low/high

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed versus
secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent did you feel during
the task?

Inputs to the technique

deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching etc.)? Was the
task easy or demanding, simple or complex. exacting or forgiving?

How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of
the task set by the experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were you
with your performance in accomplishing these goals?
accomplish your level of performance?

Outputs of the technique

and an overall
Users need practice in using the technique, as well as a Scores of workload on the six subscales
the sum of the weighted
good understanding of the mission, function and tasks to score of workload based on
subscales.
be performed.
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When to use
detailed design, once sufficiently detailed task analyses
TLX can be used projectively during concept development and
using rapid prototypes or man-in-the loop
are available. It can be used conventionally to evaluate workload
with existing systems, as a basis for upgrading.
simulation, and it can be used to determine the workload associated

Related techniques
TlX belongs to the family of subjective workload rating techniques.

Resources required
tasks being rated, as well as with the rating technique.
The raters must be thoroughly familiar with the missions and
of subscales. as well as the task ratings. The rating of
Time must be available to complete the paired comparison
The technique can bc applied using paper and pencil:
actual tasks is facilitated by having videos of the tasks available.
a personal-computer based software tool is availabie.

Advantages

Disadvantages

The NASA TLX is easy to use and the descriptions of the
subscales are clear. The TLX is more sensitive than many
other subjective methods such as SWAT (5.5) and the
Cooper-Harper scale (Byers et al., 1988) and the ratings
have been shown to correlate with system performance
(Hill et al., 1988). The use of six subscales and a
weighting procedure results in less inter-ratcr variability
than other techniques.

The use of six subscales and the weighting procedure
requires more time to administer than simple unidimensional techniques.
The technique is more suitable for comparisons between
different design solutions than for the development of
one preferred design.

Relative contribution
No data available.
Applications
in which mental workload was compared in several
The TLX has been used successfully in many experimcnts
Shively et al., 1987). It has been used to derive
conditions (e.g. Bortolussi, et al., 1986; Parks & Boucck, 1989;
helicopter operations, a mobile air defence system (Hill Ct
operator workload assessments from video tapes of tactical
al., 1988) and a remotely piloted vehicle (Byers et al., 1988).

Quality assurance considerations
Comparison between subjects may indicates some
Checking for correct completion of the rating scales is difficulL
inconsistencies.
discrepancies. Use of other measurement techniques can identify
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requirements

Hart.& Wickens, 1990).
There is no direct relationship between workload ratings and performance (see, for example
invested in the task. So it
effort
of
amount
the
on
When a task sequence becomes more difficult. performance depends
can decrease
performance
that
or
is possible that performance does not change as the subjective workload increases,
although the TLX ratings do not change significantly.

WI
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ERROR ANALYSIS

What the technique does
with a view to
Error analysis techniques are used to identify the most likely sources of operator error in a system, general approach
The
training.
by
or
procedures,
their prevention through modification of the design, the operational
a good basis for error
to mission, function, and task analysis, outlined in previous sections of this chapter, provides
analysis and system
hazard
for
basis
the
as
analysis
task
analysis. Hammer (1972) discusses the use of mission and
flow graphs, and
diagrams,
block
function
including
safety. Fadier (1990) reviews a number of analytical techniques,
The technique
analysis.
value
in
based
are
approaches
of
SADTrm as bases for error analysis. He notes that a number
1990).
(Fadier,
RELIASEP, developed in France, is a typical example
study of system
More specific techniques, such as Failure Modes Effects Analysis, are available for the detailed
which has been
analysis
error
to
approach
an
is
(THERP)
operator error. Technique for Human Error Prediction
used for THERP
analyses
of
sequence
The
1987).
Swain,
&
(Miller
developed and used over a twenty year period
by qualitative
followed
requirements,
performance
of
analysis
including
starts with the a detailed task analysis,
of error
assessment
quantitative
a
to
leading
errors,
human
potential
performance assessment to determine
a calculation of
and
errors,
from
recovering
of
probabilities
the
of
calculation
probabilities using fault tree analyses,
the review of
in
the contribution of human error probability to system failure. THERP has been described in detail
is very
human performance models reported by ACP/43 Panel-8/RSG.9 (McMillan etal., 1991). The technique
labour intensive, and will not be discussed further here.
tasks, and reference
In less rigorous approaches than THERP. errors may be identified based on an analysis of operator
factors (lack
human
both
to an error classification. Hammer (1972) provides a list of 34 "causes of primary errors"
design
recommended
with
of attention) and human engineering (interference with normal habit pattems) - together
recommendations
produce
to
it
solutions. Norman (1983) reports an analysis of one class of operator error and uses
error in operating
for the design of computer systems. Rouse (1990) provides a classification scheme for 31 types of
such as
approaches
integrates
which
systems. Reason (1987) proposes a Generic Error Modelling System (GEMS)
To be
behaviour.
based
knowledge
and
rule,
Norman's and Rouse's based on Rasmussen's (1983) categories of skill,
the
reports
(1990)
Stoop
tasks.
operator
applied, these classifications of operator error must be related to the proposed
this
In
bridge.
ship's
a
of
operation
the
use of normative task analysis and GEMS to identify potential errors in
system is then
approach, the task analysis is elaborated to the required level of detail.and the generic error modelling
applied.
the relative
The limitations of the classifications mentioned above are that they provide no information on
likely operator
of
bases
data
of
development
probabilities of operator error. Such approaches should involve the
exist (see
bases
data
such
few
1962),
Payne,
&
errors. With the exception of AIR Data Store (Munger, Smith,
tool for
software
compuLer-based
a
of
development
the
Meister, 1985; Miller, 1987). Hale et al. (1987, 1989) report
to
intended
is
(ISA)
Assistant
Safety
Intelligent
Their
misses.
the collection and analysis of data on accidents and near
have
Foree
Air
US
the
and
Guard
Coast
US
the
facilitate the interactive collection of such data. More recently
factors in
implemented extensive accident reporting and analysis systems, aimed at identifying human engineering
accidents.
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Outputs of the technique

inputs to the technique

Error classifications such as GEMS produce categories of
operator errors, or accident causes based on the
characteristics of their tasks. Error frequency data arc
collected by approaches such as ISA. Those data can be
expressed as possible factors in cognition and decision
making, as well as the operation of equipment and
adherence to procedures.

Detailed (normative) task analyses.
Expert judgment on the possible sources of error and/or
deviations from the normative task sequences.
Data on likelihood of operator error, compiled from
accident and incident data.

When to use
cannot be developed for a specific
Error data bases such as ISA require a long-term commitment to development they
concept validation phases, to
and
formulation
weapon system projecL Error analyses should be used in the concept
design phase, and during
workspace
and
avoid design features which are error-prone. They also apply to the intcrface
task analysis.
detailed
a
of
completion
the development of operator and maintainer procedures. They require the

Related techniques
1981). Errors are sometimes
Error analysis is related lo normative task analysis, and hazards analysis (Woodson,
The use of estimates of
actions."
of
"tolerance
heading
the
under
considered as part of a critical task analysis (4.6),
research
to some operational
operator error is based on engineering techniques for failure mode analysis, and

techniques.

Resources required
accidents and incidents.
Error data bases require access to detailed, consistent and complete information on
bases.
Error analyses require access to expert operators, and to task analyses and error data

Advantages

Disadvantages

ISA is claimed to contribute to consistency in reporting
accidents and incidents. and to the development of
causal hypotheses. The developers of ISA claim that the
"intelligent" structuring of the analysis process
contributes to consistency and completeness in the
accumulation of data.
Error analyses such as GEMS permit the proactive
identification of features which could lead to "design
induced error." Error analyses such as GEMS also
provide good understanding of the difference between the
"normative" behaviour described in typical task analyses
and that likely to occur in practice.

The development of accident/incident/crror data-bases
requires a long-term commitment which is generally
incompatible with any specific systems acquisition project.
The work requires rigour and consistency in approach lo
data collection and to the analysis and recording of the data.
Reliable data require a large number of observations, which
are difficult to obtain.
Error analyses such as GEMS can identify design features
likely to incur operator error, but not the frequency of
error. GEMS users report difficulty in determining the
appropriate level at which to stop the task analyses, and
the lack of a systematic weighting of the contribution of
each error factor to accidents in practice.
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Relative contribution
No comments have been volunteered by users.

Applications
RSG, including howitzers, ship's operations rooms
Error analysis was conducted in 10 of 33 projects surveyed by the
and ship sensors, and an RPV.
on incidents in chemical plants, and on critical
ISA has been used on accidents in harbours in The Netherlands,
incidents in a hospital (Hale et al., 1987; 1989).
deck of a fishing vessel for beam trawling (Stoop,
GEMS was used in The Netherlands for the redesign of the bridge
1990).

Quality assurance considerations
to identify any conclusions which appear to deviate
Error analysis can be reviewed by experts in current operations,
from their understanding.

Relationship to system performance requirements
which would deviate from the required system
Error analysis can identify conditions or actions which might occur
performance.
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AS CAUSAL FACTORS IN
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ERRORS
ACCIDENTS

What the technique does

accident are connected
represented by a network. Events leading to an
be
can
happened
accident
an
how
from
of
analysis
deviations
The
factors. In the case of AND-gates. the related
causal
the
revealing
gates,
AND/OR
by logical
case of OR-gates, there is only
for the occurrence of the accidenL In theaccident
description to the
normative performance all need to be present
the
from
needed. The transmission
approach
normative
the
from
deviating
data. The approach is
one factor
dependent on the interpretation of the described
is
gates
AND/OR
of
network
schematized
analysis of factors, after the
for instance more than 100, are reported. The
accidents,
of
number
a
if
relevant
accidents by
primarily
to an accident, will show factors to remedy
leading
events
of
chain
the
indicating
of
process
training procedures.
operational procedures, and selection and
design,
software
and
hardware
of
improvement
Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique
least 100)
Descriptions of a number of accidents (at
generate a
to
data
provide
to
suitable for interpretation
causal network.

The approach produces a set of causal factors.

When to use
to application
long period, the technique should not be restrictedof a specific
a
over
base
data
the
develop
to
need
the
phases
Because of
technique should be used early in the design
within any one project development cycle. The
leading to accidents.
system to identify possible human factors
Related techniques
Fault tree analysis techniques.
Resources required
of consistently reported
and pencil. It requires access to a collection
an established taxonomy
The technique can be used with only a paper
or
their own networks of causal factors, use
accident and incident data. Analysts may develop
1982).
of human errors (e.g., Feggetter, 1982; Rasmussen,
Advantages

Disadvantages

The
for The interpretation of accidents is subjective.
suitable
factors
causal
of
set
a
provides
The technique
descriptions of the accidents may suffer from
The use of
remedying design-induced error.
insufficiencies in data collection and recording.
the collection
an established causal network may influence
of accident
and reporting of data. Retrospective reviews
the persons
of
knowledge
the
reports do not incorporate
involved.
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Relative contribution
No data available.

Applications
accidents. Wagenaar & Grocneweg (1987) identified
As a result of an analysis by causal networks of 100 shipping
Schuffel (1987) showed that 68% of causal factors of
several major types of human error. With the same approach,
shipping accidents could be reduced by improved bridge design.

Quality assurance considerations
In general, a group of experts from the
The analysis is dependent on the data collection and their interpretation.
data.
the
of
various disciplines is necessary to reach reliable interpretations
Relationship to system performance requirements
factors, or operator error types that could prejudice system
The technique indicates dangerous coincidences of critical
performance.
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INTERFACE AND WORKSPACE DESIGN
D

mission
scenario
analysis

L
function
nalysis
a

interface &
workspace
design

function
o
allocation

Design option decision trees
6.1
i
6.2 n Critical design requirements
6.3 * Link analysis

W

do
the
techniques
hehat

The aim of human engineerng is to apply knowledge humanotcapabilities and limitatons to the design of
equipment and systems which people use,lto ensure effecsviness. safesy, and comfoat. Thus, the final goal of the
human engineering analyses reviewed in the previous sections is to identify design requirements, and to facilitatethe
application of human factors knowledge to the design of systems and enuipmentrnFew publications have provided
information on the process of translating the specification for operator tasks defined through mission, function, and
task analysis into a specification for the design of human-machine interfaces, workspaces, workplace, and/or the
environtment, (Engel & Townsend, 1989, provide some guidance). Three techniques have been reported, and are

reviewed here. (Note that there are many techniques and tools available for evaluasing.he operator workspace, based
on an&hropornetri models: some of those models have been reviewed by NATO AC/243 Panel-8/RSG.9 (McMillan
et al., 1989: 199 1)).
'Me lackc of design techniques need not impede the application of human engineering in the design process, because
the role of the human engineering specialist is not necessarily to design. Because the design process is creative, it is
ill-defined and varies from project to project or design team Lo design team. As Bishop & Guinness ( 1966) suggest, a
fruitful symbiosis can be established between human factors (or human engineering) specialists and designers. Using
many of the techniques reviewed in this documnent, human engineering specialists can provide a systematic definition
of a problem as well as ways to quantitatively evaluate competing design solutions, while the designer produces
creative solutions to particular problems.
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Types of analysis available

A,

I7

reviewing design options in the context of
Design Option Decision Trees (6.1) are a means of systematically
especially Information/Action or
predicted operator tasks and human factors design requirements. Task analyses,
by analysing operator tasks which
interface
Action/lnformation analyses (4.4) identify features of the human-machine
for displays and controls. The analysis of Criticalwhich
require information or action, thereby identifying requirements
which concentrates on operator tasks
procedure
formal
a
into
Design Requirements (6.2) extends this approach

sequence of operator actions, thereby providing
are critical to system performance. Task analyses also document the
links between successive operator actions, either
the
evaluate
to
(6.3)
information which can be used in Link analyses
with other operators. Once operator tasks have been
hand and eye movements, body movements, or communication
design options.
identified, the information can be used to evaluate possible

Table 6.1:

Applicability of Interface and workspace design
techniques to different projects

Simple systems
hand-held
*(e.g.rifle,
*radio)
low
6.1 Design option
decision trees

Technique
I,

Medium complexity
system (e.g., 1-man
radar console)
low

High complexity
system (e.g 1-place
attack aircraft)
medium

Complex multi-man
system (e.g., ship
combat centrel
medium

6.2 Critical design
requirements

medium

medium

high

high

6.3 Link analysis

not relevant

medium

high

high
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DESIGN OPTION DECISION TREES

What the technique does
reviewing design options for the human factors
Design option decision trees (DODT) are a means of formally
DODT approach was developed by Askren & Korkan
implications of design choices (Meister, 1985). The original
a
of human factors data. Independent work in Canada led to
(1971) to locate points in the design process for the input
data for specific systems (Becvis, 1981).
similar approach to the documentation of human factors design

Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique
The technique requires a comprehensive understanding of
the human factors issues and costs associated with the
class of system being developed, together with
information on possible technological choices This
requires the equivalent of a "state-of-the-art" review of
human factors issues for the particular class of system.

The analysis produces a tree of design decisjons which
have significant human factors costs, and detailed
descriptions of the human engineering issues associated
with each decision.

When to use
phase, when different concepts are being explored.
The technique should be used in the system concept development
that existing systems be analysed and compared.
The need for information on human factors issues requires

Related techniques
studies tWoodson. 1981). Some aspects of tradeoff studies
The approach is related to that of design approach radeoff
are addressed in an allocation of functions analysis (3.3).

Resources required
The major resource required is information on the
Design option decision trees can be completed by hand.
technological choices and human factors issues.
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ARCHITECTURE

LAYOUT

SYSTEM FUNCTION

Officer of the Watch
& Command
starboard
Officer of the Watch
starboard;
Command oirt

comoat
so me
system functions
performed on bridge

duplicated
equipment

J
large bridge

shared
equipment

l

1 pelorus on
centreline. forward

only routine
bridge functions

INDIVIDUAL

performed on bridge_

small bridge
1 pelorus
amidships

some navigation
functions performed
in Ops. Room

combined consoles
rectangular

|

|_conventional

l

l|

ii 1 pelorus each
port
1 & starboard

individual consoles

bridge

personnel
functions

helm forward
bulkhead mounted

integrated
personnel
functions

circular
bridge

helm
to rear

consoles

of bridge

island consoles
*

helm not on

Tradeoffs for design option:

Integrated vs conventional personnel functions

Conventional personnel functions
Advantages

| maintains current career streams
| - exploits current training plan

l__

l

Disadvantages

_

Design option decision point

|)

bridge

Integrated

personnel functions

- smaller complement reduces costs
* develops more skilled personnel
i smaller complement reduces delays, errors,
misunderstandings in procedures
permits small bridae with good visibility

_|_*

current manning levels are expensive
* increasing manning problems expected
* large complement incurs delays &
errors in execution of bridge procedures
* bridge must be large, reducing visibility
of OOW
*

increased capital & training costs likely
performance not easily predicted
- requires higher standard of design than
conventional bridge
career streams & training plan
changes
requirements
I
*
*

table
Figure 6.1: Example of design option decision tree and tradeoff
1981)
Beevis,
(after
bridge
for a ship's
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Design option decision trees use a graphic presentation
to make clear the design choices which involve
significant human factors issues, such as manning
levels, skill requirements, or operator performance
factors.

The technique is labour intensive, and requires a
considerable amount of experience in human engineering of
a particular class of system. The available human
performance data do not facilitate a clear choice between
many competing design concepts. The use of expert ratings
to distinguish between design concepts (Meister, 1985) is
subject to bias based on experience with a particular
technological approach. The assumption that designers
work through a formal tree of design choices is not
supported by practical observation.

Relative contribution
No data available.
Applications
The technique was used in the analysis of automobile design choices, and for jet engine design (Askren & Korkan,
1971), and for the preparation of a ship bridge design guide (Beevis, 1981). Application of the latter information has
been very limited. The technique was also used to evaluate candidate designs for an infantry used air target warning
system.

Quality assurance considerations
scrutiny of
The technique cannot be checked for consistency with other human engineering analyses. It requires careful

relevant human factors information.

Relationship to system performance requirements
Each junction in the decision tree has human performance data associated with it. No technique has been used for
summarizing the effects on system performance of the overall sequence of design choices, although some
mathematical techniques, such as optimization, may be appropriate to the problem.
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CRITICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

What the technique does
a basis for
are critical to the operation of the system. to provide
The technique identifies design requirements which
&
Chapanis
Cook,
(Morgan,
the following information
interface and workspace design. The technique identifies
Lund, 1963):
the functions performed by the system
the operator tasks
the outputs of each task
the critical operating variables for each task
the critical design requirements that affect thcsc variables
identified by the analysis, may be weighted to facilitate
The critical operating variables, or the design requirements
& Guinncss. 1966; Woodson, 1981).
evaluation of competing design concepts (Bishop
Outputs of the technique

Inputs to the technique
The analyst requires a task analysis for the system
tasks. An
operator(s) which identifies the critical operator
(4.3),
Diagram
Sequence
annotated Operational
Information/Action analysis (4.4), or Critical Task
Analysis (4.5) are suitable inputs.

A list of critical design requirements for the humanmachine interface, workspace. and operating
environment, ordered by operator functions and tasks.

When to use
the sequence
once a detailed task analysis is available, either from
Critical design requirements can only be identified
technique
the
the elaboration of an existing analysis. This limits
of analyses described in previous sections, or from
development or preliminary design.
to application in the latter stages of concept

Related

techniques

to several task analysis techniques. It is also related to
The analysis of critical design requirements is related closely
1981).
Design approach trade-off analyses (Woodson,

Resources

required

choices for
tasks, critical tasks and operator outputs, and potential
The analyst requires information on the operator
also requires knowledge of human engineering principles
components of the human-machine interface. The analyst
critical requirements.
and data in order to be able to identify the

ftj
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Table 6.2:

Example of critical design requirements analysis
for an air-intercept control system

Function

Task

Output

Detection and
position
reporting

* monitor scope,
* detect new targets.

*

(Operator)

- acquire target,
* re-acquire target,
* initiate tracking

* observe tracks.
Threat
evaluation and * decide which
interceptors should
weapon
be used,
assignment
Acommunicate
assignments to air
(Evaluator)
controller
Air intercept
control
(Controller)

Volume 2

Critical operating
variables

Critical design
requirements
&location of
displays,
* lighting,
* number of operators,
* cursor control design

- track density (number and
target track
frequency),
data (position,
*
course, speed) probable distribution of
detection ranges;
* probability of detecting
targets,
- track initiation rate.
* errors in cursor positioning

* design

* threat evaluation
assignment
effectiveness,
commands,
* acquisition data * evaluation and assignment
rate

* design

*

- intercept data,
- receive
* interceptor
assignments.
status reports
* develop intercept
data,
* communicate data to
aircraft operations.
* receive intercept
reports,
* communicate reports
to evaluator

probable distribution of
vectoring errors,
intercept data
communication rate,
* intercept report
communication rate

andlbcation of
displays,
- number of evaluators &
target density,
- means of communicating
with air controller,
and location of
displays,
* communication with
aircraft ops.,
- communication with
evaluator.
- number of controllers
* design

Disadvantages

Advantages

As with many of the techniques reviewed, the analysis of
critical design requirements requires expert knowledge of
the type of operation being analysed, the problems
typically encountered with the operation, and the possible
technical implementations for the human-machine
interface. The technique can be labour intensive, if applied
to a detailed task analysis.

The use of this technique formalizes the design
decision- making process for critical operator tasks and
system variables. It is suited to a wide range of design
problems, from simple, hand-held devices to complex
command and control systems.

Relative contribution
No data available.
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Applications
et al. (1963) provide an example
Critical design requirements analyses have been used since Lho early 1960s. Morgan
use of such a technique for the
from a command and control application. Bishop & Guinness (1966) report the
of a rifle. It was used for the
development of design requirements for the evaluation of competing designs
for a helicopter-carrying
compartment
(LSO)
Officer
Signals
identification of design requirements for a Landing
in Canada.
destroyers
for
operations
(RAS)
Sea
at
destroyer, and for the control cabins for Resupply

Quality assurance considerations
on critical operator tasks and potential
The technique is dependent on the expertise of the analyst, and the information
human-machine interface solutions.

Relationship to system performance requirements
on critical operator tasks and
The analyses are related directly to system performance requirements by concentrating
critical system variables.
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LINK ANALYSIS

What the technique does
Link analysis is a technique for evaluating and improving the layout of equipment and the operator-machine interface
by minimizing the "costs" associated with transitions between different items of equipment, or different components
of the interface. It is concerned with the relative positions. frequencies, and importance of use of the different
components, and how their use can be arranged most effectively. It can be applied to the layout of a specific humanmachine interface (Shackel, 1961), or to the layout of a crew compartment for several operators and items of
equipment (US DoD, 1987).
A link is any connection between two elements of an interface or crew compartment, either visual, aural, or by
movement of a limb or person. An element is any item of the interface or crew compartment which is used during the
operations being analysed. Costs are associated with each link based factor such as frequency, importance. time,
strength, sequence, and distance. Link analysis attempts to reduce associated costs by minimizing the length of the
links associated with highest cost.
Initially, a task analysis, or an activity analysis of
an actual system, is completed, identifying the
links between operator and equipment. Convention
uses numbers for humans and letters for equipment.
8

n-

The links are charted as a to-from matrix, noting
the frequency and/or strength or importance of the

-

links.
The links are superimposed on the proposed or
existing layouL If a new design is being developed.
the higher cost links are drawn first, then the lower
cost links are added. Sequence of the links is also
used to determine layout. Convention uses circles
to identify humans, squares to identify equipment.
The layout is refined by modifications which reduce
the lengths of the higher cost links, and avoid
crossing links wherever possible.
Link analysis can be used to reduce the likelihood of operator error by simplifying the sequences required to use
controls and displays. The examples reported by Comell (1968) and Shackel (1961) are based on single sequences of
links used in setting up and operating equipment.
There have been several attempts to improve the analysis of the cost function data, particularly for complicated
problems (see Laughery & Laughery, 1987). Freund & Sadosky (1967) applied linear programming to the solution of
the cost problem. Siegel, Wolf & Pilitis, (1982) applied multi-dimensional scaling to the treatment of the link data.
Wierwille (1981) reported the use of optimization procedures for the instrument layout problem. Hendy (1989)
extended link analysis to include the angular relationship between links as well as link length, through the use of a
variety of cost functions and the application of mathematical optimization techniques.
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E=3movement

visionand

drn

destroyer bridge
Figure 6.2.a: Officer of the Watch movements (links) on a
to movement
obstacles
during three harbour entrances and exits showing

-LZ

:.:Obstructions
0

movement
movement

Figure 6.2.b:

Improved bridge layout developed from link analysis
(Evans, Walker, & Beevis, 1984)
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Inputs to the technique

Outputs of the technique

Link analysis requires information on the elements, the
links between them, and their frequency and importance
of use. That information can be derived from studies of
an existing system, using eye movement records, timelapse film, video, or manual records, or from a detailed
task analysis. The technique could also use the output
from some SAINT simulations (5.2). The data are
usually presented in a table (or correlation matrix),
showing the frequencies of the links between the
different elements.

The technique results in diagrams or drawings of the
layout of the equipment or interface (see Fig. 6.2.b for
example).

When to use
It requires input from
Link analysis should be used early in the design phase, once data are available for the analysis.
a detailed task analysis, or from an analysis of an existing system (an activity analysis).

Related techniques
research techniques for the
Link analysis is an Industrial Engineering technique. It is related to some operational
solution of transportation problems.

Resources required
such as the use of
Link analysis can be conducted using paper and pencil. if necessary. More advanced techniques
facilities.
computing
require
1989).
(Hendy,
linear programming, or Hendy's LOCATE approach

Advantages

Disadvantages

The choice of the cost function can be subjective. The
Link analysis is very effective for summarizing the
solution of a link analysis problem becomes very difficult
multitude of details provided by task analyses, and
if more than eight or ten items are being considered. The
to
reducing them to a form which is directly applicable
validation of competing designs is difficult and time
the design of the system.
consuming.

Relative contribution
Few data are available. Some users rate its contribution very highly.

Applications
Shackel (1961) reported
Link analysis has been used for the development of a number of human-machine interfaces.
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operating the equipment (a widely
radar using the standard sequence for
an application to the design of a prototype
Link analysis was used to evaluate
actually an hypothetical application).
cited example by Cornell (1968) was
aircrafL Recently the technique
during the sele.ion of a maritime patrol
analysis has also been used
competing human-machine interface designs
Link
forwari air defence system.
a
for
designs
interface
of
was used for the development
posts, and for the developmcnt
example for patrol aircraft, for army command
widely in crew compartment design, for
of improved designs of destroyer bridges.

Quality assurance considerations

links. The weightings are
and weightings used to weight the different
frequencies
the
on
dependent
is
The analysis
subjective.

requirements
Relationship to system performance
the arrangement of system
use of the "cost" function to determine
the
in
implicit
is
performance
Operator
will determine the exact
times, and errors. The cost function chosen
operator
reduced
in
resulting
components,
relationship to system performance.
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INTRODUCTION

to asof decomposition and representation of concepts,
This chapter is intended to provide users with examples
difficult
found
been
hac
it
s stems. This is necessary because
sist in the analysis and design ot new hunan-ilnachine
of svsof reference to earlier applications. The identification
to use this approach on new systems without the benefit
explored
be
to
concept
development process. It allows a system
tei funcutons plays an important role in the svstem
design
implementation. It is the basis for developing different
without considering any hardware. software. or litcware
can
functions
System
can be sclected by means of trade-off studies.
concepc. from which the app~roprate alternlative
teams.
between different design experts and within design
also be used as a common basis for communication

IN SYSTEM DESIGN
1.1. IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
are detie design goals for a new human-machine system
As described in Volume 1. Chapters 2 and 3. typicalIv.
debroadly
as
system has to fulfil. System functions can be viewed
fived from the operational requiremenetts which tile
activiare
has to accomplish to achieve its goals. System function.s
filned operations. or activiies. which the system
level
When system functions are described at the appropriate
ties which produce required outputs from given inputs.
proestahlished. At thle upper levels, the 'allocation ofTunctioLins'
of detail. the means for implementing them can be
tar'track
system functions. for instance. 'detect trarets' and
cess includes gross representations of huinan-inichiile
equipment
the sonar
the radar equipment and its human operator or by
CIets'. These functions will be accomplished by
must perfonn
operators
the
which
tasks
identify
tie process can
and its human:.operator. respectively. At lower ievels.
'adjust sonar device'.0
withill these systems. e.". monitor raadar screen.
various levels
total system activities. This hierarchy comprises
Functions represent one level in the hierarchy of
(Fig I. 1).
and the lowest level describes operator task elements
of which the highest level describes system missions
By decomslarts witi the mission of the human-machine system.
To identify relevant system functions. the alalysis
fulfilling
operations can be identified which are required for
posing the mission. mission scenarios and then system
all hufor
leads to the system functions which are the basis
the mission. Finally, the partition of svstem operations
deal with is
The lowest activity level which human engineers
man engineering activities during system development.
the level of operator task elements.
frigatcs.
human-machine systems. For example. destroyers,
Functions tend to be similar for a specific class of
same
the
with
described
be
can
systems
A thie upper levels, ship
patrol boats all belong to the class of ship systems.
terms
in
think
engineers
and
designers
levels. System
functions. ncglecting differences at the detailed implementatIon
recomis
it
difficulty.
this
overcome
To
ahstract system functions.
of specific implementations. however. rather than
for develophuman-machine system. should be used as a basis
predecessor
or
mendcd that the analysis of an existing.
considering
by
developed
be
then
system components. These may
ing concepts of future system functions and future
possibilities
technological
new
of
and. e.g., interpreted in terms
the requirements of future human-machine systems.
of
1.2. The reader should note that. despite the importance
Figure
in
for implementation. This approach is shown
components
system
the
to
are usually allocated according
system functions. design/development leam responsibilities
tasks
are usually a matrix of products (sub-systems) and
(WBS)
or sub-systems. Project work breakdown structures
basis.
that
on
organized
he
to
and activities are likely
(work items or activities). Human engineering responsibilities
Air
work break-down structure have been included for
a
for
For that reason. typical system/sub-system decomposition
3.3.).
3.2.). and Navy systems (Chapt.
force systems (Chapt. 3.1.). Army systems (Chapt.

1.2.

TYPES OF ANALYSIS AVAILABLE

or
viewpoints. Such a view may be system. function.
The analyses may proceed from one of several different
an
Theretore,
or behavioural relationships can be considered.
state oriented (Table 1.1). With each view hierarchical
analythe
hand,
other
system functions, or system states. On the
analysis may deal with hierarchies of sub-systems.
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or
sis could reflect behavioural relationships. i.e.. the material. energy, or informational flows between sub-systems
between
transitions
driven
event
or
functions.
system
of
sequences
system functions. procedural and chronological
system
svstem states. These options are shown in Table 1.1 and explained in detail in section 2. A ship propulsion
inwhich
template
a
analyses
of
identification
the
facilitate
To
2.
has been selected for the examples given in section
dicates the category of the described analvsis is used.

ult
.s

'ed
ten

,a

(flow
In section 3 examples of system and function hierarchies as well as chronological function representations
differencanalyses
applied
of
purposes
or
diagrams) are given for different system classes. Due to different viewpoints
developing
es can be noticed in the examples. The given representations may assist system designers and engineers in
anti-tank
an
and
systems.
ship
systems.
vehicle
system concepts. The different system classes include aircraft, land
weapon system.
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p e1:

of ameal.ses

.ds

of

Analysis

|

Hierarchical
Svstem Relationshipsoystem
~H
'
1. svster

Hierarchy of system s
and subststems.
Example: 2.1.1.1. and
2.1.1.2.

oriented

S

3. state oriented
ST

aehavioural
Relationships

energysand htatbranstion
flows between sub sysIMS.
Example: 2.1.2.

stem

e
2. function oriented Hlierarchy of system~aeil
subfunctions.
function and
Example: 2.2.1 .1 . and
F

eq

n

2.21.2.Procedural

Hierarchy of sy.'tem states
and substates.
Example: 2.3.1.1. and
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between
flows
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Example:
andi ChronologicalI
sequencers of system subfunctions.
Example: 2.2.2.2.
System stales and state transitions;.
Example: 2.3.2.1.
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TYPES OF ANALYSES

2.1.1.

2.1.2.

2.2.

2.2.2.

2.3.

System oriented hierarchical relationships
Listing of system oriented hierarchical relationships
2.1.1.1.
Diagram of system oriented hierarchical relationships
2.1.1.2.
System oriented behavioural relationships

FUNCTION
2.2.1.

STATE
2.3.1.

2.3.2.

VIEW

ORIENTED

2.1. SYSTEM

ORIENTED

VIEW

Function oriented hierarchical relationships
Listing of function oriented hierarchical relationships
2.2.1.1.
Diagram of function oriented hierarchical relationships
2.2.1.2.
Function oriented behavioural relationships
Function oriented material, energy, and information flow
2.2.2.1.
Procedural and chronological sequences of system functions
2.2.2.2.

ORIENTED

VIEW

State oriented hierarchical relationships
Listing of state oriented hierarchical relationships
2.3.1.1.
Diagram of state oriented hierarchical relationships
2.3.1.2.
State oriented behavioural relationships
States and state transitions
2.3.2.1.
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SYSTEM

ORIENTED

VIEW

systems. machine
A system oriented view can he applied for determining the parts of a system. i.e.. human-machine
interactions.
andlor personnel subsystems. their structure and their

2.1.1.

System oriented hierarchical relationships

The application of system oriented hierarchical relationships results in a decomposition
structure of the considered system. i.e.. a hierarchy of subsystems. A hierarchy can be represented as a list (2.3.1.1.1) or as a diagram (2.3.1.1.2).

2.1.1.1.

Listing of system oriented hierarchical relationships

Iexample:

Hierarchical decomposition of a ship system focussed on its human operators.

Ship
Navigation system
I.
11. Propulsion system
A. Control system
1. Human operator
2. HMI propulsion
Control hardware
3.
Control software
4.
5. Control wiring
B. Diesel engine
C. Hydraulic clutch
D. Diesel clutch
E. Gas turbine
F. Gas turbine clutch
G. Helical gear
H. Shaft
Pitch propeller
I.
Auxilliary systems
J.
system
Platform
1ll.
A. Electrical supply
1. Human operator
HMI electrical supply
2.
...
3.
B. Damage warning system
1. Human operator
HMI damage control
2.
...
3.
C. Fire fighting system
1. Human operator
2. HMI fire fighting system
...
3.
D. Information processing system
1. Human operator
HMI inform.proc.syst.
2.
3.
Hull and superstructure
IV.

sI

^ HMI: human-machine interface
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2.1.1.2.

Diagram of system oriented hierarchical relationships

Example:

Hierarchical decomposition of a ship system focussed on its human operators
level 3

level 2

level I
Ssvigation system

Human operator|

HMI propuldon

|

Control hardw/are|

Control system

Control ss ftwtare
l
Diesel enrine

-

Control wirin

|a

-

|

1Hydraulic ClotShS|
Propulsi ,n svslem

Diesel ciutch|
Gas tqjrbino

I

1

Gas turbine --lutch |

|

Hediscal gear

|

Shaft

|

Pitch prop7,1r |
Auxilliary systems|

Ship

operator|
luman
H
rlElectrical

I11.

soply

eiectrical

luman operalor|
H
Damaite wfarning

tXM

luman operator|

PltiortIf
{syrrm
Fire fighting system

processing system |

superstruclur

aoesnri

|-:
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System oriented behavioural relationships

arise
describe how subsystems interact. Interactions
System Oriented behavioural relationships
generis
tlow
The
subsystems.
between
through the flow of material. energy, and information
relaionships can be representbehavioural
oriented
to
ated by system inputs and outputs. System
represent subsystems and arrows correspond
ed by a block diagram in which rectangles
flows.

Example:
of a ship propulsion svstem.
and material between machine subsystems
Flow of propulsion energy, control information.

Automatic Control System

DmEnieHydraulic

Auxilia

Aux

Aux

Cuc

Shaft

Automatic Control System

o

tlow of propulsion energy
ffflow of control information
oil, fuel, and combustion air.
-f'^ flow of material, e.g., cooling water.
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VIEW

A function oriented view can be applied for determining activities of a system, i.e., system functions and subfunctions.
their hierarchical structure and their interactions.
Function oriented hierarchical relationships

2.2.1.

The application of hierarchical relationships results in a decomposition structure of system
functions, i.e., a hierarchy of subfunctions. The hierarchy can be represented as a list (2.2.1.1)
or as a diagram (2.2.1.2).
Listing of function oriented hierarchical relationships

2.2.1.1.

Example: Hierarchical decomposition of functions of a ship engine control system
I.
A.

Control propulsion subsystems (PSS)
Execute PSS requests of the bridge
1. Execute diesel requests
a) Start diesel
(1) Acknowledge start diesel request
(2) Check start readiness
(3) Activate start
(4) Monitor start
(5) Report start completion
(6) Identify start unreadiness cause
(7) Report start unreadiness
(8) Identify start failure
(9) Report start failure
b) Stop diesel
c) Change over to diesel
2. Execute hydraulic clutch requests
a) Fill hydraulic clutch
b) Empty hydraulic clutch
3. Execute gas turbine requests

a) Start gas turbine
b) Stop gas turbine
c) Change over to gas turbine
4. Execute speed change requests
5. Execute mode change requests
B. Monitor PSS
1. Monitor diesel and its auxilliary systems
2. Monitor gas turbine and its auxilliary systems
3. Monitor energy transfer systems
C. Handle PSS failures
1. Handle failures of diesel and its auxilliary systems
2. Handle failures of gas turbine and its auxilliary systems
3. Handle failures of energy transfer systems
II. Manage energy supply

m.

Manage ship safety
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Diagram of function oriented hierarchical relationships
Ilierarchical decomposition ot functions of a ship engine control system SECC)
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Function oriented behavioural relationships

2.2.2.

Function oriented behavioural relationships describe how subfunctions interact. The interactions can be described

through the flow of material. energy, and information or as predecessor/succesor relationships between subfunctions.
Function oriented material, energy, and information flow

2.2.2.1.

The flow of material, energy, and information is generated by connecting inputs and outputs
of subfunctions. This type of relationship can be represented by a block diagram in which rectangles represent functions and arrows corresponding flows.

I

F

_ST_!

_

_i

Flow of propulsion energy, control information, and material between
subfunctions of a ship propulsion system.

Example:

-

transfer

gnrt

oto

generate A

energy
owenergypropulsion

wertoluel,and cobu

flowf materialerg.,coogy

-r

|

-q

-flow

~energyl,

generation

|

of propulsion energy

a-flow of control and monitoring information
flow of material, e.g., cooling water. oil, fuel, and combustion air.

2.2.2.2.

Procedural and chronological sequences of system functions

Another type of behavioural relationship is the time-dependent relationship. It can be represented by showing mission dependent sequences of functions. In this case rectangles again rep-

T|
F

resent functions but arrows show predecessor/successor relationships between functions.ns___

_i

To describe time-dependent system behaviour, procedural and chronological sequences of system functions can be established. ITe sequences depend on events and their chronology that arise during the system mission. Functional flow
block diagrams can be used for representing those sequences. In this diagram rectangles represent functions, and arrows show predecessor/successor relationships between functions (see chapter 2: items 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).
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.amission ol the ship.
ship engine control systcm during
a
ot
functions
of
sequence
Example: Partial

First level diagram

Second level diagram

L
Start diesel

ck~nowIedae

check start
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start request
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VIEW

The state oriented view is applied to look at the time-dependent system behaviour that is characterized by system
states and state transitions. A system state is decribed by a set of attributes characterizing the system at a given time.
2.3.1.

State oriented hierarchical relationships

By means of state oriented hierarchical relationships system states can be partitioned into substates. The state hierarchies can be represented in a list (2.3.1.1.) or as a diagram (2.3.1.2.).
2.3.1.1.

Listing of state oriented hierarchical relationships

Example: Hierarchical decomposition of ship propulsion system states.
ship propulsion system states
1.

automatic control system states

,I.

diesel engine states
OFF
A.
ready to start
B.
blocked
C.
start failed
D.
pre-lubricated
E.
ignited
F.
idling
G.
normal operation
H.
1. abnormal operation

111.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

hydraulic clutch states
diesel clutch statesG6
gas turbine states
gas turbine clutch states
helical gear states
shaft states
pitch propeller states
auxill. system states
A.

pre-lubrication system states
1. OFF
2. ready to pre-lubricate
3. pre-lubricating
4. pre-lubrication failed

B.
C.
D.

lubrication system states
compressed air system states
cooling system states

N-

Fs
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Example:

Diagram of state oriented hierarchical relationships
system states.
Hierarchical representation of ship propulsion
level 3

level 2

level I
control systern
states

OFF

I

ready to sart
A

blocke

|

j

tr aile

|

pre-lubrced

|diesel eng ne sta es

1

idling
d

norma operato

|

l|abnorma operto
hydraulic clutc
1
idesel

|ship propulsion
s

|
I

states

clutch states

turbine states
ystem states

|gsturbine clutch
tates
|

|pitch propedler

l

l
j

r

LFF
pre u

ca on

system states

{

4

4

auill.sysem
satesl

Lflubrication syse
statesI
|comprseai
syste stae
L|cooling system
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State oriented behavioural relationships

of a state and state changes.
Time-dependent system behaviour can be described by means
during which the system ex- i
time
of
Each state that the system can be in represents a period
is one or more condichange
hibits some observable behaviour. Associated with each state
or more actions (the
zero
and
tions (the event or circumstances that caused the change of state)
response, output, or activity that takes place as part of the change of state).

2.3.2.1.

States and state transitions

ellipses. Arrows that connect the states show the
In a state transition diagram states are represented as rectangles or
state change or transition from one state to another.
Example:
system during diesel start up arc shown.
As an example some subsystem states and state transitions of a ship propulsion
the pre-lubrication system (PLS). and the comTrhe subsystems arc: the diesel engine (D). dte control svstem (CS),
diagram as ovals and arrows. rcspectivlv. T:anpressed air system (CAS). States and transitions arc rcpresented in the
that subsystem and state which generate the
sitions in the diagram have been labelled with a code. The code represents
between diesel states 2 and 5 is labeled PLS 3
event that causes the respective transition. For example. the transition
system if it is in PLS state 3.
which indicates that the corresponcting event is caused by the pre-lubrication
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3.2. ARMY SYSTEMS
3.3. NAVY SYSTEMS
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FORCE

SYSTEMS

3.1.1.

System hierarchy of an aircraft

3.1.2.

Function hierarchy of an ASW aircraft

3.1.3.

Function hierarchy of an ASW helicopter

3.1.4.

Functional flow block diagrams of a fixed-wing, maritime
patrol aircraft

I
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System hierarchy of an aircraft

Air vehicle
I. Airframe
A. Basic Structure (wings, fuselage & associated manual flight control system etc.)
B. Air induction system. inlets, exhausts etc.
C. Fuel control system
D. Landing gear (tyres. tubes. wheels. brakes. hydraulics etc.)
E. Secondary power
F. Furnishing (cargo, passenger, troop etc.)
G. Engine controls
H. Instruments (flight, navigation, engine etc.)
I. Environmental control
J. Racks. mounts, cabling etc.
II. Propulsion
III. Communications
A. Intercom
B. Radio svstem(s)
C. IFF
D. Data link
E. Control boxes & integrated
F. Control units
IV. Navigation/guidance
A. Radar
B. Radio
C. Radar altimeter
D. Direction finding
E. Doppler compass
F. Computer
G. Other equipment
V. Fire control
A. Radars
B. Other sensors
C. Navigation and air data system displays
D. 'Scopes or sights
E. Bombing computer
F. Control & safetv devices
VI. Penetration aids
A. Ferret & search receivers
B. Warning devices
C. ECM
D. Jamming transmitters
E. Chaff
F. Infrared jammers
G. Terrain-following radar
H. Other devices
VrI. Reconnnaissance equipment
A. Photographic equipment
B. Electronic equipment
C. Infrared sensors
D. Search receivers

NATO I TNCLASS IFIED
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E. Recorders
F. Warning devices
G. Magazines
H. Data link
VIII. Automatic flight control
A. Autopilot
B. Flight control mechanism
C. Mechanical & electrical signal & power transmission equipment
D. Reference sensors
E. Stability augmentation equipment
F. Air data computer

3.1.2.

Function hierarchy of an ASW aircraft

ASW mission functions
1. Preflight
A. Brief
B. A/C status records
C. Board A/C
D. A/C preflight
2.

Naen-acoustic systenus prelighlt

-3. TA@CCO v
4.

n predlight

NIKV/AlU1Msyvtemsiprefliglht

3. Teehnician preflight
6. Ozahnuncetoperator preflight
17. FXi&tcrwsyatem preflight
R. Transittout4RS)
A. Taxi
B. Takeoff
C. Clmnb to -alitade
1. Flight crew A/C systems check
D. Cruise
1. Perform inflight ASW systems checks
a) Perform acoustic system chccks
b) Perform non-acoustic system checks
c) Perform TACCO system checks
d) Perform NAV/COM system checks
e) Perform technician system checks
f) Perform ordnance system checks
2. Perform airways navigation
a) Perform navigation procedures
(1) Insert FTP's
(2) Update fix position
3. Transit communications
a) Position
b) Operational
4. Employ sensors
a) Radar
b) ESM
c) IRDS

NATOUITNCLASSIFIE)
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III.

ASW mission (4HRS)
A. Search
1. Sample environment
a) Gather BT data
b) Gather ANM data
c) Gather RF interference data
2. Update environmental predictions
3. Construct sonobuov pattern
a) Convergence zone pattern
b) Direct path pattern
4. Deploy sonobuoys
5. Employ sensors
a) Acoustic sensors
b) Non-acoustic sensors
c) ASW associated equipment
6. Conduct tactical navigation
a) Perform OTPI procedures
b) Perform SRS procedures
B. Detect and classifv
1. Exercise ASW sensors
a) Exercise acoustic sensor
b) Exercise non-acoustic sensors
(1) Radar
(2) IRDS
(3) ESM
(4) MAD
c) IFF
d) Exercise ASW associated systems
C. Localize and track

1. Construct sonobuoy pattern
a) Construct barrier pattern
b) Construct active patterns
2. Conduct tactical navigation
a) Perform OTPI procedures
b) Perform SRS procedures
3. Perform tactical communications
a) Perform contact report
b) Perform position reports
c) Perform status reports
4. Update sensor readings
S. Deploy additional sensors
a) Deploy MAD
6. Update target position
D. Attack / reattack
1. Perform precise attack navigation
a) Perform OPTI procedures
b) Perform SRS procedures
2. Achieve and recognize attack criteria
3. Conduct operational communications
4. Employ armament/ordnance
5. Employ self defense (as required)
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a) Employ ECM
b) Employ self defense tactics
Assess damage
Conduct reattack (if required)
Climb
a) Conduct operational communications
Transit-to-base (4.5 HRS)
A. Climb to transit altitude
B. Cruise to base
1. Analyze collect and collate mission data
2. Prepare required reports
3. Continue monitoring non-acoustic sensors
6.
7.
8.

IV.

a) Radar
b) ESM
c) IRDS
d) IFF
4. Conduct overwater navigation
5. Conduct airways navigation
6. Conduct conmunication
a) Airways
b) Operational
C. Descend
D. Approach
E. Land
F. Secure A/C

3.1.3.

Function hierarchy of an ASW helicopter

ASW helicopter functions
1. Start-up aircraft
A. Perform pre-start chccks
B. Start APU (pre-flight)
C. Spread blades/pylon
D. Set-up/check aircraft systems
E. Initialize navigation system
F. Initialize communication system
G. Start engines
H. Engage rotor
II. Prepare aircraft for take-off
A. Perform pre-taxi checks
B. Taxi aircraft
C. Perform taxi checks
D. Perform pre-takeoff checks
III. Take-off
A. Take-off
B. Perform post-takeoff checks
IV. Departure
A. Transition to forward flight
B. Departure
V. Control aircraft during mission
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A. Climb
B. Cruise
C. Descent
D. Approach to hover
E. Maintain hover
F. Depart hover
G. Precision maneuver
H. Autorotation
VI. Perform mission functions
A. Overfly sonobuoy
B. Evaluate MAD
C. Perform vectored attack
D. Monitor EW environment
E. Perform surface search
F. Manage aircraft stores
VII. Approach
A. Approach
B. Transition to hover
VIII. Maintain navigation situation
A. Develop/Revise navigation plans
B. Manage navigation system
C. Maintain situation awareness
LX. Perform helicopter in-flight re-fuel
A. Perform HIFR checks
B. Monitor HIFR progress
C. Maintain hover during HIFR
X. Manage aircraft systems
A. Manage fuel subsystem
B. Manage hydraulic subsystem
C. Manage electrical subsystem
D. Manage aircraft engine subsystems
E. Manage anti-icing and de-icing subsystems
F. Manage emergency subsystems
XI. Manage communication system
A. Manage communication system
B. Establish communications
XII. Land aircraft
A. Perform pre-landing checks
B. Prepare/check HHRSD
C. Land aircraft
XIII. Prepare aircraft for shutdown
A. Perform post-landing checks
B. Taxi aircraft
XIV. Shutdown Aircraft
A. Perform pre-shutdown checks
B. Start APU (post-flight)
C. Engine shutdown
D. Fold blades/pylon
E. Shutdown aircraft systems
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3.1.4.

Functional flow block diagrams of a fixed-wing, maritime patrol aircraft

3.1.4.1.

Overall mission function flow
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System hierarchy of a military land vehicle

3.2.2.

Function hierarchy of a battle tank engagement
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Function flow diagrams of a battle tank engagement
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Function hierarchy of a tank regiment in reserve
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Hierarchy of operator tasks with a portable anti-tank weapon system
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System hierarchy of a military land vehicle

primary land vehicle
1. Hull/frame
A. Hull or frame assembly
B. Towing and fittings, bumpers, hatches. & grills
C. Accommodation for sub-systems: suspension. weapons, turret. truck body, cab etc.
II. Suspension/steering
A. Wheel/tracks
B. Brakes
C. Steering gears
D. Rudder thrust devices & trim vanes
E. Springs, shock absorbers & skirts
III. Power packages/drive train
A. Engine
B. Engine mounted auxiliaries. ducting & manifolds
C. Controls & instrumentation
D. Exhaust systems & cooling
E. Clutches. transmission. shafting assemblies. torque converters. differentials. final drivcs. & power
takeoffs
IV. Auxiliarv automotive svstems
A. Electrical system
B. Fire extinguisher system
C. Winch & power takeoff
D. Tools & equipment
E. Crew accommodation
V. Turret assembly
A. Armour & radiological shielding
B. Hatches & cupolas
C. Turret electrical system
D. Accommodation for personnel. weapons & command & control
VI. Fire control
A. Radar & other sensors
B. Sights and scopes
C. Computer
D. Computer programmes

VII. Armament
A. Main gun
B. Launchers
C. Secondary armament
VIII. Body/cab
A. Accommodation for personnel
B. Cargo sub-system
IX. Special equipment
A. Blades, booms, winches
B. Furnishings & equipment for command. medical & other special purpose vehicles
X. Communications & navigation equipment
A. Radio receivers & transmitters
B. Intercom
C. External phone system
D. Visual signalling devices
E. Navigation system & data displays
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Function hierarchy of a battle tank engagement

Battle tank functions
1. Detect Target
A. Search Target
1. Define Search Field
2. Select Search Strategy
3. Select Search Mode
4. Activate Search Aids
5. Perform Search
B. Detect Presence
1. Identity Signatures
2. Assess Signatures
3. Determine Number of Objects
4. Integrate Detection Data
C. Localize Target
1. Receive Bearing Elevation of Air Threat
2. Receive Bearing Elevation of Surfacc Threat
3. Determine Air Threat DeploymentlProx.
4. Determine Surface Threat Deployment/Prox.
5. Integrate Localization Data
11. Identify Target
A. Recognize Threat Type
1. Compile Signatures
2. Interpret Signatures
3. Recognize Object
B. Identify Friend or Foe
1. Acquire/Interpret Add. Signatures
2. Identify As Friend
3. Identify As Foe
4. Identify As Unknown
C. Classify Threat
1. Acquire/Interpret Ass Signatures
2. Recognize Specific Type
111. Establish Priority
A. Assess Threat/Action
1. Assess Threat Capability
2. Assess Own Defensive Offensive Posture
3. Integrate Threat Data
4. Classify Threat Lethality
5. Select Course of Action
B. Select Target
1. IntegratePrioritization Data
2. Assign Priorities
3. Select Target
IV. Engage Target
A. Select Weapon(s)
1. Inventory Own Weapon Capability
2. Establish Target Vulnerability
3. Select Weapon
4. Select Ammo
B. Acquire Target

NATO UTNCLASSIFIETD
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1. Course Align Weapon With Target
2. Fine Align Weapon With Target
3. Determine Range to Target
4. Maintain Track
5. Acquire Target
C. Fire
1. Verify Readiness
2. Fire
3. Verify Fire
D. Validate Effect
1. Verify Hit
2. Determine Kill
3. Determine Non-Kill
4. Determine Miss Distance/Direction
5. Make Corrections
E. Reload Weapon
1. Acquire Shell
2. Charge Weapon
3. Verifv Readiness

3.2.3.

Function flow diagrams of a battle tank engagement

Combat mission functions
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Function hierarchy of a tank regiment in reserve

Functions of a tank regiment in reserve
J. Support tank regiment in reserve
A. Manage overall support
B. Accomplish corrective maintenance (main assembly and sub-assemblies)
1. Carry out operational checks and diagnose faults
2. Decide what corrective repairs are needed
3. Procure spares as necessary
4. Carry out repairs
5. Perform operational tests
sub-assemblies)
C. Accomplish preventive maintenance (main assembly and
check-list
maintenance/service
1. Work through
next service
2. Decide which components need replacing before
necessarv
as
3. Procure spares/componenus
4. Exchange time-expired components
5. Perform operational tests
and units (including storage)
D. Procure replacement spares/components for workshops
I1 Increase availability
available
A. Accelerate repair rate making more operational equipment
B. Increase stock of spares
111. Optimize transfer from peacetime to wartime
A. Use wartime support resources
B. Use similar logistic framework for peace/wartime
C. Ensure support self-sufficiency for each tank regiment
support organization
D. Ensure support self-sufficiency from division level
IV. Integrate effects of equipment changes
V. Manage operational resource potential
A. Ensure efficient management of weapon systems
B. Ensure efficient management of support equipment
VI. Protect system
A. Protect crews
B. Protect auxiliary facilities
C. Protect equipment
1. Prevent sabotage

3.2.5.

weapon system
Hierarchy of operator tasks with a portable anti-tank

increasto fulfill the system mission can be decomposed with
As already shown in Fig 1.1. system activities requircd
hierstructured
operator tasks can also be partitioned and
ing levels of detail. That means, similar to system functions.
an
handling
tasks which an operator has to perform when
archically. To demonstrate such a partition in the following,
anti-tank weapon system are listed as an example:
1. Prepare logistic containers for logistic transport
A. Prepare transport on pallets
1. Stack containers on a pallet
2. Bind containers on a pallet
B. Prepare normal transport
1. Stack containers
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2. Bind containers
11. Accomplish logistic transport
A. Load logistic containers
B. Transport logistic containers
1. Transport containers securely
a) Tie down containers
b) Transport containers
c) Untie containers
2. Transport containers normally
a) Transport containers
C. Unload logistic containers
III. Prepare logistic containers for tactical transport
A. Prepare munition
1. Open containers
2. Remove the munition
B. Prepare firing post
1. Split up the logistic containers
2. Open a container
3. Remove the different items
C. Prepare thermal imager
1. Split up the logistic containers
2. Open a container
3. Remove the different items
IV. Accomplish tactical transport
A. Prepare items for transportation
1. Assemble the different tactical itcins on the special accessories
B. Displace the special accessories by foot
1. Load accessories
2. Carry accessories
3. Put-down accessories
C. Displace the special accessories h' vehicle
1. Load accessories
2. Transport accessories by vehicle
a) Transport accessories securely
(1) Tie down accessories
(2) Transportaccessories
(3) Untie accessories
b) Transport accessories nornally
(1) Transport accessories
3. Unload accessories
D. Dismantle special accessories if the case arrises
V. Set up weapon system
A. Prepare munition
1. Take a munition
2. Remove the end cap
B. Set up firing post
1. Install tripod
2. Mount ramp. sight/projector on tripod
3. Check firing post
C. Set up thermal imager

NATO UrNCLASSIFWI)
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1. Mount thermal imager
2. Check thermal imager
D. Place firing post in position
E. Load the munition
VI. Prepare weapon system for firing
A. Set the firing post level
B. Observe search field
C. Detect target
D. Recognize target
E. Identify target
F. Sight aim at target
G. Track target
VII. Firing weapon system
A. Release safety device
B. Press firing command
C. Track target to impact
D. Monitor impact
E. Verify effectiveness
F. Unload the tube
VIII. Change position
A. Change position with system ready to fire
and distance • 50 m
1. Safe the weapon
2. Carry firing post with munition in place
3. Place firing post with its munition in position
B. Change position with 50 m < distance < 400 m
1. Safe the weapon
2. Unload munition
3. Remove the end caps
4. Carry assembled firing post and munition separately
position with distance > 400 m
Change
C.
1. Unload munition
2. Remove the end caps
3. Dismantle firing post and make up the tactical loads
IX. Prepare dismantled weapon system for logistic transport
A. Open logistic containers
B. Place different items in their respective containers
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3.3.2.
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SYSTEMS

System hierarchy of a ship
Functions of a merchant vessel's bridge system
3.3.2.1.
3.3.2.2.

Listing of the function hierarchy
Diagrams of the function hierarchy

Function flow diagrams of the bridge system
System hierarchy of a fast patrol boat
3.3.3.1. Listing of the system hierarchy

3.3.2.3.
3.3.3.

Diagram of the system hierarchy
Function hierarchy of a fast patrol boat

3.3.3.2.
3.3.4.
3.3.5.
3.3.6.

Function flow diagrams of a fast patrol boat (in part)
Function hierarchy of a ship engine control centre
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System hierarchy of a ship

3.3.1.

Ship
1. Hull structure
1.1. Shell plating, framing, platforms & decks. superstructure. foundations. bulkheads, enclosures
1.2. Doors & closures
1.3. Kingposts, masts & service platforms
1.4. Sonar domes
2. Propulsion plant
2.1. Boilers & energy converters
2.2. Propulsion units
2.3. Condensers & air ejectors
2.4. Shafting, bearings & propellors
2.5. Combustion air supply, & uptakes
2.6. Propulsion control system
2.7. Main stream. feedwater & condensate
2.8. Circulating & cooling water
2.9. Fuel oil service & lubricating oil svstems
3.

Electric plant

3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
4.

Communication & control

4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
4.4.
4.5.
4.6.
4.7.
4.8.
4.9.
4.10.
4.11.
4.12.
5.

6.

Electric power generation
Power distribution svstem
Switchboards
Lighting system
Navigation system
Interior communication svstems
Gun fire-control system
Non-electronic countermeasures
Electronic countermeasures
Missile fire control systems
ASW fire control systems & torpedo fire control svstcms
Radar systems
Radio communications svstems
Electronic navigation svstcms
Sonar systems
Electronic tactical data systems

Auxiliary systems
5.1. Heating, ventilation. & air-conditioning systems

5.2.

Refrigeration spaces

5.3.

Plant & equipment

5.4.
5.5.
5.6.
5.7.

Gasoline, JP-5. liquid cargo, oxygen-nitrogen & aviation lubricating oil systems
Plumbing installations, salt-water service systems. fire extinguishing systems, drainage, etc.
Steering systems. mooring. towing, anchor handling systems. deck machinery, elevators. etc.
RAS & cargo-handling systems

Outfit and furnishings

6.1.
6.2.
6.3.
6.4.
6.5.
6.6.

Hull fittings
Boats, boat stowage & handling
Rigging & canvas
Ladders & gratings
Non-structural bulkheads
Storerooms. stowage & lockers
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6.7. Equipment. utility spaces. workshops, laboratories etc.
6.8. Living spaces, offices. control centres, machinery spaces
7. Armament
7.1. Guns & gun mounts
7.2. Ammunition handling & stowage
7.3. Special weapons handling & stowage
7.4. Rocket & missile launching devices
7.5. Torpedo tubes handling & stowage
7.6. Small arms & pyrotechnic stowage. air-launched weapons handling systems
7.7. Cargo munitions handling and stowage

3.3.2.

Functions of a merchant vessel's bridge system

3.3.2.1.

Listing of the function hierarchy

Navigate
1.1. Prepare voyage
Gather information
1.1.1.
Gather ship related information
1.1.1.1.
Gather navigational information
1.1.1.2.
route
Plan
:
1.1.2.
Select routes
1.1.2.1.
Determine plan phases
1.1.2.2.
Determine route sections
1.1.2.3.
Select means and methods to navigate
1.1.2.4.
Assign watch-standers
1.1.2.5.
1.2. Conduct the passage
Observe air and water
1.2.1.
Observe fairway and traffic
1.2.2.
Monitor heading, speed. position
1.2.3.
1.3. Monitor internal conditions
Provide information in progress of travel
1.3.1.
Monitor time zones
1.3.2.
Monitor watch procedures
1.3.3.
2. Communicate
2.1. Visual communication
Internal communication
2.1.1.
2.1.2. External communication
2.2. Auditory communication
Internal communication
2.2.1.
2.2.2. External communication
3. Control ship's speed

1.

3.1. Control propulsion
Adjust propulsion direction
3.1.1.
Adjust propulsion due to speed
3.1.2.
Monitor travel progress due to speed
3.1.3.
Monitor speed adjustment with regard to safety and economy
3.1.4.
propulsion systems
Monitor
3.2.
incorrect use
Anticipate
3.2.1.
Anticipate disturbances
3.2.2.
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4.

Control ship's path
4.1. Control heading
4.1.1.
Adjust heading
4.1.2.
Monitor desired and actual heading
4.1.3.
Adjust rate
4.1.4.
Monitor desired and actual rate
4.2. Monitor steering system
4.2.1.
Anticipate incorrect use
4.2.2.
Anticipate disturbance
S. Control auxilliary power generating
5.1. Anticipate need
5.2. Monitor supply
5.3. Control supply
6. Handle cargo
6.1. Monitor cargo
6.1.1.
Anticipate incorrect conditions
6.1.2.
Anticipate disturbance
6.2. Control cargo conditions
7. Monitor ship status
7.1. Monitor sea worthiness
7.2. Monitor load and strength ol hull and superstructure
7.3. Monitor temperature and smoke detectors
7.4. Monitor leakwater detectors

3.3.2.2.

Diagrams of the function hierarchy

A.
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3.2.3.

Function flow diagrams of the bridge system

A.

Function flow diagram of the upper level functions
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A.2.

Function flow diagrams of the functions 'Loading up" and "Departure"
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Loading up (3.0)
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3.3.3.

System hierarchy of a fast patrol boat (FPB)

3.3.3.1.

Listing of the system hierarchy

Fast Patrol Boat
I. Sensor system
A. Radar system
1. Navigation radar
2. Surveillance radar
3. Tracking radar
B. Optical electro optical system
1. Laser range finder
2. IR-camera
3. Optical sights
C. Reference sensors
1. Navstar GPS
2. Inertial platform
3. EM Log
D. ESM radar
E. ESM communication
F. ESM laser
Room
Radio
II.
A. Link
B. Voice
C. RATT
D. Conmmunication operator
III. Top bridge
A. Fire controller
IV. Bridge
A. Navigation station
1. Navigator
2. Navigation console
B. Officer of the watch
V. Weapon system
A. SSM system
1. SSM
2. SSM launcher
B. Torpedo system
1. Torpedo
2. Torpedo tube
C. Gun system
I. Gun
2. Ammunition transport
D. SAM system
1. SAM
2. SAM operator
3. SAM launcher
E. Jamming equipment
F. Chaff system
G. Flare system
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H. Decoy system
Operation room
A. Tactical station
1. Commanding officer
2. Tactical consol
B. Sensor station
1. Sensor operator
2. Sensor console
C. Weapon station
1. Weapon operator
2. Weapon console
VII. NBC sensor system
VIII. NBC protection system

VI.

IX. Instrument room
A. Radar extractor
X. Engine room
XI. OTC station
A. Ofricer in tactical command
B. OTC console
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3.3.4.

Function hierarchy of a fast patrol boat (FPB)

Defence of FPB area
1. Perform environment activities
A. Incoming object function
1. Non communicating object function
a) Reflect. emit, transmit indirect
b) Reflect. emit. transmit direct
c) Subject to FPB attack
d) Attack FPB. use weapons
e) Test exit from environment
f) Exit from environment
2. Communicating object function
a) Transmit. emit reflect
b) Send intelligence, object messages
c) Exit
B. Incoming objects communication
C. Land based installations function
11. Perform FPB-svstem functions
A. Operate FPB
1. Respond to incoming objects
a) Respond to one incoming objcct
(1) Tracking and attack
(2) Analyse
(3) Attack
(4) Surface defence
(5) Air defence
(6) Test exited/neutralised or continue
b) Coordinate response
2. Respond to messages and detectables
a) NBC defence
(I) Receive NBC detectables
(2) Analyse NBC danger
(3) Respond to NBC danger
(4) Test all MEUs neutralised?
(5) Receive NBC messages
b) Respond to mine fields
(1) Receive mine fields messages
(2) Update mine fields info
c) Respond to weather and visibillity
(1) Monitor weather and visibility
(2) Receive weather and visibility messages
(3) Update weather and visibility info
d) Respond to gun shells
(1) Perform chaff engagement
(2) Test all MEUs neutralised?
(3) Detect and analyse gun shells threat
e) Respond to situation reports
(1) Receive situation reports
(2) Update general situation
f) Respond to logistics
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(I) Receive logistics report
(2) Update logistics
3. Respond to orders
a) Sail FPB according to orders
(1) Make/update sailing route
(2) Positioning
(3) Update course and speed
(4) Steering and propulsion
to emcon orders
Respond
b)
(1) Test all MEUs neutralised?
(2) Receive emcon orders
(3) Respond to communication emcon
(4) Respond to heat radiation emcon
(5) Respond to light emcon
(6) Respond to noise emcon
(7) Respond to sensor emcon
(8) Respond to smoke emcon
c) Respond to Communication plan orders
(I) Test all MEUs neutralized?
(2) Receive communication orders
(3) Execute communication orders
4. Assess situation, monitor FPB status
a) Test all MEUs neutralised?
b) Assess situation
c) Monitor FPB status
B.

Coordinate FPBs and distribute

1. Coordinate FPBs
a) Preparation
(1) Plan mission (preparation)
(2) Coordinate preparation
b) Approach
(1) Plan mission (approach)
(2) Coordinate approach
c) Combat
(1) Coordinate combat
d) Post Combat
(1) Plan mission (Post combat)
(2) Coordinate post combat
2.

Distribute data between FPBs
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3.3.5.

Function flow diagrams of a fast patrol boat (FPB) (in part)
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Function hierarchy of a ship engine control centre

3.3.6.

1. Control propulsion subsystems (PSS)
A.

Execute PSS requests of the bridge
1. Execute diesel requests
a) Start diesel
(1) Acknowledge start diesel request
(2) Check start readiness
(3) Activate start
(4) Monitor start
Report start completion
(5)
(6) Identify start unreadiness cause
(7) Report start unreadiness
Identify start failure
(8)
Report start failure
(9)
b) Stop diesel
(I) Acknowledge stop diesel request
(2) Check stop readiness
(3) Activate stop
(4) Monitor stop
Report stop complction
(5)
Identify stop unreadiness cause
(6)
Report stop unreadiness
(7)
(8) Identify stop failure
(9) Report stop failure
c) Change over to diesel
(I) Acknowledge change over to diesel requcst
(2) Check change over readiness
Activate change over
(3)
(4) Monitor change over
(5) Report change over completion
Identify change over unreadiness cause
(6)
Report change over unreadiness
(7)
Identify change over failure
(8)
Report change over failure
(9)
2.

Execute hidaulic clutch requests
a) Fill hydraulic clutch
(I) Acknowledge fill request
(2) Check fill readiness
Activate fill
(3)
(4) Monitor fill
Report fill completion
(5)
(6) Identify fill unreadiness cause
(7) Report fill unreadiness
(8) Identify fill failure
(9) Report fill failure
b) Empty hydraulic clutch
(1) Acknowledge empty request
(2) Check empty readiness
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

66

Activate empty
Monitor empty
Report empty completion
Identify empty unreadiness cause
Report empty unreadiness
Identify empty failure
Report empty failure

Execute gas turbine requests
a) Start gas turbine
(1) Acknowledge start request
(2) Check start readiness
Activate start
(3)
(4) Monitor start
(5) Report start completion
(6) Identify start unreadiness cause
Report start unreadiness
(7)
Identify start failure
(8)
Report start failure
(9)
b) Stop gas turbine
(1) Acknowledge stop request
(2) Check stop readiness
Activate stop
(3)
(4) Monitor stop
(5) Report stop completion
(6) Identify stop unreadiness cause
Report stop unreadiness
(7)
Identify stop failure
(8)
(9) Report stop failure
c) Change over to gas turbine
(1) Acknowledge change over request
(2) Check change over readiness
Activate change over
(3)
(4) Monitor change over
(5) Report change over completion
(6) Identify change over unreadiness cause
Report change over unreadiness
(7)
Identify change over failure
(8)
(9) Report change over failure

3.

4.

Execute speed change requests
a) Acknowledge speed change request
b) Check speed change readiness
c) Activate speed change
d) Monitor speed change
e) Report speed change completion
f) Identify speed change unreadiness cause
g) Report speed change unreadiness
h) Identify speed change failure
i) Report speed change failure
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5.

Execute mode change requests

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
B.

Acknowledge mode change request
Check mode change readiness
Activate mode change
Monitor mode change
Report mode change completion
Identify mode change unreadiness cause
Report mode change unreadiness
Identify mode change failure
Report mode change failure

Monitor PSS
1. Monitor diesel and its auxilliary systems
a) Select check point
b) Compare desired/actual state
c) Decide subsystem OK
2. Monitor gas turbine and its auxilliary systems
a) Select check point
b) Compare desired/actual state
c) Decide subsystem OK
3.

Monitor energy transfer systems
a) Select check point
b) Compare desired/actual state
c) Decide subsystem OK

C. Handle PSS failures
1. Handle failures of diesel and its auxilliary systems
a) Detect failure
b) Identify failed system
c) Evaluate failure consequences
d) Decide compensation required
e) Compensate failure
(1) Identify alternative actions for compensating
(2) Evaluate alternative actions
(3) Select appropriate action
(4) Execute selected action
f) Find disturbed component
(1) Select check point
(2) Compare desired/actual state
(3) Decide failure found
(4) Identify disturbed component
g) Eliminate failure cause
(1) Identify alternative actions for eliminating
(2) Evaluate alternative actions
(3) Select appropriate action
(4) Execute selected action
2.

Handle failures of gas turbine and its auxilliary systems
a) Detect failure
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Identify failed system
Evaluate failure consequences
Decide compensation required
Compensate failure
(1) Identify alternative actions for compensating
(2) Evaluate alternative actions
(3) Select appropriate action
(4) Execute selected action
f) Find disturbed component
(1) Select check point
(2) Compare desired/actual state
(3) Decide failure found
(4) Identify disturbed component
g) Eliminate failure cause
(1) Identify alternative actions for eliminating
(2) Evaluate alternative actions
(3) Select appropriate action
(4) Execute selected action

b)
c)
d)
e)

3.

I.
111.

Handle failures of energy transfer svstems
a) Detect failure
b) Identify failed system
c) Evaluate failure consequences
d) Decide compensation required
e) Compensate failure
(1) Identify alternative actions for compensaUng
(2) Evaluate alternative actions
(3) Select appropriate action
(4) Execute selected action
f) Find disturbed component
(1) Select check point
(2) Compare desired/actual state
(3) Decide failure found
(4) Identify disturbed component
g) Eliminate failure cause
(1) Identify alternative actions for eliminating
(2) Evaluate alternative actions
(3) Select appropriate action
(4) Execute selected action

Manage energy supply
Manage ship safety
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ANNEX 1: GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS

allocation of functions - The process of deciding how system functions shall be
implemented, by human, by equipment, or by both, and assigning them accordingly.
analysis - the resolution of anything complex into its simple elements.
ANEP - Allied Naval Engineering Publication.
CAD - Computer Aided Design.
CALS - Computer aided Acquisition and Logistics Support. A US DoD and industry initiative
to transfer the design process from one based on paper to one based on computer data by
developing data exchange standards and data bases for design, reliability, and maintenance
information.
CASE - Computer Aided Software Engineering.
C3 1 - Command, Control, Communications and Information. A command and control system.
cognitive behaviour - All aspects of knowledge, including perceiving, remembering,
imagining, conceiving, judging, and reasoning.
cohesion - A term used in structured analysis/design approaches to software development
referring to the extent to which a software module deals with a single, well-defined activity.
contractor - An organization, usually in industry, which contracts to perform engineering
activities to develop and build a system or equipment.
CORE - Controlled Requirements Expression. A proprietary technique for identifying system
requirements through structured decomposition.
coupling - A term used in structured analysis/design approaches to software development
referring to the extent.to which the software modules are related to one another.
critical task - A task which, if not accomplished in accordance with system requirements,
will have adverse effects on cost, system reliability, efficiency, effectiveness, or safety (after
US MIL-H-46855B).
demonstrator - Equipment built to illustrate future trends and possibilities in design.
Demonstrators may resemble the real-life counterpart dynamically. Operationally, a
demonstrator may range from a functioning laboratory set-up to a complete system.
designer - One who designs or plans or makes patterns for manufacture.
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Design and Development - The phase of an equipment programme which calls for design
engineering work aimed at full validation of the technical approach and ensures complete system
integration to the point where production contract action can be taken (NATO PAPS).
DoD - US Department of Defense
duty - A set of operationally related tasks within a job, e.g, communicating, navigating,
system monitoring (NATO STANAG 3994/1). Duties may be divided into primary and
secondary duties.
equipment - All non-expendable items needed to outfit/equip an individual or organization
(NATO Glossary).
ergonomics - The systematic study of the relation between the human, machine, tools, and
environment, and the application of anatomical, physiological, and psychological, knowledge to
the problems arising therefrom: Synonymous with Human Factors.
feasibility study - A study carried out by industry or government agencies or a combination
of both, with the object of providing a technical appraisal of the feasibility of developing and
producing an equipment with the performance required by the NATO Staff Target (NATO
PAPS).
front end analysis - Analyses conducted at the earliest stages of system design and
concerned with a system's personnel, training and logistics requirements (U.K. DEF STAN 0025).
function - A broad category of activity performed by a system, usually expressed as a verb +
noun phrase, e.g., "control air-vehicle," "update way-point" (NATO STANAG3994/1). A
function is a logical unit of behaviour of a system.
functional analysis - An analysis of system functions describing broad activities which may
be implemented by personnel, and/or hardware and/or software.
GENSAW - The user assisted GENeric Systems Analyst Workstation being developed by the
USAF to support human engineering analyses from mission & scenario decomposition to
performance prediction (workload simulation using SAINT).
Gantt charts - Charts used for project planning and control which show the necessary project
activities listed in a column against horizontal lines showing the dates and duration of each
activity.
HARDMAN - A US Navy programme for the integration of issues of manpower, personnel
and training with the weapon system acquisition process.
human engineering (HE) - The area of human factors which applies scientific knowledge to
the design of items to achieve effective human-machine integration (after US MIL-H-46855B).
Human engineering includes developmental test and evaluation activities.
human factors (HF) - A body of scientific facts about human capabilities and limitations. It
includes principles and applications of human engineering, personnel selection, training, life
support, job performance aids, and human performance evaluation: Synonymous with
Ergonomics.
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human-machine interface - An imaginary surface across which information and energy are
exchanged between the human and machine components of a system. The interface is defined
by the displays and controls used by the operator/maintainer to control, monitor or otherwise
interact with the system.
human-machine system - A composite of equipment, related facilities, material, software
and personnel required for an intended operational role.
human systems integration (HSI) - The technical process of integrating the human
operator with a materiel system to ensure safe, effective operability and supportability.
IDEA - Integrated Decision Engineering Aid. A proprietary software program which provides
an integrated set of tools and data files to keep track of front-end human engineering analyses
within the framework of the US Army's MANPRINT approach.
IDEF - (ICAM (Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing Office) DEFinition) A US Air
Force developed tool for building descriptive models of system functions and data,
commercialised as SADTr-.
ILS - Integrated Logistics Support. A method of assuring that a system can be supported
effectively and economically, so as to conform to specified operational requirements, within the
resources of available personnel sub-system logistic support and maintenance, for its
programmed life cycle. It considers jointly all resources needed, namely supplies, maintenance,
humans and equipment, transportation, facilities and cost (CAN DND-ENG STD-3).
IMPACTS - A US Air Force programme for the integration of manpower, personnel, and
training issues with the weapon system acquisition process.
interval scale - A scale of measurement which has the characteristics of an ordinal scale, and,
in addition, uses equal intervals without reference to a true zero value, e.g. the Centigrade scale
of temperature does not refer to absolute zero.
job - The combination of all human performance required for operation and maintenance of one
personnel position in a system, e.g., navigator (NATO STANAG 3994/1).
link analysis - A technique for representing and attempting to optimise the interactions
between an operator or operators and equipment or between multiple operators.
Liveware - A US term for the human component of systems (operators and maintainers)
which complements the system hardware and software.
maintainer - An individual responsible for retaining a defence system in. or restoring it to, a
specified condition.
manpower - The demand for human resources in terms of numbers and organization.
manpower, personnel, training and safety (MPTS) - The human dimension of the
complete weapon system. The term MPTS also encompasses the disciplines of human
engineering and health hazard prevention.
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MANPRINT - The US Army Manpower and Personnel Integration programme for the
integration of six areas of manpower, personnel, training, systems safety, health hazards
analysis, and human factors engineering into the systems acquisition process.
methodology - The study of method, usually taken to mean an integrated set of methods and
rules applicable to some goal.
mission - What a human-machine system is supposed to accomplish, in response to a stated
operational requirement (NATO STANAG 3994/1).
mission analysis - A process to determine the operational capabilities of military forces that
are required to carry out assigned missions, roles, and tasks in the face of the existing and/or
postulated threat with an acceptable degree of risk (NATO PAPS).
mission need document - In NATO, a statement based on a mission analysis, identifying in
broad outline a quantitative or qualitative operational deficiency that cannot be solved
satisfactorily with existing of planned forces and/or equipment (NATO PAPS).
mock-up - A model, built to scale, of a machine, apparatus, or weapon, used in studying the
construction of, and in testing a new development, or in teaching personnel how to operate the
actual machine, apparatus or weapon (NATO Glossary of Terms). A three-dimensional, fullscale replica of the physical characteristics of a system or sub-system (U.K. DEF STAN 0025).
moding analysis - The analysis of the different modes of operation of multi-function
systems. For example, a multi-function radar can be operated using different search patterns,
track-while-scan or other modes. These modes are usually selected through a "tree" of control
options, which includes "modes."
MoD PE - U.K. Ministry of Defence Procurement Executive.
Monte Carlo simulation - A method used in mathematics, statistics, and operations research
to resolve problems by the use of random sampling. The behaviour of a system is simulated bv
feeding in values of the system variables, and repeating the operation over different sets of
values so as to explore the system under a variety of conditions.
nominal scale - A scale of measurement which distinguishes only characteristics without
regard to order, e.g. the membership of sets.
OOW - Officer of the Watch (of a ship).
operator - An individual primarily responsible for using a system, or enabling a system to
function, as designed.
ordinal scale - A scale of measurement which implies some ordering of the values, e.g.
more/less relationships. Most subjective ratings are ordinal scale.
PAPS - Phased Armaments Programming System. A systematic and coherent set of
procedures and milestones for promoting co-operative armaments programmes in NATO.
PC - Personal Computer.
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personnel - The definition of manpower in terms of trade, skill, experience levels, and
physical attributes.
ratio scale - A scale of measurement which has the characteristics of an interval scale, and in
addition has a true zero point as its origin, e.g., length, mass, the Kelvin temperature scale.
RDD - Requirements Driven Development. A proprietary technique for deriving the
requirements for complex systems through the systematic decomposition descriptions of system
functional relationships.
reliability - The probability that an item will perform its intended function for a specified
interval under stated conditions (CAN DND ENG-STD-3).
RSG - Research Study Group. A group sponsored by one of the NATO Defence Research
Group Panels to carry out research on a specific topic.
SADT - Structured Analysis and Design Technique Tr. A proprietary means of identifying
system requirements through a structured decomposition.
safety - Freedom from those conditions that can cause death or injury to personnel, damage to
or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment.
SAINT - Systems Analysis by Integrated Networks of Tasks. Software which supports
network simulation and Monte-Carlo modelling of systems.
SAT diagrams - Sequence and timing diagrams. A variety of function flow diagram showing
the sequence of functions performance by sub-systems.
span of control - A term used in structured analysis/design approaches to software
development referring to the number of lower-level modules which are called, or controlled, by
one module.
specification - The document which prescribes in detail the requirements to which ...
supplies or services must conform. NOTE: It may refer to drawings, patterns, or other relevant
documents and may indicate the means and criteria whereby conformance can be checked
(AGARD Multilingual Dictionary).
- A document intended primarily for use in procurements which clearly and
accurately describes the essential and technical requirements for items, materials, or services,
including procedures by which it can be determined that the requirements have been met (CAN
A-LP-005-OOO/AG-006).
staff requirement - A detailed statement of the required design parameters and operational
performance of the equipment or weapon system. This document represents the specification of
the system upon which project definition is based (NATO PAPS).
staff target - A broad outline of the function and desired performance of new equipment or
weapon system(s), before the feasibility or the method of meeting the requirement. or other
implications have been fully assessed (NATO PAPS).
STANAG - A NATO standardization agreement.
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standard - An exact value, a physical entity, or an abstract concept, established and defined
by authority, custom, or common consent to serve as a reference, model, or rule in measuring
quantities, establishing practices or procedures. or evaluating results. A fixed quantity or quality
(NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions).
- A document that establishes engineering and technical limitations and applications
for, items, materials, processes, methods, designs, and engineering practices (CAN A-LP-005000/AG-006).
statement of requirement (SOR) - A statement of the capability required of a new system,
to meet an existing or postulated threat, synonymous with NATO Staff Target. In the U.K. it
includes estimated costs and technical factors.
sub-task - Activities (perceptions, decisions, and responses) which fulfill a portion of the
immediate purpose within a task, e.g., "key in latitude."
system - In general a set or arrangement of things so related or connected as to formirn unity or
organic whole (Webster's New World Dictionarv of the American Language, 2nd College
Edition, 1970. The Publishing Company).
system design - The preparation of an assembly of methods, procedures, and techniques
united by regulated iterations to form an an organized whole (NATO Glossary of Terms).
system effectiveness - The probability that the system will provide, in terms of resources
required, and as specified, either:
a. the maximum operational performance within the total cost prescribed, or
b. the required value at lowest cost. (CAN DND-ENG-STD-3).
system(s) engineering - A basic tool for systematically defining the equipment, personnel,
facilities and procedural data required to meet system objectives (US MIL-H-46855B).
system requirements analysis - An analysis of what is required of a system to identify
those characteristics which the system (both personnel and equipment) must have to satisfy the
purposes of the system (after U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).
task - A composite of related operator or maintainer activities (perceptions, decisions, and
responses) performed for an immediate purpose, e.g., "insert aircraft position" (after NATO
STANAG 3994/1).
task analysis - A time oriented description of personnel-equipment-software interactions
brought about by an operator, controller or maintainer in accomplishing a unit of work with a
system or item of equipment. It shows the sequential and simultaneous manual and intellectual
activities of personnel operating, maintaining, or controlling equipment (US MIL-H-46855B).
task description - A listing of tasks, usually in tabular form, arising from the results of a
system description/analysis (U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).
task element - The smallest logically and reasonably defined unit of behaviour required in
completing a task or sub-task, e.g., "key in digits."
task synthesis - The process of creating or putting together the tasks which compose a
system function (after U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).
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technique - A mechanical, or formal, approach to doing something.
Test and Evaluation (T&E) - A comprehensive programme of test activities, conducted
throughout the system hierarchy and over the system life cycle, to:
a. assess system performance,
b. verify conformance to system requirements,
c. determine system acceptability.
time line - a representation of actions, activities or tasks in the temporal domain using a
horizontal line or bar.
training - The process by which trainees acquire or enhance specific skills, knowledge, and
attitudes required to accomplish military tasks.
UIMS - User Interface Management System
weapon system - a combination of one or more weapons with all related equipment,
materials, services, personnel and means of delivery and deployment (if applicable) required for
self-sufficiency (NATO Glossary of Terms).
work breakdown structure (WBS) - A matrix of sub-systems and design/development
team activities used for project management.
workload - The level of activity or effort required of an operator to meet performance
requirements or criteria (Glossary of Ergonomics).
workplace - The complete working environment within which all the operators and equipment
are arranged to function as a unit (U.K. DEF STAN 00-25).
workspace - The geometrical space required to perform a job, duties. or task, including the
details of display and control location, the physical relationship between different displays and
controls, and the standing/seating arrangement of the operators/maintainers.
NVSAP - The weapon system acquisition process.
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ANNEX 11
DIRECTORY OF SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
This annex provides contact addresses for the organizations that deal with human factors/
human engineering problems in each country, so that potential users can ask for assistance and
guidance. Where appropriate, separate contacts have been provided for each of the three services.
An attempt has been made to give contacts for four classes of activity: general research;
general applications; research-specific subjects and applications-specific subjects. In most
countries, it has not been possible to provide separate contacts for all of these, due to national
differences in the structuring of human factors research and development. In these cases, more
general points of contact have been listed.
It has not alwavs been possible to give a post rather than a named person. For Example at
NDRE Norwav, the work is organized into time-limited projects, not all of which cover manmachine aspects. Because of this, relevant Project Managers are named.
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FRANCE
ARMY

AIR FORCE
GENERAL RESEARCH

NAVY

Direction des Recherches, et Etudes Technique (DRET)
dc la Direction Generale, pour l'Amicment (DGA)
Service des Rccherches. Group 9. Biologie el Factetirs H-lumains
Ciie de I'air 26 Boulevard Victor 75015 PARIS
DGA/DRET/SDI/G9

GENERAL APPLICATION
>

°

DGA/Direction des Constructions
Aeronauliques (DCAe)
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BRETIGNY
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Establishment Techniques D'Angers
(ETAS)

DGA/Direction des Constructions Navals
Centre d'Etudes et d(e
Recherches Technique sous
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Service Facicurs Humains
Toulon

Centre d' Etude ci (le Rechcrches
de M&iecin Aerospatiale
(CERMA)
BRETIGNY

Centie tic Rcherches du Service
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(CERB)
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GERMANY
ARMY

AIR FORCE

>

GENERAL RESEARCH

Direcior Research Institute for I luman Enginecring (FAT)
Ncuenahrer Sur 2()
5307 Uachlicrg-Werihovcn

GENERAL APPLICATIONS

Bundesaml fur Wehrlechnik und Beschaffung

NAVY

Dezemal AT 114
60
Posifach 73
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z
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Anton-Dohm-Weg 59
2940 Wilhelmshaven

THlE NETIIEIILANDS

AIR FORCF
GENERAL RESEARCH

GENERAL APPLICATIONS

z

ARMIY

NAVY

Director National Defcncc Research Organisanion
Schoemakersiraai 97
2628 VK DELFT

Hcad Scicnufic Rcscarch
Airforce
Ministry of Dcfcnse
Binckhorstlaan 135
2516 BA DEN HAAG

Head Scicntific Research
Army
Ministry of Defense
V.d. Burchlaan 31
2597 PC DEN HAAG

Head Scientific Rcscarch
Navy
Ministry of Defense
V.d. Burchlaan 31
2597 PC DEN HAAG
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Director Institute for Perception TNO (IZF-TNO)
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Head Research Groups
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Skilled Behaviour
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NORWAY
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AIR FORCE

Air Maierial Command
2007 Kjdller

Army Maierial Command
0580 Oslo
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Norwegian Defense Research Establishmncit (NDRE)
2007 Kjeller
Attention: Frode Fonnumr

GENERAL RESEARCH
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NAVY

Navy Material Command
Project Section or
Technology Sectlion
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Human engineering, systems integration:
NDRE, Department of Electronics
Attention: Johan Aas
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Psychology, Physiology, Performance and stress:
NDRE, Dcpartment of Toxicology,
Attention: Frode Fronnum

Karsten BrAihcn

Erik Nordo

T
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Command and Weapon Control
Systems:
NDRE, Dep of Electronics
Attn: Ame Sj0vik

Command and Weapon Control
Systems:
NDRE, Dep of Electronics
Attn: Kjell Rose

Command and Weapon Control
Systems:
NDRE, Dcp of Electronics
Attn: Johan Aas
Karsten BrAthen
Erik Nordp

UNITED KIN(GDOM

GENERAL RESEARCH

AIR FORCIE.

ARMY

NAVY

Institute of Aviation
Medicine
Farnborough, Hants GU14 6SZ
Attention: Head/Psychology

Army Personnel Research
Establishment
Famborough, Hants GU 14 6TD
Attention:

DRA Maritime Division (ARE)
Portsdown, Portsmouth
Hants P06 4AA
Attent ion: Head/lluman Factors

Division

Assistant Direcior/Operator

Performance Division

DRA Aerospace Division (RAE)
Farnborough, Hants GU 14 6TD
Attention: Head/Flight
Sysienis Dept

z
>
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Army Personnel Research
Establishment
Attention:
Assistant Direclor/Operator
Pcrformance Division

RESEARCH - SPECIFIC
SUBJECT

Institute of Aviation
Medicine
Attention: Head/Psychology
Division

Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall, London SWIA 21 IU
Attcniion: RTHF, DOR(SEA)
0

DRA Maritime Division (ARE)
Attention: Head/Human Factors
Group, MCO Division

z

Ministry of Defence

-

Attention: RTHF, DOR(SEA)

DRA Aerospace Division (RAE)
Attention: Head/Flight
Systems Dept

CA
I1

Instituie of Avialion
Medicine
Attention: Head/Psychology
Division

Group, MCO Division

>
CA

Army Personnel Research
Establishment
Attention:
Assistant Direclor/Operator
Performance Division

DRA Aerospace Division (RAE)

DRA Maritime Division (ARE)
Attention: Head/Human Factors
Group, MCO Division
Ministry of Defence
Attention: RTHF, DOR(SEA)

Altention: Hea(/Flight

w

Systems Dept
APPLICATIONS - SPECIFIC
SUBJECT

Institute of Aviation
Medicine
Attention: Head/Psychology
Division
DRA Aerospace Division (RAE)
Attention: Head/Flight
Systems Dept

Army Personnel Research j
Establishment
Attention:
Assistant Director/Operator
Performance Division

DRA Maritime Division (ARE)
Attention: Head/Human Factors
Group, MCO Division
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Attention: RTHF, DOR(SEA)
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AIR FORCE

ARMY

NAVY

GENERAL RESEARCH

Secretary of the Air Force
CODE AQT
The Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20330

Director, MANPRINT
Department of the Army
Chief, Research Studies
and Analyses
D)APE-MR
The Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20310

Office of Advanced Technology
Office of Naval Research
Code 33
800 N. Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22217
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Secretary of the Air Force
CODE AQX
The Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20330

Director, MANPRINT
Department of dhe Army
Chief Acquisition
DAPE-MR
The Pcentagon
Washington D.C. 20310

Assistant Secretary ol thc
Navy
Manpower and Reserve Affairs
SpecialAssisiant
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The Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20350
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USAF
Armstrong Laboratory
Code CA
Brooks AFB
Texas 78235

Technical Director
Army Research Institute
US Army
5001 Lisenhower Avenue
Alexandria VA 22015

Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations
Code 111K
Arlington Annex
Arlington VA 20370

Director
US Army
Human Engineering Labs
Attn: SLCHE
Aberdeen Proving Ground
MD 21005

Deputy Chief of Naval
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Code IIID
Arlington Annex
Arlington VA 20370
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ANNEX III
HUMAN

ENGINEERING REGULATORY DOCUMENTS
IN USE IN RSG.14 MEMBER NATIONS

This annex lists the standards, specifications, guidelines, handbooks and directives that
deal with human factors/ human engineering which are in use in various countries. The
documents are listed by country of origin. As shown in Appendix A to Chapter 5 of Volume 1,
some of those documents are used in several nations, others are used in only one.
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STANDARDS

- Aircraft
NATO STANAGS (All published by NATO Military Agency for Standardization
Instrument Panel (MAS-AIP), Brussels).
STANAG 3216 Al:
STANAG 3217 Al:
STANAG 3218 AI:
STANAG 3219 AI:
STANAG 3220 Al:
STANAG 3221 AI:
STANAG 3224 Al:
STANAG 3225 AI:

Layout of flight data in pilots displays
Operation of controls and switches at aircrew stations
tuation and shape of engine controls and switches in fixed
wing ircrft
Locai on and rouping of electrical switches in aircraft
Location. actuation and shape of airframe controls for fixed wing
aircraft
Automatic flight control system (AFCS) in aircraft - design standards
and location of controls
Aircrew station lighting
Location. actuation and shape of airframe controls for rotary wing

Numerals and letters in aircrew stations
Emer:encv control colour schemes
Location and arrangement of engine displays in aircraft
Aircrew station warning, cautionary and advisory signals
Colours and markings used to denote operating ranges in aircraft
instruments
Numbering of engines and their associated controls and displays in
AI:
3593
STANAG

STANAG
STANAG
STANAG
STANAG
STANAG

3229 AI:
3341 AI:
3359 AI:
3370 AI:
3436 Al:

STANAG 3622 Al: External vision from aircrew stations
STANAG 3639 Al: Aircrew station dimensional design factors
for fixed
STANAG 3648 Al: Electronically and/or optically generated aircraft displays
VSTOL aircraft
STANAG 3692 AI: Locaton and actuation of thrust vector controls for
aircraft
other than rot
stations
for infoircrew
presentation
of
Principles
STANAG 3705 Al:
triteria
STANAG 3800 Al: Night vision goggle lighting compatible design
STANAG 3870 Al: Emergency escape/evacuation lighting
systems.
STANAG 3994 Al: Application of human engineering to advanced aircraft

FRG DIN Standards:
factors, or
Several DIN standards are in use which regulate health hazards or environmental
STANAGs
AIP
as
way
same
deal with specific aspects of equipment design in the

UK Defence standards and British standards:
of material for use
DEF STD 00 12: Climate environmental conditions affecting the design Defence
by NATO forces in a ground role. London: Ministry of
London: Ministry
DEF STD 00 25: Human factors for designers of equipment: Parts I- 12.
of Defence
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DEF STD 00 27: Acceptable limits for exposure to impulse noise from military weapons
explosives and pyrotechnics. London: Ministry of Defence
British standard guide to measurements and evaluation of human
BS 6841:
exposures to whole-body mechanical vibration and repeated shock.
London: British Standards Institute
US

Aircrew station controls and displays for rotary wing aircraft. Department
of Defense, Washington D.C
MIL-STD-850B: Aircrew station vision requirements for military aircraft. Department of
Defense, Washington D.C
MIL-STD-133B: Aircrew station geometrv for military aircraft. Department of Defense,
Washington D.C
MIL-STD-1472D: Human engineering design criteria for military systems. equipment and
facilities.Department of Defense, Washington D.C.
MIL-STD-1478: Task performance analysis. Department of Defense, Washington D.C.
MIL-STD-1800: Human engineering performance requirements for systems. Department
of Defense, Washington D.C.
ASTM Fl 166-88: Standard of practice for human engineering design for marine facilities.
systems and equipment. Philadelphia: American Society for Testing and
Materials
NASA STD 3000: Man-systems integration standards
MIL-STD-250D:

2.

SPECIFICATIONS

US
MIL-H-46855B:
DI-DFAC-80740:
DI-HFAC-80741:
DI-HFAC-80742:
DI-HFAC-80743:
DI-HFAC-80744:
DI-HFAC-80745:
DI-HFAC-80746:
DI-HIFAC-80747:
DI-HFAC-81197:

Human engineering requirements for military systems. equipment. and
facilities. Washington D.C.: US Army Missile R&D Command.
Human engineering program plan. Washington D.C.: Department of
Defense
Human engineering progress report.Washington D.C: Department of
Defense
Human engineering dynamic simulation plan. Washington D.C.:
Department of Defense
Human engineering test plan. Washington D.C.: Department of Defense
Human engineering test report. Washington D.C.: Department of
Defense
Human engineering system analysis report. Washington D.C.:
Department of Defense
Human engineering design approach document - operator. Washington*
D.C.: Department of Defense
Human engineering design approach document - maintainer. Washington
D.C:. Department of Defense
Task performance analysis report. Washington D.C.: Department of
Defense
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3.

GUIDELINES AND HANDBOOKS

NATO
DS/A/DR(82)350: Erzonomic design Guidelines. Brussels: NATO AC/243 Panel-8
(English translation of Part C of FRG Handbuch der ergonomic)
NATO NNAG IEG/6 (All published by the NATO Naval Armaments Group, Brussels).
ANEP 20: Human factors/ergonomics in the development and acquisition of ship weapon
systems.
ANEP 21: Procedure for ships manning for NATO surface ships.
ANEP 22: Human factors considerations for the determination of automation policy.
ANEP 23: The influence of maintenance on manning.
ANEP 24: Guidelines for shipboard habitability requirements for combatant surface ships.
ANEP 25: Guidelines for environmental factors in NATO surface ships.
mANEP 26: Ergonomics data for shipboard space design in NATO surface ships.
ANEP 27: Human factor guidelines for the design of man/machine interfaces in operational
rooms.
ANEP 28: Guidelines for the development of Operational Stations Book (OSB) for NATO
naval vessels.

France
DGA/AQ902: Manuel des methodes de conduite de programme (Guide of methods for
conducting weapons programmes). Paris: Ministere de la defense.
for
DEN/CMQ No. 88610: Guide de mise en oeuvre de l'analvse fonctionnelle (Guide
defense,
la
de
Ministere
performing functional analysis). Paris-Armies:
Delegation Gdn6rale pour l'Armamnent,
DGA/AQ 4114: Guide pour la prise en compte des facteurs humains (Human factors guide).
Paris-Armees: Ministere de la defense, Delegation Generale pour
I'Armament, Mission assurance de la qualitd.
et conception: Les trent questions qu'il faut se poser. (Thirty
Ereonomie
DGA
questions to ask). Paris-Armees: Ministere de la defense, Delegation
Gdndrale pour l'Armament, Direction des Armements Terrestres.
L'Ergonomie de conception d'un produit (Design ergonomics). ParisDGA
Armees: Minist~re de la dlfense, Delegation Generale pour l'Armament,
Direction des Anrnements Terrestres.
Ergodata:. Paris: Anthropologie Appliquee.

FRG
Handbuch der ergonomie.(Handbook of ergonomics) 2nd. Edition. Munich
& Vienna: Carl Hanser Verlag.
Design and construction guidelines: ships. Koblenz: Bundesamt fur
Wehrtechnik, BWB SG.
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UK
Human factors guidelines for the design of computer-based systems.
Volumes 1-6. London: Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive) and
Departnent of Trade and Industry.
US
Human engineering guidelines for management information systems.
Human engineering procedures guide. US Army Missile Command,
Redstone Arsenal.
MIL-HDBK-759A: Human factors engineering design for army materiel. Alabama: US
Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal.
Engineering data compendium: human perception and performance.
Volumes. 1-3. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1987
Directory of design support methods. San Diego, CA: UlDeparanent of
Defense, Manpower and training Research Information System. 1990
Advanced HFE tool technologies. Tech. Memo. 2-88. Maryland,
Aberdeen Proving Ground: US Army Human Engineering Laboratory.
1987.
DoD-HDBK-761:
DoD-HDBK-763:

MISCELLANEOUS

4.

DOCUMENTS

France
AFNOR X35-001: Conception des systemes de travail. (The design of work systems). Paris:
Association Franqaise de Normalisation
Ergonomie receuil de normes Francaises. (Collection of french ergonomic
AFNOR:
standards). Paris: Association Franqaise de Normalisation
Directive IMN 0(1514:
Instruction sur la conduite des programmes d'armament de l'Armee de
l'air. Paris-Armees: Ministere de la defense, Delegation Gendrale pour
l'Armament
DGA/DPA 60 800 Instruction sur la conduite des programmes d'armarent de l'Armne de
terre. Paris-Armdes: Ministere de la defense, Delegation Gdnerale pour
l'Armament
Instruction sur la conduite des programmes 'armament Navals. ParisArmees: Ministere de la defense. Delegation Generale pour l'Armrnament
FRG
Directive: ergonomics in the Federal Armed Forces.' Bonn:
Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, BMVg Org.
General ergonomic requirements. Koblenz: Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik,
BWB AT.
Checklist BWB AT II. Koblenz: Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik und
Beschaffung, BWB AT.
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und
Job instruction: Enzineerinn.Koblenz: Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik
Beschaffung, BWB AT.
IH.
Navy requirement No. 8. Wilhelmshaven: Marineamt.' MarARUst

UK
EH 40/91:

Health
Health and safety (toxicity: occupational exposure limits. London:
and Safety Executive.
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NATO does not hold stocks of DRG publications for general distribution. NATO initiates distribution of all DRG
documents from its Central Registry. Nations then send the documents through their national NATO registries, subregistries, and control points. One may sometimes obtain additional copies from these registries. The DRG
Document Centres listed below can supply copies of previously issued technical DRG publications upon request.
BELGIUM
EGM-JSRL
Quartier Reine Elisabeth
Rue d'Evere, 1140 Bruxelles
Tel:(02)243 3163, Fax:(02)243 3655

THE NETHERLANDS
TDCK
P.O. Box 90701
2509 LS Den Haag
Tel:(070)3166394, Fax:(070)3166202

CANADA

NORWAY

DENMARK

PORTUGAL

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
Central Registry
P.O. Box 25
2007 Kjeller
Tel:(06)80 71 41 Fax:(06)80 71 15

Directorate of Scientific Information Services
National Defence Headquarters
MGen. George R. Pearkes Building
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OK2
Tel:(613)992-2263, Fax:(613)996-0392

Direcgao-General de Armamento
Ministerio da Defesa Nacional
Avenida da lIha da Madeira
1499 Lisboa
Tel:(01)610001 ext.4425, Fax:(01)611970

Forsvarets Forskningstjeneste
Ved ldratsparken 4
2100 K0benhavn 0
Tel:3927 8888 + 5660,
Fax 3543 1086

SPAIN

FRANCE

DGAM
Cl Arturo Soria 289
28033 Madrid
Tel:(91)2020640, Fax (91)2028047

CEDOCAR
00460 Armees
Tel:(1)4552 4500, Fax:(1)4552 4574
GERMANY
DOKFIZBw

TURKEY

Genelkurmay Genel Plan Prensipler
Savunma Araptrma Daire Baakanigi
Ankara
Tel:(4)1176100 ext.1684, Fax:(4)11763386

Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 34
5300 Bonn 1
Tel: (0228)233091, Fax:(0228)125357
GREECE
National Defence Headquarters
R+T Section (D3)
15561 Holargos, Athens
Tel: (01)64 29 008

UNITED KINGDOM
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